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This Stage-Quality. low impedance mike is design-
ed for both vocal and instrumental pickup. When 
used ultra-close it also provides extra bass empha-
sis (proximity effect) to achieve a fuller sound. Fre-
quency Response. 50-20,000 Hz. Weighs only 6 oz. 
Attractive low-reflectance matte finish. Multi-state 
Screen reduces "popping" when being worked ex-
tremely close. Only a common AA "penlight. ' bat-
tery (5.000 hrs.) is needed to power this unique con-
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Unidirectional Cardioid Microphone 
























Both models are designed for today's profes-
sional user. Frequency response is essential-
ly flat and peak free, but with a slight intention-
al emphasis in the 3.000 Hz. "presence" 
range to give it that natural sound The prox-
imity effect will make a thin voice sound more 
mellow when used very close Both models are 
identical except that Model 813S has a con-
veniently located on/off switch and also allows 
the user to change the impedance. 
810A (with 18 ft. cable) 	$110.00 ($3.00) 
810A (without cable) 	 $95.00 ($3.00) 
813S (with 18 ft. cable) 	$120.00 ($3.00) 
813S (without cable) 	 $105.00 ($3.00) 
For straight out singing .this one's SUPERB! 
Weighing only 9.2 oz., this sleek black mike 
features an attractive slotted head and an on/ 
off switch that can be locked "on" to prevent 
inadvertent switching. Built-in windscreen 
allows an increase in the working distance 
from the microphone while reducing reverber-
ation and background noise. Excellent "close-
talk" performance Low impedance Frequen-
cy Response: 50-16.000 Hz. Attractive matte 
black finish. Feels and sounds good 
TD-13 (without cable) 	$133.00 ($3.00) 
TD-13 (with 18 ft. cable) 	$138.00 ($3.00) 
8 1 OA 
USE OUR TOLL FREE -HOTLINE- 
1-800-445-7398 
11.1=1 	In New Jersey Call: 201-445-7398 
271 GREENWAY ROAD 
RIDGEWOOD. NEW JERSEY 07450 
8 1 3S 	 Extremely Smooth — Just the right amount 
of Bass Boost for a rich, yet clear, sound. 
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scope— big mac records 
PRESENTS 
Square Dance: BM088 SISTER KATE by Ron 
Round Dance: SC30 PIED PIPER by Ken Croft 
& Elena deZordo. San Francisco CA Ron Mineau 
Arroyo Grande CA 
RECENT ROUNDS ON SCOPE 
SC29 SCOOTING TWO STEP—Chatfields 
SC28 HEARTACHES BY NUMBERS, Croft 8 deZordo 
SC26 SOMEWHERE. Lizuts 
SC27 SIDE BY SIDE. Lizuts 
SC25 IF YOU'RE IN LOVE, Challields 
SC24 GYPSY WALTZ, Stanwalts 
RECENT SINGING CALLS 
BM086 WALLPAPER ROSES 
BM085 CALIFORNIA BLUES 
BM084 ISLAND IN THE SEA 
BM083 BACK ON MY MIND AGAIN 
BM082 K.C. MY OLD HOME TOWN 
BM081 YOU DO SOMETHING TB ME 
Why do you dance? Have you ever 
thought about the reasons? Some 
readers have been dancing for many 
years; some are newcomers this season. 
Why do you continue to dance? 
Starting on pages 12 and 13, you will 
find two articles almost diametrically op-
posite in their focus. The longer of the two 
was composed on a computer—perhaps 
a word processor—and tends to look very 
impersonally and objectively at square 
dance learning. Very frankly, at least one 
of your co-editors disagrees strongly. 
Then, in laying out this issue, we came 
across the shorter, "filler" piece sent by 
the Schreiners, which gives the reasons 
they dance. Personal, yes; altruistic, yes. 
And we tend to agree with them—fun and 
people are important reasons. 
True to our pledge, we are printing both 
viewpoints. (I won't say sides; there are 
more than two sides to this matter, 
perhaps as many sides as there are dan-
cers.) We lay them before you, as Hud-
son Millar says, for debate. 
Since we hope you read this column 
first, we are saying here that we hope you 
will read them thoughtfully, weighing your 
feelings about your hobby against those 
of the Schreiners and Mr. Millar. Where 
do you agree? Where do you disagree? 
In your next square, seven dancers may 
be there for very different reasons than 
your own. Is this bad? We think not. The 
old adages about variety and diversity 
hold a definite ring of truth. Perhaps you'd 
rather not even think about why you 
dance. You just want to go and enjoy. 
That's all right, too. 
Somehow we want to tie this all up in 
a neat package of hearts and flowers in 
this Valentine month. Could we suggest 
that what is missing when we look objec-
tively at the square dance activity is a 
concern for the people who participate? 
Can we take a participatory activity, in 
which eight people are interdependent for 
fun or for achievement, look at it with an 
analytical eye, and reach satisfactory solu-
tions without considering the human ele-
ment? 
Valentines are for love. Love is the key 
to many problems. Sure it's hokey! So is 
giving Valentines. So is dressing up in 
special clothes and going square danc-
ing. But dance one for us—we think your 
love is important! Happy February! 
PO Box 1448, San Luis Obispo CA 93406 
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esides the two articles discussed in 
	  01 the "Co-Editorial," this issue features 
several authors who are very familiar to 
BY-LINE 	 our readers. The two contrasting articles 
	  on why we dance are written by Hudson 
Millar, a professional writer and computer 
hacker, and Al and Vera (Chestnut) Schreiner, members of the NEC and executive 
secretaries of LEGACY. The other familiar contributors are Millard and June McKin-
ney, prolific round dance writers; Jo Jan Nunley, who has examined square dance 
activity from many angles, and now looks over the caller's shoulder; Evelyn Borden, 
who specializes in caller profiles from her native California; Ida Reilinger, who en-
thuses over dancing with thoughts for every season; Bev Warner, who has made 
another contribution to "Hem-Line." Topping off this issue is a cartoon by Richard 
Tomasic from San Francisco, who has appeared on our back cover before. All wrap-
ped up in a "sweetheart" cover, here is our Valentine to all of you! 
ADVERTISERS LISTING 
For extra convenience to readers, we are listing our adver-
tisers (space ads only) and numbering each. Readers should 
still write directly to advertisers as they wish. but any who 
desire information from 	several advertisers may circle the 
CIRCLE the number of each advertiser from whr 
more mformalion is desired 
Please mark no more than 20 
1 	2 	3 	4 	5 	6 	7 	8 9 	10 
11 12 13 14 IS 	16 17 18 	19 	20 
numbers to the left of advertiser's name on the blank and we 21 22 2.3 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 
will forward their requests to the proper businesses 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 
This form invalid after March, 1988. 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 so 
51 52 53 54 55 56 57 se 59 60 
NAME: 
61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 
71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 90 
ADDRESS 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 
91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100 
CITY 	 STATE 	 ZIP 101 102 103 104 105 
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* GRAND Zip 
While vacationing in Florida recently 
our camper had a very expensive and 
time consuming breakdown. Marooned, 
we used our Square Dance Directory to 
call a nearby Jacksonville club. That even-
ing we were dancing with the Clay Wheel-
Arounds and later were invited by a 
member couple to spend several days 
with them while repairs were made. 
We were very grateful for the friend-
liness and hospitality we were shown. 
Without the bonds and trust of square 
dancing, this would never have been 
possible. 	 Carl & Jayne Koch 
Lebanon, New Jersey 
Just a note to say how much we enjoy 
your magazine. It is filled with so much 
good information. We even share our old 
issues with our new students at class. 
Also, have you heard of Jaye Fitch? He 
is a caller-teacher from Springfield. He is 
our class teacher. It might be a good arti-
cle for your magazine sometime. We 
think he is a great instructor. 
Lee & Bev Looker 
Yellow Springs, Ohio 
Enclosed is my check for renewal. Less 
than a month ago, we were passing 
through on the turnpikes and ex-
pressways near Huron, and I was think-
ing about the magazine and that I would 
have to renew it soon. As always, I have  
enjoyed getting it and reading from front 
page to last...lt brings square dancers 
closer together, with all the latest on calls 
and news of dancers. 
Vivian S. deBrueys 
Slidell, Louisiana 
Enclosed find check toward a two-year 
extension of our subscription. We enjoy 
it from cover to cover, including the ads, 
and yes, we have purchased items from 
your advertisers. Also, a late thank you for 
all the sample copies of ASD that you sent 
for our new club dancers. I hope many of 
them are enjoying subscriptions. 
We [were] extremely busy last summer 
but still found time to square dance every 
weekend except two when we were in the 
mountainous back country. There were so 
many great campouts and festivals and 
new friends. Happy dancing! 
Ron & Kathy Rathbun 
Moscow, Idaho 
Enclosed you will find a money order 
for...another year of first class reading and 
instructions. Up until SIO shut down, I had 
never heard of the American Squaredance 
magazine, and I find that it is on par or 
even in some areas better than brand X. 
I have taught and called for over 30 
years on the Sunshine Coast of B.C. by 
following SIO and now your wonderful 
magazine. I call and teach MS-Plus. I will 
call and teach A's, C's, or whatever the 
dancers want, but no one has money 
enough to make me dance the above 
Continued on Page 107 
PO BOX 216 	GRENN 	BATH OH 44210 
LATEST ROUND DANCE 
GR17109 WALTZ BELLISSIMA by Marie & Ernie Lee 
NEW SQUARE DANCE SERIES FOLLOWING THE CALLERLAB LIST OF BASICS: 
GR12207 CLEAR TRACK SPECIAL, Instrumental Hoedown 
Paul Moore calls the Flip Side 
No. 7 in the SQUARE DANCE PROGRESSION SERIES 
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Way back in February of 1978, we did 
a piece about a groundhog (see "En-
core", this issue) that may bear repeating, 
and so, with apologies to long-time 
readers, we cast authenticity aside with-
out a shadow of a doubt, dig back ten 
years, burrow a page from the past, and 
shovel this dug-up data at you. 
This particular weather-prophet is none 
other than Grover Groundhog, an under-
cover agent for the FBI. (That stands for 
Frost Bite Invective, an organization cur-
rently campaigning for improved weather 
conditions.) 
Along about February second, Roscoe 
Sodbuster, ASD reporter for terrestrial af-
fairs, cornered the little rascal, hereafter 
known as GG, and got down to some 
nitty-gritty, ground-level, give-and-take 
banter to see if the fellow had a few 
"smarts" in fields other than his own. 
The conversation went like this: 
Amoebae Squaredance, February 1988 
Q. G.G., this is an ASD exploratory mis-
sion to get some predictions, not just on 
the weather, but on the climate of square 
dancing today, and where it's going. Have 
you ever dug round in our field at 
A. Oh, yes, sir (said the heady hopper), 
we put on a dance down here in the hol-
low every Saturday night, and I can tell 
you there's certainly a real ground swell 
of interest developing in square dancing. 
Our caller is old "Chuck" Marlow... 
all 
ous 
A. Yeah, yeah. right on. I'm not up on 
all the entity dirt, man, but variety is the 
spice. I once danced with a fast hoofer 
from Arkansas. She was a real Boar. But 
the kicks come from the mix, I reckon. 
Q. Why cant our dancers dance as well 
as we'd hope for? 
A. They're not well-grounded. 
0. Do you think we'li lick our big 
dropout proton-  
A. Sure. Easy. You two-footed dudes 
need to take a lesson from us early Amer-
ican mound builders. You should build 
square dancing like we shovel our hovels. 
We got holes to drop in, holes to drop out, 
holes to drop off a while, and a whole lot 
of channels to explore in-between. Our 
drop-off holes are always convenient to 
our drop-in holes, so it's easy to come 
back to the main channel for fun and frolic 
anytime. You tunnel-vision humans have 
only drop-out holes, no temporary drop-
off holes, and your drop-in holes are so 
well concealed, nobody knows you got 
anything inside to brag about. Know what 
I mean? 
Q. Not exactly, GG, but we'll grovel in that 
one awhile. What do you think of new basics 
flowing constantly to keep our interest high. 
A.They make good mottos, anyway, Keep 
busy, by golly is one I live by. I don't care 
for the touch of class jazz. I like the good 
old "down-to-earth" stuff like tunnel thru, dig 
for the clam, and such. That's bedrock stuff. 
I like to shuttle in and out, then I'll roll, chase 
right, and follow my furry neighbor down the 
lane. He flashed a toothy grin and then 
7 
quipped: but if you take all this sedimental 
filler too loosely, I'll granite you'll be in a 
heap o'trouble up to your eyeballs. That way 
you'll bury yourself as well as your shindig. 
Q. What if that happens? What will we do? 
What would you do? 
A. Me? Simple. I'd change channels. I'd 
just change channels, man. 
Then he kicked up a divot and disap-
peared down his hole in a flurry, with a flip 
of his little tail, leaving our ASD reporter in 
a bit of an allegorical quandary, and us with 
a flip tale to ponder, if we can possibly dig it. 
.A"\\K r 
77-Amaitegrak.,_ 
There'll be a big hole in this low-level 
literary litter if I don't dig up some travel tales 
to fill the remaining space. 
London, Ontario—How does that old 
nursery rhyme go? "I'm off to London to ride 
a white horse..." Well, I didn't ride a horse 
to London, Ontario but I charged up on my 
350-horse-power charger, up past Motor Ci-
ty, Michigan and Motor City, Ontario, then 
east to England's twin city to do a clinic for 
the super-charged callers of the SWOCA. It 
happened on a Sunday—to it, through it, 
and from it. (I'll bet you flew it—at ground 
level!—Co-ed.) 
The clinic started at one. I was there ear-
ly, so I had a late breakfast near the SWOCA 
meeting place (Senior Community Center) 
at Duffy's (tavern). The eggs were good; the 
rock interior suggests that people get stoned 
there, but don't take that for granite. 
For the next four hours we dealt with a lot 
of concepts of self-improvement, and 
refreshingly little time was spent on choreo 
and systems. Canadian callers are good 
clinic-ologists. We shored up some loose 
bricks of the profession, laid a good foun-
dation for involvement in the SID activity, and 
kept our mortars running the whole time. 
Thanks to Egbert Jacobs (the booking-
maker), Ken Brennan (the top Beaver; 
8  
himself) for the intro, and Stan Melling 
(another brass Beaver) for the dough that 
helps keep me from the breadline. 
Pointe Claire (Montreal), Quebec Two 
Canadain encounters on two successive 
weekends. Lucky me. Again I chose to drive, 
since the weather was non-threatening as 
November rolled over into December. Be-
sides, it offered a good excuse to stop at our 
home-away-from-home, Silver Bay, by 
George, which happens to sit just 150 miles 
south of the Canadian border on the hippo-
hump of upstate New York. (Hippo-hump? 
Sounds a little purple-cowardly—Co-ed.) 
Ten down, three to go (hours of driving, 
that is.), so I stopped off at our N.Y. cottage 
for a restorative rest overnight. Saturday. 
Quebec beckoned. I was ready for the easy 
drive straight north. After crossing the bor-
der, it helps to remember that pont means 
bridge, est is east and ouest is west, and 
often that terrain does meet, nord and sud 
not withstanding. 
Montreal had had a storm three days be-
fore, and lots of white evidence remained but 
the roads were clear. Superhosts, as usual, 
were Charlie and Jennifer Norman. We also 
celebrated Fred and Jean Crombie's 34th 
anniversary together. Twenty sets attended 
the MS dance at Circles and Squares, des-
pite a conflicting dance with a top-rated cal-
ler less than ten miles away. Everyone was 
dressed in club colors, red and white, it 
seems. (I felt like a camel in a cattle herd 
with my grass green suit.) The dancing was 
smooth as silk, and that's no fabric-ation. 
Refreshments were out in the hallway and 
out-of-this-world. Cuer was George (Pauline) 
Morgan. Emcee was prexie Bill Osterman. 
New caller/musicians Gerry and Holly (S. 
Bay CC grads, '87) were there. So were 
veteran callers Milt Thomas and Allen Mar-
jerison (who set the sound). The after-party 
took place at the home of Delma and John 
Cottingham, past treasurers of O's and . 's. 
Home again Sunday. A wet one. Twelve 
hours on the road. That "401" is a master-
ful piece of engineering, I daresay. That 
weekend, in which I logged 1400 miles, 
will be remembered, indeed. (In speed 
more than in deed, maybe. Co-ed.) 
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Livonia (Detroit), Michigan—Golly gee! 
I've certainly been lucky with weather this 
fall and early winter, considering all the 
driving and very little flying. The first 
weekend in December was another easy, 
breezy, reasonably non-sneeze-able, 
seasonal double-dated Michi-gander for 
me. 
On Friday, I swung west and north on 
a gooseneck trek to Detroit in order to do 
a Plus-'n-such for Bill and Cathi Peterson. 
(Bill's a S/D entrepreneur with enough 
proper popcorn popularity for any two 
other callers.) You could say it was sort 
of a duo do; Bill cued; there were a few 
two-by-twos and one-by-twos; java brew 
beaucoup; the night flew; friendships 
were renewed; and we were through! 
Freeland, Michigan—Upstate in the 
Saginaw (tri-city) area lies little Freeland, 
site of my next date. This time it was for 
NEMA. That's the Northeast Michigan 
Association (about 30 clubs), which pro-
duces a mini-festival once a month and 
books mike-toters like me from a wide 
area. In a NEMA nutshell: good people, 
nice crowd, fine dancing style! ASD staf-
fers Ed (and Phyllis) Fraidenburg and Bev 
(and Chuck) Warner were there. Caller Bill 
(Joanne) Towner came. Gary (Dorothy) 
Sod cued. Dorothy (Bill) Koelsch (prexies) 
gave me away to start the dance. (I've 
been trying to give you away for 
years!—Co-ed.) 
0, 
-4V4 51:,141.  
Fort Worth, Texas—It was a joyful, star-
studded, opulent, fast-moving pilgrimage 
on an early December four-day weekend 
for Cathie and me. We flew to DFW Air-
port and taxied to Fort Worth for our se-
cond visit to the most lavish and mem-
orable house party one could imagine! 
And we were two of more than 65 people 
similarly treated by our host and hostess. 
Howard and Mary D. Walsh. 
It wasn't all fun and games, food and 
festivity. We were entreated to "Come and 
seek His star, together." The focal point 
was the star, the theme was celestial, the 
fellowship and congeniality was heaven-
ly. Square dancing's great revivalist, Lloyd 
"Pappy" Shaw (and Dorothy, too) came 
alive again, one could say, to tell the story 
of The Littlest Wiseman, first performed in 
Pappy's Cheyenne Mountain School in 
1917. Now this inspiring little legend is 
dramatized annually in the Scott theater 
(a Fort Worth Theatre production) in con-
junction with the inimitable Texas Boys 
Choir (over 80 voices) and the Dorothy 
Shaw Bell Choir (over 100 bells, over 50 
youthful bell-ringers). 
We were housed at the Hyatt; profuse-
ly fed at country clubs, homes, and a four-
star Mexican restaurant; bussed every few 
hours to new and extraordinary sites; 
charmed in each location by lovely 
hostesses (...and dashing hosts, as 
well—Co-ed.); flooded with dozens of star-
theme gifts and mementos from the 
Walshes; overwhelmed by viewing hun-
dreds of Howard's original masterpieces 
by El Greco, Monet, Corot, Sargent, Ban-
nister. Stefan, and others; called-to at two 
dances by Bob (bright star) Howell of our 
staff, Ken Kernan, Cal Campbell, and 
Melton Luttrell (...plus two-star caller, 
Stan.—Co-ed.); and altogether privileged 
to share friendly moments with 65 excep-
tional people that square dancing brought 
together, with the Walshes as catalysts 
and generous benefactors. Special treats 
were to sit next to and chat with J. Mario 
Ramos, director of the Fort Worth Opera 
at one meal and Jack (editor of the Fort 
Worth Star-Telegram) and Ann Tinsey at 
another. 
Suddenly Sunday afternoon rolled 
around and the fantasy was finished—it 
was back to the real world again! We hope 
we'll be invited to return next year, to as-
cend high up over the rainbow, and to 
touch the nearest star! 
Enough starry-eyed, stilted, stepping-
stone struts. Enough Quixotic quests and 
quotes. Enough ramblings and rumblings. 
March with me next to March music... 
American Squaredance. February 1988 
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MID-WESTERN COUNTRY THE "GREAT" LAKE SOUND 
CJC 508 
• TOM MANNING 
-18 WHEELER 	CJC 503 
-JOHNNY BE GOOD 	CJC 506 
• JIM FORD 
-KISS AN ANGEL GOOD 
MORNING 	CJC 505 
-ROCKIM LITTLE CHRISTMAS 
ALSO LSED lS KOO.N UTILE SO ONCE 













5104 N. CLAREMONT 
CHICAGO IL 60625 
(312) 878 5898 
BOB POYNER 
17251 SO. KAY DR. 
PLAINFIELD IL 60544 
(815) 436 2942 
JACK PLADDYS 
5675 GROSS DR. 
DAYTON, OH 45431 
(513) 254 7499 
GLENN MATTHEW 
WESLEY 8 HARDING AYES. 
HULMEVILLE PA 19047 
(215) 750 0895 
TOM MANNING 	 JIM FORD 
2905 FLINT HILL DR. 	PO BOX 28 
BURLINGTON IA 52601 STREAMWOOD IL 60107 
(319) 752 4205 	(312) 289 5590 
LARRY INGBER 
4149 W STATE AVE. 
PHOENIX AZ 85051 
1602) 9318294 
GREG EDISON 
3507 N.E. 67th ST. 
GLADSTONE MO 64119 
(816) 455 1525 
• JACK BERG 
-HELLO MY BABY 	CC Il 
-WHY LADY WHY CC 12 
• BOB POYNER 
-LET ME BE YOUR TEDDY 
BEAR 	CC14 
SAVIN' MY LOVE FOR 
YOU 	CC15 
• JACK PLADDYS 
-HIGH HEEL GIRL 	MC 35 
• GLENN MATTHEWS 
-ROCKING MY LIFE AWAY 
	CJC 501 
	
-HOLLYWOOD 	CJC 507 
• LARRY INGBER 
-DARK TOWN STRUTTERS 
BALL 	CJC502 
-SAINTS CJC 510 
• GREG EDISON 
-TIME FOR LOVE 	NIC 5 
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BADGES OF LEADERSHIP: COMMUNICATION 
Communication is a two-way street. 
Listening, of course, is the neglected part. 
Look at our badge, showing the big ears 
on our listener. God 
gave us two ears to 
listen, one mouth to 
speak. Some folks 
look like this and 
talk twice as much 
as they listen. 
The requirements for communication 
are these: 
1. Something to say (a message) 
2. Saying it effectively (Make it short, 
light and clear) 
3. Using the best means for the 
message (media). 
4. Getting the audience "with you." 
(A "lead" and "mislead" game is done 
here with the audience, sort of a "Simon 
says" exercise that leads the group into 
not doing as the leader says.) 




to persuade, and the one I like 
best, to innoculate (to prevent future 
criticism.) 
What you are, of course, speaks louder 
than the words you say. Your dress, ac-
tions and attitudes belie your words. 
Helps for good communication include 
repetition, being positive, building trust, 
listening with understanding, and building 
your audience up. (Never put anyone 
down, present or otherwise.) 
American Squarecrance. February 1988 
Barriers to good communication may 
be accents and hearing loss, intrusive 
body language, speaking before the mind 
is in gear, and emotions. We sometimes 
do role-playing here. Let's consider how 
you greet drop-outs if they come back to 
a dance. Do you say, "Where have you 
been?" or "Glad you're here tonight." Do 
you ask the caller's wife to dance by tell-
ing her your wife is (a) tired, (b) too hot 
and doesn't want to get a chill going out 
after the dance, or (c) by standing in front 
of her with your hand out, saying nothing, 
or (d) worse yet, motioning to her across 
the room? (These are all true, ma'am, just 
the facts!) 
Do you tell the caller's wife you went to 
a dance with a really good caller the night 
before? These I list under speaking with-
out putting the mind in gear, but such 
thoughtlessness still hurts. At best, it 
leaves your audience wondering what you 
really meant. The emotions mentioned 
above that throw up barriers are ex-
pressed in these adjectives: sad, mad, 
glad, scared. Easy to remember! 
One aspect of communication, of 
course, is publicity and public relations 
about square dancing. We need to decide 
what our message is—fun, fellowship, ex-
ercise, a combination of these. We need 
to examine exactly what kind of image we 
are projecting. Deliberately plan what we 
want the world to know about square dan-
cing and take steps to tell the story. 
For good communication, practice 
describing the situation briefly, express-
ing the points you want to make, specify 
desired changes, and talk about the con-
sequences of the action. The practice will 
make you a better communicator and a 
better leader. 
"Ten Badges of Leadership" was the 
topic of the keynote presentation made 
by your editors at the 1987 Washington 
State Leadership Seminar in July. This 
is the fifth badge in the series. 
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WHY ARE WE SQUARE DANCING or: 
by Al and Vera Schreiner 
Oconomowoc, Wisconsin 
Square dancing has been defined as 
"friendship set to music." Dance, as des-
cribed in the dictionary, is "to move the 
body and feet in rhythm, ordinarily to 
music." Then you add the formation of a 
square, and you have square dancing. 
It is a very rewarding hobby, and you 
may become involved as much or as lit-
tle as you desire. Even if you choose not 
to get totally involved, as some of us have 
through the years, it is a recreation that 
can be enjoyed all over the world. Have 
you ever danced to a foreign caller and 
enjoyed the dancing, only to find out you 
could not carry on a conversation with this 
person due to the language difference? 
All calls are done in the English language, 
regardless of nationality. Square dancing 
truly is universal. 
Square dancing is pleasurable, and we 
look forward to it at the end of a hard day 
as our relaxation and maybe rejuvenation. 
Our mind and body both need relaxation, 
and square dancing certainly does help 
eliminate stress. 
When we dance, there is a harmoniz-
ing of our feet, hands, heads and heart. 
Square dancing is a great social mix-
er; it uses the stimulants of fun and fel-
lowship. A few hours of the activity give 
you beneficial exercise while having fun. 
It can be a part of your lifelong recrea-
tional enjoyment. Fun can be broken 
down to mean social merriment that gives 
diversion from our daily routine. Maybe 
you haven't laughed all day, but get 
together with a group of dancers, and you 
find you are relaxed and can laugh. Fun 
can mean being with people you love or 
are interested in. Fun can be moving your 
body to music. Fun can be dancing to 
movements that seem impossible. 
The investment to get started is not that 
great. Here again, it's what you make it. 
Square dancing saves marriages, helps  
raise the kids, eliminates worry and 
despair. Dancers can be one of the best 
support groups in a time of need. Square 
dancers are generous people. 
Everyday, each of us goes about our job 
as teacher, engineer, salesman, secretary, 
farmer, lawyer, baker, accountant, mach-
inist, homemaker, nurse, doctor, or what-
ever. However, we are all square dancers 
at the dance, enjoying a pastime we can 
master, but not get bored with. Square 
dancing is one of the greatest and most 
wholesome family recreations there is. 
Square dancing provides us the oppor-
tunity to do things with friends. There is 
no age limit. It is suited for both couples 
and singles. We make new acquaintan-
ces, and then look forward to being with 
these people in our club, area, state, na-
tional and international functions. It's like 
a family reunion when we see them again. 
WHY WE ARE STILL DANCING 
When you become involved in the 
leadership portion of the activity, there is 
no end to what can be done. Many chal-
lenges arise at this point—not to say there 
were no challenges during lessons! You 
can be a club officer, delegate, state of-
ficer, food committee chairman, work on 
a convention, organize special club acti-
vities—the list goes on and on. The 
possibilities are endless. 
"Square dancing belongs to us." If 
each of us can say this to ourselves and 
truly feel that, we will promote it, protect 
it, perpetrate it, and do everything we can 
to make it enjoyable for others. We will 
make our own fun. 
Square dancing gives us the opportu-
nity to give of ourselves to others. If this 
rewarding and joyful giving extends 
beyond the square and off the dance floor, 
then square dancing is really fun for you. 
Square dancing gives you a "great-to-
be-alive" feeling by combining a healthy 
atmosphere and stimulating exercise with 
fun. Square dancing is here to stay! 
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WHY DANCE 
by Hudson C. Millar, Jr. 
Fort Pierce, Florida 
As an inexperienced square dancer still 
climbing the ladder of learning, I have 
reached the point as a Plus dancer where 
I have asked questions to which I have yet 
to receive adequate answers. Maybe 
there are no set answers due to the 
complexities—varied environments, 
makeup of club members as to age and 
background, the leadership. Yet I must 
question whether we have adequately 
probed the psychology of Why dance? 
I had been told repeatedly that the pur-
pose of dancing is to have fun. Then I had 
to ask myself whether the only reason why 
people square danced was to have fun 
and to socialize. 
Other questions I began to ask myself 
are: Why are the dancers in one club far 
better dancers than those in another 
club? Why do certain clubs attract and 
hold more dancers? Why do the members 
of certain clubs seem to enjoy dancing 
more than those in other clubs? Why do 
squares in some clubs break down all the 
time? What is necessary for financial sur-
vival for both the club and for the caller? 
Our beginners group gelled into a fun 
bunch of people who enjoyed dancing 
and learning together, much of which can 
be attributed to our caller. Painfully our 
caller took us step by step, not hurrying 
us, assuring that we were proficient in a 
call before moving too far ahead. Some 
dancers dropped out; others fell behind. 
Finally we achieved the Plus level and 
began dancing with other groups. It was 
then that I noticed that the dancers in 
several other groups in our area were 
superior to those in our group. I began to 
ask why. The response I received was that 
they had been dancing longer than we 
had. For awhile I accepted this answer as 
conclusive. 
But was this the reason? We began 
dancing Plus with another caller as well  
as with our club. This man was what we 
all termed a fun caller. After Christmas I 
noticed that people from his Mainstream 
class, even before they had finished MS, 
joined our Plus dance and that the caller 
lowered the level of his calling in both 
pace and calls to enable these less ex-
perienced dancers to participate. This 
was fine for them but somewhat frustrat-
ing for the more experienced dancers. 
I asked myself how this caller could 
satisfy both groups. I noticed that many 
of the better dancers stopped coming as 
often and some left and began dancing 
with other callers. 
Was fun and socializing the only psy-
chological reason dancers danced, I 
asked myself, or were there other, more 
important psychological motives? 
Why were the dancers in my original 
club not as good dancers as those in 
some other area clubs? Why had we lost 
members to other clubs? Why had some 
dancers stopped dancing? 
This year I think I found part of the 
answer and I place these thoughts on the 
forum for debate. What I found is that the 
caller in the largest club in the area that 
possesses the best dancers on the Plus 
level never lowers the quality of his calls 
to meet the lesser qualified dancers. He 
keeps the same pace, every night, never 
varying from calling rapid-fire Plus. In 
observing the dancers in this club I no-
ticed an interesting fact. Those who were 
not qualified to dance Plus and who broke 
down squares came for a week or two and 
then dropped out. 
What was the psychology that made 
that club the largest in the area? Why did 
dancers flock to that club? It has to be 
more than fun and socializing. Then one 
night as we danced through a tip without 
a single error and we came together with 
our thank you, I noticed the look on 
everyone's face. It was that of elation 
bearing on ecstasy. I suddenly realized 
that stupid me had overlooked something 
simple. The main reason for square dan- 
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cing is achievement. We, as Americans, 
are taught from childhood to be winners, 
to be achievers. The challenge of going 
through a square and not breaking down 
or in not making a mistake is the greatest 
thrill a square dancer can achieve and 
makes anything else, including fun and 
socializing, secondary. 
This gave me the answer as to why the 
dancers flocked to the club with the caller 
who always called Plus at the Plus level 
and never lowered the quality of his calls 
to benefit the weaker dancers. One can-
not be an achiever when the mark is set 
below one's ability because then there is 
no satisfaction in achieving. 
I recalled my engaging in sports when 
I was in college. When I played tennis with 
someone who was better then I, my game 
improved and vice versa. When I fenced 
with someone who was better than I, I 
became a better fencer. Is it not also true 
that when we dance with dancers who are 
better than we are, we become better 
dancers; when we dance with dancers 
who are equivalent, we retain our quality  
level; when we dance with dancers who 
are not qualified on our level, we become 
weaker dancers and often lose interest 
and stop trying. 
Thus, I must ask, are not callers who 
lower the level of their calls to the weaker 
dancers doing a disservice to both the 
better and the weaker dancer? The bet-
ter dancer may in time lose interest and 
drop out or go to another club; the weaker 
dancers think they are competent to 
dance on that level when they should be 
dancing on a lower level. When they 
dance at another club, they can't under-
stand it when they are told politely they 
are not ready to dance on that level. 
Too many dancers jump from Basic to 
MS without finishing Basic, from MS to 
Plus without finishing MS, and into a Plus 
dance without completing a Plus work-
shop course. Club officers and callers 
who permit this to happen must realize 
that the quality of their dance and dancers 
will deteriorate and they face a bleak 
future because the better dancers will 
Continued on Page 94 
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RECENT BEST SELLERS: 
413.6082 DON'T BURY ME TIL I'M READY— Bill V 
4136081 KIDS OF THE BABY BOOM— Gary 
4B-6080 ANYTIME— Bob C. 
48-6079 CAN'T STOP NOW— Gary 
4B-6078 SALLY GOODIN'— Otto Dunn 
4136077 LOWDOWN HOEDOWN (Hoedown)— Gary 
4B-6076 WHEN MY BLUE MOON TURNS TO GOLD 
AGAIN— Gary 
4B-6075 BILL BAILEY— Bob C. 
48-6074 I'VE BEEN TO GA. ON A FAST TRAIN— Bob C 
4136073 DIXIE ROAD— Mike 
48-6072 BABY FACE— Don Beck 
48-6070 MUSIC BOX DANCER— Mike 
4B-6069 WHEEL HOSS (Hoedown) 
4B-6068 MARIA— John Marshall 
48-6063 YOU'RE NOBODY TIL SOMEBODY LOVES YOU— 
Bill 
NEW QUADRILLE RELEASES: 
0-854 BYE-BYE BLACKBIRD— Lee 
0-853 SQUARE DANCE TIME IN TEXAS— Bob H. 
0-852 IT'S SO EASY (to Fall in Love)—Doug McCart 
RECENT QUADRILLE BEST SELLERS 
0-851 GOT MY HEART SET ON YOU— Doug McCart 
0.850 ANY OLD TIME— Lee 
0-849 HONEYCOMB— Bob H. 
0-847 BIRTH OF ROCK AND ROLL— Larry 
0-846 OKLAHOMA BORDERLINE— Lee 
0-844 FAST LANES AND COUNTRY ROADS—Larry 
0-843 CAJUN MOON— Bob H. 
0-842 GREEN LIGHT— Romney 
0-841 SHOOT LOW, SHERIFF (Hoedown)— Bob H. 
0.838 HEY GOOD LOOKIN- Romney 
   
1' Call or Write for our Free Catalogue.  
Box 7-11 Macks Creek, MO 65786 
(314) 363-5432 
      
Bob Fisk 





FOUR BAR 8/QUADRILLE RECORDS 
"The Quality Sound" 
NEW RELEASES: 
4B-6087 TOO GONE TOO LONG— Bob Fisk 
413-6086 WHEN YOU WORE A TULIP— Bill V, 
4B-6085 HAPPY TRAILS— Gary 
48-6084 THE TOP OF THE WORLD— Mike 
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FOR SQUARE DANCERS, 
NOBODY KNOWS 
 
II-1 A WA 11 11 
LIKE WE DO... 
(We have offices there.) 
...and we'll give you real first-class 
treatment at the 23rd Aloha State 
Square Dance Convention, 
May 5-7, 1988 
when you sign up to go to dance 
and tour with these popular callers/cuers: 
WALT COLE, Ogden, Utah 
JIM DUNN, Lawton, Oklahoma 
DICK LEGER, Bristol, Rhode Island 
TOM MANNING, Burlington, Iowa 
WILLARD PALMER, Wichita, Kansas 
SKIP SMITH, Titusville, Florida 
PAUL WALKER, Jacksonville, Florida 
"DIAMOND" JIM YOUNG, Tuscumbia, AL 
Enjoy an 11-day, 3-island 
ADVENTURE TOUR with low off-season 
"PACKAGE" AIR-LAND RATES 
SPECIAL BANQUET, extra dances, workshops, 
SUN & FUN on the fabulous beaches 
Plus many extras/options. 
HOW ABOUT A TRIP OR CRUISE TO THE CARIBBEAN, TO MEXICQ:c., 
TO THE CANADIAN ROCKIES, OR THE SOUTH PACIFIC? ;(1"-- 
ASK US! 
Toktuga eyros Uouit Co. 
Toll Free: 800-323-2222 Nationwide/800-521-2346 Calif. 
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W1IitISSit6 & evekgitee44 
by Millard & June McKinney 
San Jose, California 
Quite often we're asked, "What is the 
difference between an 'Evergreen' and a 
'classic'? It's a logical question for newer 
dancers to ask. 
Way back in 1963, Bill and Lil Know-
land, creators and editors of Round Dan-
cer magazine, published lists of round 
dances that were "well-known and well-
danced routines." They gave them the 
name of "classic," which denoted a dance 
that was well-fitted to the music and 
danced across the country. Since 1964, 
dancers have submitted ballots to deter-
mine the 15 most popular dances to be 
given "Classic" status for the ensuing 
year. Only 15 dances may carry the title 
of Classic. 
After a few years it developed that 
several dances had been classic for five 
or more years. These would be designa-
ted "All Time Classics." This bestowed a 
certain honor for having been chosen a 
Classic for five years (not necessarily con-
secutive). Removing these dances from 
the current Classics list allowed other 
dances to be voted to the current list. 
Now we have three types of Classic 
dances: Current Classics, voted for the 
year; All Time Classics, having been se-
lected five times; Evergreens, having 
been selected one or more times. 
To be considered for Classic nomina-
tion, a dance must be at least three years 
old and have a high popularity. This 
seems to be an adequate screening of the 
many dances that are published each 
year. Some dances make it in three years 
and some "sleep" a year or so longer and 
then come on strong. 
Street Fair was 11 years old before 
achieving Classic status! 
Many of the older Classics are now on 
the verge of extinction, due to record 
availability. These dances are said to be 
American Squaredance, February 198 
on the "retired" listing. Should the record 
become available, it's possible that they 
would become popular again, and pos-
sibly reach the All Time Classic status. 
One should remember that the old-time 
classics first appeared in Round Dance 
magazine during the 1959-1961 period. 
These cue sheetsare difficult to find in to-
day's files, however, Charmaine (Glenn), 
Goodnight Two Step (Moss), and Rainier 
Waltz (Bagley) are Retired dances. Some 
teachers are fortunate to have records 
and cue sheets for these dances. They 
are Classics. 
Since round dancing has become more 
popular, two more organizations have 
decided to publish Classic Lists. These 
lists reflect a more current selection of 
rounds. Roundalab and URDC have lists 
that are the Classic selections of the 
organization. In many cases, a dance will 
appear on all three lists. URDC tends to 
have dances of a more difficult level than 
Round Dancer or Roundalab. 
In addition to the three national Classic 
listings, many regional lists are published. 
These generally follow the national or-
ganizations and are usually for the more 
recent and current dances. 
Many round dance teacher associations 
have Quarterly Classic selections to bring 
newer dancers into the classic realm. 
Some teachers find it difficult to make 
time to teach the classics and the dancers 
may not be aware of the dances that were 
choreographed to excellent big band 
records. 
The best music usually produces the 
dances with the longest life. 
Thirteen on Decca, ten on Grenn, 
seven on RCA and five on Windsor, a total 
of 35 records by four recording com-
panies, account for about 50% of the 
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claat Toes (1JOUlt CAelt See? 
by Jo Jan Nunley 
Canyon, Texas 
He or she stands there on the stage, 
microphone in hand. He lifts his hand up 
to drop the needle on the music, which 
flows out with the usual uplifting, toe-
tapping beat. She looks out across the 
crowd below before the first word of the 
song begins. What does the caller see 
when he looks out? What does he/she 
think about the crowd? Who is the crowd? 
What your caller sees when looking 
across the crowd is, of course, your club. 
Your club is you, the dancer. What a caller 
sees when he begins the dance will, to 
a large degree, influence how well the 
dance goes that evening. Why? 
Ask yourself this question to answer the 
"why." Suppose you were the one doing 
the calling. What would you like to see 
when you look out to that sea of faces 
looking back at you? Enthusiasm—one 
word tells it all. You would like to see a 
crowd of dancers willing to involve them-
selves to the fullest for an evening of fun 
at square dancing. Now tell the truth—
isn't that what you would like to 
Amencan Squaredance, February 1988 
see? I believe the answer from all of you 
must be an unequivocal yes. 
Now, knowing what a caller hopes to see, 
do a little mental quiz, informally, about your 
club, about your dancers, about you 
yourself. What does your caller see? 
If the caller is very, very lucky, he may 
see what is always hoped for—an enthu-
iastic dancing crowd ready to toe-tap the 
evening away for the pure enjoyment of 
square dancing. Unfortunately, that may 
not always be the case. 
I remember one club to which I be-
longed that was forced to disband after 
a nosedive of losing membership from 
which it couldn't recover. On a represen-
tative evening, the caller could see some 
dancers always ready to fill up the small 
amount of squares, and then he could 
also see in plain sight the "DRAGGERS." 
The dragger would only come to fill a 
square if it became obvious that many 
dancers would miss out if he didn't drag 
his reluctant body and feet to the ap-
pointed site. 
Do you think this made our caller want 
to belt out his best song? I don't think so. 
19 
He did because he was professional but 
I bet there were many times he was glad 
when our dance night ended for one more 
week. Can you blame him? 
My personal opinion is that a caller en-
joys seeing the traditional square dance 
attire when he's calling for a really hot 
dance. Why? Well, it sets square dancers 
apart from everyone else. That's one 
reason, and even the staunchest critics 
of the square dance attire—the expense, 
the trouble—have to admit that when 
square dancers are all togged out they 
look mighty festive. Would you rather call 
for a bunch of plainclothes people or 
some festive-square-dance-clad ones? 
Just give it some thought next time when 
you make that extra effort to slip the frilly 
slip on and attach the name tags to the 
dress or western shirt. 
Just as in everything in life, to have the 
fullest enjoyment of square dancing, one 
must make some effort towards it. Effort 
pays off in better enjoyment. 
The next time you think—why bother to 
dress up, no one will notice?—think again. 
Would you notice if you were the one 
holding the microphone and responsible 
for singing the lyrics for dozens of songs? 
I believe you would. 
It must give a caller a sense of accom-
plishment to take a bunch of greenhorn 
non-dancers through lessons to the ulti- 
mate evening when they all appear in 
their new square dance clothes and can 
follow his patter as well as the more 
seasoned dancers. The clothes make it 
festive for the new dancers, and I believe 
must make it more festive for the caller 
also. 
But, clothing aside, square dance cal-
lers like to see a good attitude shining 
from the faces of dancers waiting to hear 
him bring out his bag of tricks. People talk 
so much about having a good attitude 
these days, but how many of us make an 
effort to bring that good attitude to our 
square dances. 
Give it some thought. Have you brought 
out your brightest smile, your best duds, 
and your shined shoes for your club 
dances in a while? Do you save the best 
duds and best attitude for special 
dances? A lot of dancers do that. I hear 
many times that this dress is "my festival 
dress" or "my holiday dress" or my "big 
dance" dress. 
Who is really more special in your 
square dance life than your own club 
caller? Doesn't he or she sometimes 
deserve the very best, too? 
It's like my mother asked my widowed 
grandmother one time, "Mama, what are 
you saving these new sheets for? Your 
next husband?" Since my grandmother 
is 85, the question was meant to stir my 
grandmother into using the sheets for the 
important one in her life now—herself. 
Square dancers might find their callers 
most pleasantly surprised if they didn't 
always save the best attitude and the best 
duds for an occasion when their very own 
caller wasn't working. It's just a thought, 
but then, remember those sheets? 
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7317 Harriet Ave. S., Minneapolis MN 55423 
612-869-9501 Bus./612-869-6168 Res. 
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cDebokati Takileff: Te4okmeit uAtli cPt3a53 
by Evelyn P. Borden 
Woodland Hills, California 
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The word pizazz is listed as a slang 
word in modern dictionaries, and most 
people have a definite impression of its 
meaning. It's clearly contemporary, pro-
bably coined by entertainment critics who 
were looking for a three-dimensional word 
that encompasses "exciting, scintillating, 
and vivacious." Southern California 
square dancers might simply define piz-
azz as: Deborah Parnell. This classy 
caller is a performer par excellence. 
Though you might use words such as 
melodious, mellow, full, vibrant, and 
rhythmic to describe your favorite caller's 
singing voice, you probably wouldn't in-
clude the adjectives sweet or sensuous. 
Debroah Parnell's singing is all of the 
above. In fact, she incorporates three 
voices into one number, an old Andrews 
Sisters' song from the 40's. And even if 
you're not old enough to recall those days 
Amencarr Squaredance. February 1988 
of rationing coupons and men marching 
off to war, Deborah's version of Boogie 
Woogie Bugle Boy still sounds nostalgic. 
Deborah doesn't remember World War 
II (she's only 35), but she has a repertoire 
that appeals to all ages. A bit of light opera 
(Some Enchanted Evening by Rodgers 
and Hammerstein) might be followed by 
a robust rendition of Ghost Riders in the 
Sky with yodel-like trills. 
When her husband, Frank Lescrinier, 
joins her onstage, they may either har-
monize an old-time gospel song or per-
form a piece in counter-melody. For the 
latter, Frank dons a stiff-brim straw hat 
and belts out the ragtime rhythm while 
she poses in picture hat and parasol, and 
sings smooth 'n sweet. 
Together the couple choreographed a 
new square dance formation which they 
have dubbed "the egg." It was published 
in the June 1987 issue of News 'n Notes, 
a caller's note service edited by Ed Foote. 
If it becomes a part of future dance 
routines, you will learn a segment that is 
called scrambled yolks. In between-tips 
banter, Deborah and Frank predict, 
"When you do it eggsactly, you'll be eggs-
perts." 
The Lescriniers met at a caller class, 
taught by well-known Southland caller 
Bob Johnston. Frank was a student caller, 
and Deborah was a guest caller. They 
became friends, fell in love, and decided 
to blend their lives and calling careers, as 
well as their voices. Deborah had begun 
calling in August, 1983, and was already 
known and booked in advance as Deb-
orah Parnell, so they agreed to work 
together to build the career that was 
already launched. Though her "stage 
name" gets top billing and her picture ap-
pears on the flyers, Deborah is quick to 
point out that Frank has "played a large 
part" in what she has accomplished in a 
short time. "He's my manager, advisor, 
secretary, publicity and booking agent, my 
biggest fan, and my best friend," she 
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says emphatically. 
Deborah and Frank usually call club 
dances as a team, except on the rare oc-
casion when his full-time job at Von's 
Grocery Company interferes or he returns 
from the Callerlab Convention with a case 
of "bayou fever." Even then, he may show 
up in an emergency, as he did one Satur- 
day night last April 
when she had taken 
off for a dance in a 
hurry without records. 
Reason: Their plane 
from the 1987 Caller- 
lab Convention in 
New Orleans had put 
down at LAX in mid- 
afternoon, leaving no 
time to unpack and 
organize the equip- 
ment. After Deborah 
left on the one-hour 
drive alone, Frank 
realized she had for-
gotten to put the rec- 
ords in her car, so he 
immediately hopped 
in his car, beat her to 
the dance, and was already calling when 
she arrived 15 minutes late. "First time I 
was ever late to a dance," she says, "but 
I turned back when I discovered I had no 
records!" Frank wasn't dressed for a 
dance (unshaven, in old pants and 
thongs) but when he asked the dancers 
whether they would rather dance or wait 
for Deborah, they opted to square up. 
Another amusing incident occurred 
when they called for the Sundancers in 
Las Vegas a couple of years ago. Just 
before the dance, Deborah bought a new 
hat. After the third tip, a dancer whispered 
to her, "Do you know you still have the 
price tag on your hat?" Actually, most 
everyone had noticed by that time, so 
Deborah laughed along with them and did 
her Minnie Pearl impression. 
Ms. Parnell has twice called the tips for 
1,000 dancers at the annual demon- 
stration at Los Angeles Dodger Stadium. 
Club officials liked her singing so much 
they invited her back and also asked her 
to sing the National Anthem at the August 
20, 1987, salute to square dancing. 
Whether the crowd is large or small, 
Deborah has a ball because she thinks 
square dancers are the crème de la crème 
among humankind. 
"The people involved 
in square dancing are 
to the general popu-
lation like cream is to 
milk—they're the 
sweetest part, the 
richest (in spirit and 
love), and they al-
ways rise to the top. 
We feel privileged to 
be in constant contact 
with so many of 
God's best people," 
she says. 
The familiar line, "a 
little bit country, a lit-
tle bit rock and roll" 
could be used to 
describe this classy 
lady, but like Marie Osmond, Deborah is 
also more than that. Adding a comparison 
to the throaty voice and classic, cool de-
meanor of Anne Murray comes a bit 
closer to the mark. A square dance with 
Deborah Parnell on stage is part concert, 
part music video, and always a perfor-
mance with pizazz! 
Author's Note: Dancers who will 
meet Deborah Parnell for the first 
time at the 1988 National Conven-
tion in Anaheim, California, might 
like to know that she is scheduled 
to call with Johnny Preston at 
McCloud Square Dance Resort in 
Northern California the following 
week (June 28-July 1, 1988). If you 
plan your itinerary to include both 
events, you will be glad you did. 
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NOTE SERVICE FOR CALLERS 
WITH PLUS SUPPLEMENT 
(formerly published by Gene Trimmer) 
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER: 
Sign up for one quarter 
(3 months) 
for only $5—Try it out! 
You'll like these features— 
• More choreo 
• Less heavy commentary 
• Guest writers regularly 
• Shirley's "Women's View" 
• Equipment sale/exchange section 
Write: JIM HAYES 
P.O. Box 106 
Aurora KS 67417 
RAVE 
Betty and Clancy Mueller, round dance 
leaders from Indiana, were in an auto-
mobile crash last fall while riding with 
friends. Wondering how to express their 
thanks and appreciation to many people 
for their help, they read "A Lesson in 
Friendliness" in the November ASD and 
decided to write their story. 
The Muellers had just finished the 
fourth workshop day of the eight-day 
Septemberfest at Kentucky Dam Village 
State Park. On the highway, a man turned 
left and hit them head on. Immediately 
other dancers, callers, cuers, and some 
committee members going in both direc-
tions stopped to help. Clancy had to re-
main in the hospital because of internal 
injuries and Betty soon found broken ribs. 
Their friends were hardly injured. Betty 
was taken back to the Lodge, so that 30 
miles separated her from Clancy, rare 
because the Muellers are usually 
together. 
Committee members took them where 
they needed to go, picked up prescrip-
tions, made sure Betty had food, and 
made sure neither was mobbed with com-
pany. Betty and Clancy felt and appreci-
ated their prayers and well-wishes. 
The show must go on! Other round 
dance leaders pitched in and cued and 
taught for the Muellers. Callers Frank and 
Connie Bedell and Bob and Shirley 
Wickers worked with the leaders to make 
them feel at ease. The Bedells even 
brought in a small stove to keep the food 
hot that the committee brought over. 
The Muellers' children came after them 
five days later, for the six-hour ride home. 
Leaders and dancers have written and 
called since then. Clancy has since been 
tested internally; all looks good and the 
Muellers have returned to cueing. 
Betty says, "Dancers are family and 
they do help each other." Round dance 
leaders who helped were Dan and Rober- 
ta Eck, Wimpy and Nancy Carver, Kelly 
and Alliene Firebaugh, Katie and Gene 
Hawkins, Al and Carma Heuring, Joe and 
Emma Kochan, Bill and Thelma Van Wey, 
George and Dot Young. The September-
fest Committee includes Nix and Marge 
Crawford, Harold and Myrtle Douglas, 
Lewis and Thelma Wallace, David and 
Clara Harrison, Sid and Florence Jobs, 
Buck and Wylene Buchanon, Don and 
Carol Pritchard, and Ralph and Dolly 
Lorenz, chairmen. 
At home, dancers were equally suppor-
tive in calling dancers to cancel dates for 
three weeks, in preparing food, and in car-
rying the equipment when Betty and Clan-
cy returned to cueing and teaching. 
Betty states, "Maybe someday, 
somewhere, Clancy and I can help others 
to feel at home under such trauma. We 
should all love one another and be 
grateful for our wonderful activity that 
makes us a unique family." 
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MARSHALL 	 SCOTT 
	
GARY 
HAAG FLIPPO SMITH SHOEMAKE 
NEW RELEASES 
C-113 MAJOR BREAKDOWN 
Hoedown—Marshall Flippo 
C-707 TIME—Marshall Flippo 
C-214 I'M SO EXCITED—Jerry Haag 
C-321 NEWTRON DANCE—Gary Shoem ke 
C-412 TAKE ME TO THE COUNTRY—Beryl Main 
C-519 FEVER—Ken Bower 
C-609 WHOOP DE DO (Polka)—Round 
—John & Wanda Winter 
C-806 OLD BLACK MAGIC—Scott Smit 
C-807 VENUS—Scott Smith 
CHAPARRAL RECORDS, INC 





• May 27-29 K C Convention 
Kansas City, Missouri 
• Sept. 2-4 0 C Convention 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 
• Sept. 30-Oct. 2 
Michigan Convention 
Battle Creek, Michigan 
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by Mary Fabik 
Highlights from Past Issues of this Magazine 
Jerry Rash 
Bill Bumgarner 
25 YEARS AGO—FEBRUARY, 1963 
Square dancing is many different types 
of dancing to people in various regions or 
areas throughout the United States, writes 
Lee Waddell. 
The first settlers brought with them folk 
dances, including four-couple dances 
called quadrilles, that dated back to the 
Roman days in England. 
Large circle dances, derived from many 
sources and popular in the southern 
mountains, are known as running sets. 
When the same figures are done by four 
couples, they are called square dances. 
Today there are six types of formations 
that can be included in the general classi-
fication of square dances: 1. western 
squares, 2. eastern quadrilles, 3. long-
ways dances, 4. running sets, 5. contras, 
and 6. play party games. 
From a Windsor Record ad: Gonna 
Raise a Ruckus Tonight, Singing Square 
Dance. "There's never a dull moment in 
this exciting and novel dance that has a 
folksy melody and a throbbing beat. It's 
one of those "stand up and cheer" 
numbers that callers love to deliver and  
dancers love to caper through. With Dave 
Taylor doing the calling, Ruth Stillion 
writing the dance, and the Pete Lofthouse 
Band banging out the music, it's a win-
ning combination." 
In 1963, you could vacation at the 
Lighted Lantern atop Lookout Mountain in 
Colorado for $60.00 per person for a full 
seven-day week. Partial staff: Johnny 
LeClair, Vaughn Parrish, Tex Brownlee, 
Johnny Jones. Edna and Gene Arnfield, 
Helen and Bob Smithwick. 
New basic: Square chain thru by Lloyd 
"Minnie" Davis, Newton. Iowa. 
10 YEARS AGO—FEBRUARY 1978 
In a ''Meanderings" interview with 
Grover Groundhog, Roscoe Sodbuster. 
ASD reporter for terrestrial affairs, was told 
there was a real groundswell of interest 
in square dancing, and that if dancers 
don't dance as well as hoped for, it's 
because they are not well-grounded. 
"Make It Fun'L-Ideas from the Texas 
Federation: 	Continued on Page 102 
NRR 04i  




NEW RELEASES.  
C-101 BAD BAD LEROY BROWN 
	
C-104 SUGARTIME 
C•1O2 THE PARTY'S OVER 
	
C-303 HONEYCOMB 
C-102 HEARTACHES BY THE NUMBER 
	
C-106 HONEYMOON FEELING 
C-301 COL. STOCKADE BLUES, Jerry Rash C-302 TRUCK DRIVING MAN 
C-401 RENO by Johnny Kozol 
	
C-501 I SAW THE LIGHT 
GERALD McWHIRTER, 4021 NW 61st., OKLAHOMA CITY OK 73112 





Square `Dance GRetthat 
1988 	Rt. 6 Box 212, Sevierville TN 37862 	615-453-0171 
M.4 co, Aor.I 24 29. 63 
MIKE HOOSE ITN) 
WAYNE MCDONALD ITN) 
GARY SHOEMAKE ITN) 
Week E. el Apr. 29,14ey I. 61 
THE RED BOOT BOYS ITN) 
KEN ROLLINS INC) 
STEVE & JACKIE WILHOIT ITN) 
Week of Mae 16. 61 
JOHNNY JONES ITNI 	(PLUS! 
RON SCHNEIDER IEL) 
STEVE 6 JACKIE WILHOIT ITN) 
• • 	• 
DALE IACCLARY IFLI 	(PLUS! BOB WILSON IILI 
PETE & JAN SHANKLE (ELI 
d.... " .1 nh'T ". N BILL FOX ITNI 
WAYNE MCDONALD ITN! (HSI 
DEE SMITH ITNI 
Week of Lem I 13. IS 
RALPH & JOAN COL LAM (NMI 
TOM & JAN KANNAPEL 11(Y) 
ROY & ERIE VAN VACTOR WTI 
• • 	• 
T D 6 FRANCES BROWN ITKI 
Week EM of May 13 15. N 
DON FRANKS (SC) 
LOWELL YOUNG IGAI 
Week PI Alm 1320. SS 
CHUCK JOY E USAZ (ELI 
GEORGE WARREN (EL) 1135451 
• • 	• 
SAM DUNN IOW 
DOROTHY ROASA (OH) 
M. E. 0 N. 2022, N 
BUDDY ALLISON IGAI 
..ARY SHOEMAKE ITN) 
Week of May 22 27, N 
LES GREENWOOD ICANI 
LORNE LOCKREY (CAN) 
NEALE & AUTHURLYN BROWN 
(CAN) 
...E. 0 Mm 7119 MI 
UPPER EAST TENNESSEE 
CALLER'S ASSN 	 IMS) 
DIXIE ROUNDUP 
169. of IMay 29.June 3, N 
WADE DRIVER IT01•CALLER'S 
DON WILLIAMSON (TN/ SCHOOL' 
• • 	• 
ELMER SHEFFIELD JR IFLI 
JIM LEE ICANI 
Week.End of June 34, N 
MAC LE TSON (ALL 
WILSON pANN MCCREARY IALI 
SAM DUNN 10H) 
DOROTHY ROASA 10H) 
WADE DRIVER ITXI Week 
Week 0 June 64. &I 
WADE DRIVER (101 
TIM MARX MIER IVA1 
Week Endo! June 912. N 
TOM DILLINDER WTI 
TOM DAVIS IKY) 
PHIL S BECKY GUENTHNER IKv / 
Week el June 12 17. N 
MARK COOK (MS) 
PAT DIAMOND IAR1 
)11E0 & GAIL JABOUR 161.51 
BOB HUFF IMSI 
 MIKE KRATZ IWVI 
JERRY & DOT TOCKEY 1051 
End 0 .6. 17 19. NJ 
C P & JAPHCE ASHBY IKS1 
Sloolt of June 1924. IS 
ROGER BECK INIII 
KEN KALLIAETER 1K v I 
SAM DUNN 10.1 	IMSI 
PHIL KOZLOWSK i IN/ 
Weelf.Eftel al June 2626, N 
PHIL KOZLOWSKI 1101 
Week of Jura 20.A.N 1. IN 
H J HOGAN IFLI 
SHARON GRAHAM IF LI 	IPLUSI 
• • 	• 
JOHNNY JONES (TN) IA21 
DON WILLIAMSON (TN) [INTRO 
C.II 
Ildoelt.End of June 30.AIN 3, N 
MARTY VAN WART RAE) 
Week EM of July 1,3, N 
DON WILLIAMSON ITNI 
JOHNNY JONES (TN) 	IC II 
Week 0 July 34. SS 
THE RED BOOT BOYS ITNI 
LARRY CONNER (OK) 
Week EM el Julv S10.116 
WAYNE MCDONALD ITN) 
MIKE NOOSE ITNI 
DEE SMITH ITN, 
CHUCK MARLOW 1001 
VIM Al Jul, 10 IS. N 
Tow.,  OKENEXNE (SCI 
JERRY STORY 11,1 
• • 	• 
SKIP GATES ILA1 
LARRY JACKSON ITN) 
HILL & MARTHA BUCKS ILA,  
WA* E. of Jury 15 17, II 
HARRY MCCOLGAN ONVI 
GEORGE SHELL IV•I 
Wm. of July 17,22.16 
BOO & DIXIE FEHRMANN 11401 
RICH FEHRMANN IMO) 
RON WOOD ITXI 
GENE • GINA MCMURTRY 16101 
• • • 
RALPH KORNEGAY INC) 
FRANK DAVIS ISC) 
SOPIE LONG IMO) 
Week End 0 A.N 22-26 N 
THE GOOD OE' BOYS 1001 
Week of My 24 21, SS 
EDDIE GARDNER ILA) 	IPLUSI 
WOODY USSERY IARI 
DOUG & DORIS EVANS ITXI 
• • 	• 
FRANK GUTRELL 10111 Week 
SCOTTY SCHARRER (OH) 
Week End of Ad" 29,31. N 
JOHNNY JONES ITN) 
GARY SHOEMAKE ITNI 
JERRY RE IG LE (OH) 
IHYLLIS 6 BOB HATHAWAY IOH) 
Yee. of July 3141. S. N 
GARY SHOEMAKE ITNI 
PHIL KOZLOWSKI 11411 
THE RED BOOT BOYS ITN) 
, Eno RI Aue 3 7. 109 
HARRY LACKEY INC) 
MEL ESTES IALI 
MARK PATTERSON 11,1'1 
Week 0 Ara 7 IS. N 
HON 6 JUDY EVERHART (IN/ 
HILL EVERHART IINI 
• • 	' 
DALE & MARINE EDDY IOHIPLUSI 
DICK & GAIL (MASK'S 10.1 
Week-End of Auo 12-14, N 
BILL EVERHART UN) 
RON & JUDY EVERHART IINI 
HAY DONAHOO ITNI 
Week of Aug. 14.16 N 
TOM MILLER IPA) 
LARRY PRIOR (FL) 
TIM TYE ITXI 
GARY WHITSETT ITXI 
Week.E. of Aue. 19.21, N 
CHESTER HOWELL 1001 
BARBARA SAXTON 1001 
BILL STIEHL 1011) 
CHUCK BURNUM (LA) 
We. of 5.4, 21 N. N 
HAROLD ROWDEN IMO) (PLUS) 
OLLIE & DONNA LOEHR IMO) ... 
JIM PARK IM O 
We. En1 of Au). 26 21. 1111 
ED GRAHAM IWV) 
JR SPARKS IKTI 
We. of A. 20 	2. 63 
BOB BARNES IFLI 
JACK LASRY (FL) 	1ADVI 
JOHN SAUNDERS IFLI 
• • 	• 
RON SCHNEIDER IFLI 	, 	. 
JOHN PARKER if L) , WS, 
Week EARN Seek 24. OS 
BOBBY NEWMAN ITXI 
MARK TURNER ITKI 
CARL & PATSY DAMMEIR ITXI 
W.. 0 &NH. $4. N 
BOB BARNES IFLI 	IPLUSI 
DON & LORETTA HANHURST IF LI 
JOHN SAUNDERS IFLI 
• • • 
• •S SCHOOL • 
JACK (ASHY (ELI 
EARL JOHNSON (CT) 
0.0.6 E. el Sem 911. IS 
EARL A SWAN MERCHANT [SCI 
Week of Sept. 11.16 N 
DICK & MARLENE BAYER IMO 
Week.Enel 0 Sept. 1615, N Week•End 
HOMER MAGNET 10H) 
• • 	• 
RAY DENNY ITN) 
DON WILLIAMSON ITNI 
ALLEN TIPTON ITN) 
JOHNNY JONES ITNI 
GARY SHOEMAKE ITN) GARY 
BARBARA SAXTON ION[ FRED 
row, et S.o0 10 73. SO 
JERRY STORY ITX) [PLUS) 
0 Sept 7735, N 
RHE TT GLOVER IGAI 
RON 6 SHARON DEAL IINI 
Week 01 Sept. 25 30. SS 
LARRY LESSON URI 	101.051 
BUD & DELORES MILLER 10•41 
1306 AUGUSTIN ILA[ 
DURANT IL AI 
Ed". End 
 n. Sep.. SOON E. e. •••• 
DANNY WEEKS IGAI 
COLEN DYER IALI 
Week of ON. 3 7. IN 
KEN BOWER ICA/ 
SHOEMAKE ITN, 
RICHARD IS LOLAWSON (All 
We 	EM 0 Oct. 76 III 
JOE PORRiTT ,ILYI 
E DD IE PONE L L 10H) 
MILLIE (ICH 1K T) 
Week of ON. 9-14. SS 
BILL HARRISON IMAI 	IPLUSI MIKE NOOSE ITN) 
WAYNE MCDONALD ITNI 
TOM & JAN KANNAPEL IKTI 
DOC GRAY IFLI 
FRANK DUBOIS (ELI 
Week-End of Ow. 14.16. IN 





Week 0 ON. 1621. N 
CLANCY & BETTY MUELLER IINI 
RAY A BEA DOWDY NOVI 
PERRY & JERRY LEFEALVERS IGAI 
STEVE & JACKIE WILHOIT ITNI 
• • • 
JERRY HAAG IT XI 
Week End of ON. 21.33. N 
HAROLD KELLEY     IGAI  I (PLUS) 
JOHN SWINDLE IGAI 	IADVI 
HAL & SADIE RODEN 11,1 
Week 0 ON. 23.711. N 
DARRYL MCMILLAN IFLI 
KEITH RIPPE TO (WVI 
• • 	• 
RAMON MARSH (OH) 
LLOYDS EILEEN LOCKERMAN 
,BA, 
Week EM of ON. 26-30, N 
NICK HARTLEY (IN) 
JIM CONGLE TON IALI 
Cll.. C RECORDING STAFF 
Weels 0 ON 30 No. I 61 
THE RED BOOT BOYS (TN) 
• CALLER'S SCHOOL • 
STAN BURDICK 1001 
DON WILLIAMSON ITN) 
We. FM el Nee AC SI 
THE RED SOOT BOYS ITNI 
	15 •6 DOUG ELLINGTO, 
(NCI 
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AUTOGRAPHED SKIRT 
Laura Wibbenmeyer, of Port Charlotte, 
Florida, displays her circular skirt on 
which she embroidered western designs 
around the hem in black and red. Two 
rows of fancy machine stitching also cir-
cle the hem. 
When Laura dances to a caller for the 
first time, she asks him to autograph his 
name on the skirt and then she em-
broiders over the signature. The skirt is 
truly unique to Laura, and is also a history 
of her square dance activity. 
Amerman Squaredancer February 1988 
Ever hear of a group that has winter and 
summer traveling outfits? Clever idea, 
we thought. Margie and Virgil LaHaie of 
Alpena, Michigan, are wearing the winter 
outfit of the Alpena Cement Mixers, a 
navy print trimmed with white rick-rack 
and satin ribbon edging. They use dif-
ferent color trim according to their own 
tastes. The back of the dress has a bus-
tle and bow. The front is laced with white 
binding and bow. Men's winter shirts are 
white with the navy print trim. 
The summer outfit is yellow and white 
checked gingham, lightweight and cool. 
The dress has a scoop neck and puffed 
sleeve. Each woman adds a bow or sash 
of her choosing. The men's summer shirts 
are purchased yellow and white check. 
Margie and Virgil have been dancing 









PREMIUM QUALITY AMPLIFIERS 
HIGH EFFICIENCY LOUDSPEAKERS 
PROFESSIONAL QUALITY MICROPHONES 
SPEAKER STANDS & TILTERS 
CALLERS CUE CARD SYSTEM 
WE ARE DEDICATED TO PROVIDING THE VERY BEST SOUND EQUIPMENT, AND 
SERVICES POSSIBLE, TO CALLERS, CUERS, AND CLOGGING INSTRUCTORS. 
FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION, WRITE OR PHONE: 
HILTON AUDIO PRODUCTS 
1033-E SHARY CIRCLE ••• CONCORD, CA 94518 "• (415)-682-8390 
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LEFT. Florida and Roland Riendeau, former presidents, and Gladys and Armand Cerrone. the longest 
active members (25 years) cut the anniversary cake. The Riendeaus rejoined the club this year because 
of the anniversary. RIGHT: The Sidesplitters' banner. 
The Sidesplitters Square Dance Club 
celebrated their 25th anniversary with a 
Silver Ball at the Canoe Club in West 
Bridgewater, Massachusetts. 111 dancers 
enjoyed dinner together, and were joined 
by 100 more who danced the night away 
to the calling of Art Nurse and Bill Bean 
and the cueing of Jo Yakimowski. The 
group enjoyed a demonstration of 1958's 
Lonesome Mama Blues by Paul and Laura 
Merola, who wrote the well-known round 
and are the owners of the Canoe Club. 
Sidesplitters, based in North Attleboro, 
draws members from all over southeast-
ern Massachusetts and Rhode Island. 
The club was formed in 1962; the original 
caller was Carl Gundlach, followed by 
Carl Stinson, Bob McCarron, Dick Arruda, 
and the present caller, Art Nurse. 
Armand and Gladys Cerrone graduated 
in 1962 and are still active. Several others 
are members after more than 15-20 years, 
including Dot Fisher, Jean Stahl, Roy and 
Betty Palmquist, George Conaty, Tom and 
Julie Boynton, Paul and Merry Cutler, Lew 
and Lois Royal and Bob Hyldburg. 
Club officers who worked hard to ar-
range the Silver Ball include Paul and 
Merry Cutler, chairman and first lady; Joe 
and Ann Childs, program directors; Jim 
and Dianne Murphy, Lew and Lois Royal, 
kitchen directors; Bob and Carol Boette 
of Foxboro, banner directors; George Con-
aty, treasurer, and Jean Stahl, secretary. 
Sidesplitters thank all who helped make 
the Silver Ball a success: the club officers, 
club members, the Merolas, the callers 
and cuer, and all the dancers, in particular 
the Lofty Squares, Fairs and Squares, 
Great Plains Squares. and the South 
Shore R/D Club, who returned to the 
"scene of the crime" for old times' sake! 
LEFT: Gladys and Armand Cerrone, longest-active members, have been members of the board of direc-
tors many times. CENTER: Paul Cutler (left), four-time chairman. and Jim Murphy, three-time chair-
man. The planning never ceases. RIGHT: Art Nurse (in jacket) and an unidentified guest dancer. 
American Square(lances February 1969 
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Bob Newman 






Ia. 8 Tx. 
Bob Baler 
Tx. 
MAINSTREAM 	ROUNDS 	LOCAL 
PLUS 	WORKSHOPS CALLERS 
*ADVANCE CLOGGING 	AFTER PARTY 
*CHALLENGE 	EXHIBITORS 11:00-? Fri. Nite 
'DESIGNATED SESSIONS 
1988 	 PLEASE CHECK PREFERENCE 1988 	RETURN WITH CHECK FOR RIBBONS 
Ito-AMERICA 
scow DANCE JAMB • 
2nd Annual 
September 23, 24, 1988 










Phil 6 Becky ruenthner 
Ky. 
DANCING BEGINS: 
Friday — 1:00 P.M. 
Saturday — 10:00 A.M. 
SQUARE DANCE ATTIRE PLEASE 
LODGING INFORMATION 
Please Request Mid-America Reservations 
Headquarters Motel: 
EXECUTIVE INN — (502) 367-6161 
Room Rates — 1-4 People — $55.00 
EXECUTIVE WEST — (502) 367-2251 
Room Rates — 1-4 People — S55.00 
Mid-America Square Dance Jamboree, Inc. 
P.O. Box 421 
Fairdale, Ky. 40118 
Future Date - September 29,30,1989 
Clyde & Jean Elzy 
	
(502) 368-1027 	Wayne & Susan °sting 	Gene & Jerry WI-atehead 





Torn & Jan 
Kannepel 
Ky. 
PRICE PER PERSON —517.50 
COMPLETE DANCE PACKAGE 
AFTER AUGUST 15, 1988 PER PERSON -520.00 
(Deadline for Cancellation Refunds...August 15, 1988) 
($1.00 charge per person for each cancellation) 





TELEPHONE (Area Code).. 
RIBBONS WILL BE HELD AT DOOR FOR REGISTRATIONS RECEIVED AFTER SEPT 10. 1988 
MME CHECK PAYABLE TO Mid-America Square Dance Jamboree, Inc. 
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A professionally produced 50 min 
tape of Mainstream movements. 
(Callerlab sequence 50-68). 
Featuring BETSY GOTTA Caller, 25 
years. Recording artist, featured July 
'87 Am. Sq. Dance Mag. Member 
Board of Governors, Callerlab. 
'39" Plus $3.50 postage & handling 
(NJ res. add 6% S.T or $2.40 per tape) 
Please allow 2 to 4 weeks delivery 
Outside U.S. add $10. Specify 	 Check or 







Please specify VHS 	BETA 
Mail check or money order to: 
SQUARE DANCE VIDEOS 
A Division of Tra Bien, Inc. 
P.O. Box 1350, Maplewood, NJ 07040 
Name (Please Print)_ 
Address 
City 	  State 	 Zip 	
AS 
MINIM IMMO Ili IIIIMMMIMM=MMIMIIMIE=11.11111MMIMMNIIIIII 
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UNITED SQUARE DANCERS OF AMERICA 
Present officers of USDA are Jim and 
Peggy Segraves, Alabama, presidents; 
Bob and Betty Coates, California, Clyde 
and Pauline Hanebrink, Missouri, John 
and Dimple Williford, Alabama, Orlo and 
Rita Hoadley, New York, regional vice 
presidents; Earl and Joy Hoyt, Illinois, 
secretaries; Frank and Nan Habersberger, 
Florida, treasurers; Jim and Kathy Macz-
ko, California, directors of information; 
Mary McClure, California, historian; 
Charles Naddeo, California, parliamen-
tarian; Howard and Loraine Backus, 
Arkansas, past president. 
Committee chairmen include: Mac and 
Chieko Mackenzie, Frank and Nancy 
Cherry, all of Florida, Handicapable Dan-
cers Committee co-chairmen; Frank and 
Nan Habersberger, Florida, National Folk 
Dance Committee chairmen; Howard and 
Loraine Backus, Arkansas, insurance 
chairmen; Joe and Joy Vaccari, Florida, 
square dancers archives. 
Among the more significant programs 
offered and supported by the USDA is its 
economical dancer accident/club liabili-
ty insurance program. As a result of its 
success over the past five years under the 
direction of Charles Naddeo, the USDA 
has achieved financial stability and retired 
all of its outstanding debts. Again in 1988, 
the USDA is offering to its affiliate mem-
ber organizations a dancer medical and 
club liability insurance policy. Designed 
to provide coverage for both dancer and 
club, the accident insurance protects the 
club members from financial loss arising 
from accidental bodily injury while en-
gaged in any regularly scheduled and 
sponsored S/D activities worldwide. In-
cluded is protection during group travel 
in approved commercially licensed com-
mon carrier vehicles while traveling to or 
from a covered dance activity. Liability in-
surance protects members, club, and 
association officials from financial loss 
due to unforeseen incidents which may  
develop into litigation. All of this is avail-
able for only $1.85 per dancer through 
USDA affiliation. Additional information is 
available from Howard and Loraine Back-
us, PO Box 1365, Pine Bluff AR 71613, the 
current insurance chairmen. 
The USDA emphasizes the importance 
of Education and opportunities for the 
Handicapable Dancer. USDA pledged 
donations of $1,000 to the activities of 
these committees for the coming year. 
The USDA held its Mid-Year Executive 
Board meeting on January 22-23 in Atlan-
ta, Georgia. The annual two-day meetings 
and work sessions are open to any and 
all interested dancers, leaders, or other in-
dividuals with a desire to contribute to the 
further development and growth of this 
national dancer organization. Among the 
items discussed last month were mem-
bership applications, reports on the in-
surance program and the handicapable 
dancer program. Work sessions were 
held to analyze revisions to the By Laws 
and Standing Rules for presentation to the 
annual meeting in June, 1988, at Ana-
heim. Officers and leaders fo USDA at-
tend these meetings at their own expense. 
Another area in which the USDA is ac-
tive is the promotion of Square Dancing 
as the National Dance. Efforts are pro-
ceeding with the gathering of Congres-
sional co-sponsors for this legislation 
within the 100th Congress. 
New dancer organizations joining 
USDA during 1987 were: Valley of the Sun 
S&R/D Org., Arizona; Metro Atlanta S/D 
Assn.; Lexington Metro S&R/D Council, 
Kentucky; Yellowstone S/D Council, Mon-
tana; Central New Jersey S/D Assn.; 
Northeast Oklahoma S/D Assn.; Oregon 
Federation of S&R/D Clubs. USDA now 
represents more than 215,000 dancers in 
the U.S. 
For more information, write Jim and 
Kathy Maczko, 3061 E. Fox Run Way, San 
Diego CA 92111 or call 619-569-8216. 
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The 	Caller/Teacher Manual—This 
	
The Cailettlext —640 pages 100 authors, 
special guidebook covers the how•to- with important tips on how to be a caller 
teach elements of calling. The 
	
Virtually every phase of caller knowledge 
Mainstream basics are covered with is covered in this marvelous volume 
guidelines every caller needs to know. 	$4995 each 	$7.00 S8H 
$29.95 each + $4.00 S811. 
Both volumes bound in duality, heavy-duly. 3-ring binders.  
IMPORTANT—Add these SHIPPING COSTS (4th Class) 
Basic/Mainstream Handbooks: Diplomas, Awards 
1 	Book 65C 14.20 S1.40 & Certificates 
2.6 Books 850 21-50 $3.00 
7.13 Books $1 10 51-100 $4.00 1-10 	$1 05 
Plus 8 indoctrination Handbooks 11-20 $1 30 
1 	Book 500 	25-50 	52.10 21-50 	$1 75 
2-10 Books 850 51-100 $3.30 51-100 $2.75 
11-24 Books $1.25 
SHIPPING COSTS FOR USA ONLY — US CURRENCY ONLY 
PRODUCTS of 
The AMERICAN SQUARE DANCE SOCIETY 
These three colorful handbooks 
are a must for every dancer. 
Now Marketed By: 
NEW ENGLAND CALLER, Inc. 
P.O. Box 8069, Lowell MA 01853 
BASIC aid WAS 
ktvannSt.. 
317Ail ILIC:111 
ro. 	 e-11% 
-- - 
I. Basic/Mainstream Hand-
book-450 illustrations $1 00 
each. $75.00 per hundred 
SHIPPING COSTS BELOW 
2. Plus Movements Hand-
book-32 pages, fully illustra-
ted 500 each. $40.00 per 
hundred 
SHIPPING COSTS BELOW 
*AU DARN 1 
tO,F*00,  
INDOURNAII, • 
3. Indoctrination Handbook 
— Backgroundd. history, tradi-
tions—a must for every dan. 
cer 500 each, $4000 per hun-
dred.  
SHIPPING COSTS s.a.e. 
WE ALSO OFFER: 
Needle Notes Vol I 
Needle Notes Vol II 
Line Dance Vol I 






Round Dancing For Fun 
Single Quantity 
$5 00 $3 ea/6 min 
17 00 $4.20 ea/6 min 
$5.00 $3 ea/6 min 
$5.00 $3 ea/6 min 
1 	
25 ea (Any Comb:: 
$17 per 100 
$3.95 
$8.95 
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Mike Hoose 	Johnny Jones 	Don Williamson 	Wayne McDonald 
INFORMATION ON BOOKINGS: 
Johnny Jones, PO Box 3176, Kingsport TN 37664 
INFORMATION ON TAPES: 
Wayne McDonald, Rt 5 Box 185, Blountville TN 37617 
RELEASES: 
RB3008 BLUE SUEDE SHOES, Wayne McDonald 
RB3009 ARE YOU LONESOME TONIGHT, Mike Hoose 
RB3010 BOOGIE GRASS SATURDAY NIGHT, Johnny Jones 
RB3011 ON THE OTHER HAND. Red Boot Boys 
RB3012 ANYTHING. Red Boot Boys 
Dave Stuthard 
RBS1285 
LET IT ROLL 
Ron Dunbar 
RB274 WHY DON T 





LIFE'S A DANCE 
BED 
	
RED BOOT PRODUCTIONS INC. 
Rt. 8 College Hills, Box 28, Crest Dr. 
Greeneville TN 27743 








	 LhucK Marrow 
FIBS1289 SQUARE RBS1293 I'D DO IT RBS1298 THIS RBS1283 RBS1290 WILL THE 




LAND IS MY LAND 
	
7 SPANISH ANGELS 
	
CIRCLE BE UNBROKEN 
Drew Scearce 
RBS13C14 
I LL BE HOME 
FOR CHRISTMAS 
Ralph Trout 




MY BLUE HEAVEN 
Hoyle Grose 
RBS1289 
SAY I DO 
Phil Kozlowski 
Engksh MI 100 













IN THE COUNTRY 
Bill Anderson 
RBS1305 
COUNT ON ME 
Chuck Meyer 
RBS1292 THE 





DO REMEMBER ME 
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Periodically our "Feedback" file becomes 
so thick that we print a collection of 
digested answers. We appreciate receiv-
ing your correspondence and we try to 
print a representative selection of letters. 
However, space precludes printing several 
lengthy responses every month. Here are 
comments from the 1987 file: 
We are glad to see that the national 
callers are calling dances which the ma-
jority of the floor can do and enjoy... Many 
[local callers] are trying to use too com-
plicated choreography for the average 
dancers in their area...I want to be at a 
dance where everyone is having fun, not 
be the only square on the floor dancing! 
Carol Staines 
Marion, Mississippi 
As an amateur caller I can say you need 
to do what the floor wants you to. If your 
dancers want to kick, shout and bump, let 
them. Personally, I feel the problems I 
keep reading about are not serious, pro-
viding you can give the dancers a good 
time. You can have as much fun in blue 
jeans as you can in dress slacks. You can 
have as much fun doing the "Hungarian 
swing-  as you can doing a regular do-sa- 
do, if not more...Many dancers I talk to say 
they would prefer a biannual Callerlab 
selection rather than a quarterly selection. 
This would allow dancers to do more dan-
cing and less learning. Dancers do not go 
to a dance to learn; they go to dance. 
Callers, listen to your dancers. 
Chuck Caraway 
Weatherford, Texas 
Not only are the record companies put-
tin' together some great sounding har-
mony...take a look at this group shot taken 
at the National Convention in Birmingham 
a couple of years ago! Craig Rowe (ESP), 
Jerry Story (Royal) (all you can see is his 
hand), Bob "Fatback" Green, (LouMac), 
Tony Oxendine (Royal). Bob Baier and Kip 
Garvey (both of Rhythm). It doesn't 
necessarily have to be an organized 
group. This is a common practice to see 
recording artists from different labels sirlo-
in' their hearts out for the dancers. 
Continued on Page 98 
WESTERN SQUARES DANCE RANCH 
BATON ROUGE, LA. 
Club dances & workshops every week night. 
Featuring Top National Callers 
BLUE SUR RELEASES BY ANDY 
2075 Sweet Memories 
	
2157 Heaven Is My Woman's Love 
2077 Wabash Cannonball 2237 Sentimental Ole You 
2100 I Don't Believe Ill Fall in Love Today 
	
2244 Right Or Wrong 
2106 Robinhood 
	
2259 I May Be Used But I Ain't Used Up 
2117 Evidently 2285 Dusty Dixie Road 
2127 You're In Lave with the Wrong Man 
	
2300 MemOries to Burn 
A.liIlt"v '-9-n your ocal record dealer 
For information write or call: 
6451 Oak Cluster Or • Greenwell Springs, LA 70739 • Phone (504) 261-6143 
Congo
onea 




FOR CALLERS & CUERS 
More ads on Page 69 
4th Annual Walt Cole's 
TIMING & MUSIC SCHOOL 
Port Angeles, Washington 
August 29-September 2, 1988 
Walt Cole & Bob Erny 
New & Experienced Callers 
The basis of calling is timing, 
the basis of timing is music, 
Contact: Walt Cole 
94.4 Chatelain Rd., Ogden UT 
84408 	 801-392.9078 
DANCE COUNTRY 
FOR NEW & EXPERIENCED CALLERS 
May 27,28,29—Bill Peters 
Sight Calling vs. Modules, 
Choreography & Formations 
SEPT. 2,3,4—Bob Van Antwerp 
Leadership & Teaching Techniques 
For information, write: 
Dave Abbott, PO Box 1720 
McCloud CA 96057 
916-964-2252 
SOUTHERN CALLERS COLLEGE 
at English Mountain 
Sevierville, Tennessee 
Oct. 30-Nov. 4, 1988 
Don Williamson, Stan Burdick 
Stan Williamson, Consultant 
Full Curriculum 
New or Experienced Callers 
Don Williamson, Rt. 8 College 




Red River, New Mexico 
September 4-7, 1988 
Toots Richardson 
& Stan Burdick 
New & Experienced Callers 
Callerlab Curriculum 
Individual Attention, Mike Time 
Contact: Toots Richardson 
Rt 1 Box 42, Clinton OK 73601 
MIDWEST CALLER SCHOOL 
Promenade Hall 
Auburn, Indiana 
for new/newer callers 
June 12-17. 1988 
(Just before Nat'l Convention) 
Stan Burdick, Don Taylor 
Don Taylor, PO Box 824 
Auburn IN 46706 
219-925-3818 or 925-6039 
NORTHERN N.Y. 
CALLERS COLLEGE 
Silver Bay, N.Y. 
July 20-24, 1988 
Stan Burdick & guests 
For 1-5 year callers only 
Complete Course 
Fundamentals 
Write Stan Burdick 
P0. Box 488 
Huron OH 44839 
TURKEY RUN 
RID LEADERS SCHOOL 
Turkey Run State Park 
Marshall, Indiana 
July 17-21. 1988 Phases 4-5-6 
Staff: Iry & Betty Easterday 
July 24-29, 1988 Phases 1-2-3 
Staff: Betty & Clancy Mueller 
Write Betty & Clancy Mueller 
1112 Hollybrook Dr. 
New Whiteland IN 46184 
HOLIDAY OF HARTLAND 
Hartland, Michigan 
July 17-20, 1988 — Al Brundage. 
Earl Johnston, Dick Bayer 
CHARLOTTESVILLE, VIRGINIA 
St. Anne's-Bellield School 
July 24-27, 1988 
NEW ENGLAND SCHOOL 
August 7-10. Sturbridge, Mass. 
NEW 8 EXPERIENCED CALLERS 
Al Brundage — Earl Johnston 
Earl Johnston, PO Box 2223 




July 10-14, 	1988 
Emphasis on Choreography, 
Sight Calling, Stage Presence, 
Programming, Voice, Work-
shopping, Dance Program 
Limit 8 for max. personal 
attention. 1 year experience 
Write Ed Foote, 140 McCand-
less Dr. Wexford PA 15090 
OZARK CALLERS ACADEMY 
Kansas City, Missouri 
May 28, 29, 30, 1988 
Chicago, Illinois 
September 3,4,5. 1988 
Full curriculum with in-depth 
step-lock instruction 
encompassing all aspects 
of calling 
Don Malcom, RR2 Box 20 
Sheldon MO 64784 
WESTERN CALLER COLLEGE 
Black Mt. Ranch, McCoy, CO 
May 22-26, 1988 
Walt Cole & Stan Burdick 
Callers, partners: Study & 
vacation at a scenic dude ranch 
Complete Caller Course 
Write Walt Cole 
944 Chatelain Rd., Ogden UT 
84408 	 801-392-91178 
LASRY COLLEGE FOR CALLERS 
English Mountain Resort 
Sevierville, Tennessee 
Sept. 4-9, 1988 
Jack Lasry—Earl Johnston 
Limited to 20 callers: 
10 Experienced, 10 Newer 
Write: Jack Lasry 
1513 No. 46 Ave. 
Hollywood FL 33021 
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COLORFUL 
WINDSOCKS 
Handmade by Square Dancers 
For Square Dancers 
OVERALL LENGTH: 44 Inches 
of bright red, green, blue. 
orange, yellow and white rip stop 
nylon White top has contrasting 
appliqued square dancers. 
SPECIAL ORDERS UPON 
FtEDUEST 
$24.95 ppd.  
WINDY WANDA S WINDSOCKS 
171 N 160 W 
Preston ID 83263 
(208) 852-3004 
/ 
CHERRY NUT SQUARES 
1 cup butter or margarine 
1 cup sugar 
1 t. vanilla 
2 eggs 
2 cups sifted cake flour 
1 cup chopped nuts 
1 can prepared cherry pie filling 
Cream butter and sugar. Add vanilla. Stir 
in eggs, one at a time. Stir in flour. Add 
nuts. Mix well. Spread 3/4 of batter in bot-
tom of ungreased 9x12" pan. Cover with 
cherry filling. Drop remaining batter on top 
of filling; spread with spatula. Bake at 
350° for 45 minutes. When cool, sprinkle 
with confectioners sugar and cut in 
squares. 11/2 " squares make nice finger 
food dessert. 
6th ANNUAL ROUND A RAMA 
INSTITUTE FOR TEACHERS 
Clifty Inn, Madison, Indiana 
August 7-11. 1988 
IV-V-VI IMPROVEMENT CLINIC 
Teachers Only 
August 3-7, 1988 
IV-V-VI IMPROVEMENT CLINIC 
Frederick, Maryland 
:Jancers & Teachers—May 1315 
RAR Teacher Inst., 722 Lawler 
Ave., Wilmette IL 60091 
DANCE 0 RAMA COLLEGE 
(Since 1965) 
August 26-27-28, 1987 
Complete Curriculum 
Lodging & Meals Included 
New & Experienced Callers 
Individual Attention 
Write tor Information to: Elmer 
Harold Bausch, 2120 Jaynes 
Fremont NE 68025 
402-721-4925 
ENGLISH MOUNTAIN RESORT 
Sevierville, Tennessee 
May 29-June 3,1988 5 Day Pkg 
for New & Experienced Callers 
Instructors 
Don Williamson. Red Boot Records 
Wade Driver. Rhythm Records 
consonants 
Sheffield ESP Records 
ran Wileamcnn Musician A Engineer 
Don Williamson, Rt. 8 College 
Hills. Greenville TN 3774 
615-6338-7784 
SUPER SCHOOL-EAST CALLER COLLEGE THE FRENCH QUARTERS 
Pocono Hershey FRANK LANE'S DANCE RANCH Aurora, Kansas 
August 21-26, 1988 July 31-August 4 8th Annual 
2 years or less experience One-Week 
Jim Mayo. Bill Peters August 7-11 Callers College 
John Kaltenthaler Two years or more experience June 6-7-8-9. 1988 
Full Curriculum Tailored 
To Individual Needs 
Frank Lane. Vaughn Parrish, 
John Kwaiser 
For new & beginning callers 
Staff: Herb Egender, Jack Berg. 
Full Curriculum—Mike Time Jim & Shirley Hayes 
Write: John Kaltenthaler Frank Lane's Dance Ranch Jim & Shirley Hayes 
Box 679 PO Box 1382 PO Box 106, Aurora KS 67417 
Pocono Pines PA 18350 Estes Park Co 80517 (913)464-3041 
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ROYAL BAVARIAN HOLIDAY TOUR 
Featuring the Alps of Austria & Germany 
September 10 -18, 1988 
with 
LARRY LETSON 	DARRYL McMILLAN 
JOHNNY PRESTON BOB BALER 
Bill & Carol Goss, Helen & Bill Stainvalt, 011ie & Donna Loehr, Berma & Ted Holub. 
As your hosts for this magnificent vacation in the heart of the Tyrolean Alps, 
we recommend this trip with enthusiasm garnered from our personal pleasure 
of vacationing in Seefeld. 
We dined in their quaint cafes and fine restaurants. We took every tour included 
in this itinerary, visited every shop, attraction and distraction time would allow. 
We also looked for and found beautiful halls right in Seefeld perfectly suited 
to dance 25 to 200 squares. 
As hosts of Royal Holiday Weekends at Pheasant Run in St. Charles, Illinois, 
we have many of the nation's finest callers and cuers on our staff. We feel the 
blending of the two ingredients, Seefeld and dancing to our talented staff, to be 
a perfect marriage for an idyllic holiday. We are certain you will feel the same. 
If you have friends or family who are non-dancers, this would be a great exper-
ience to share with them. 
Come revel in this glorious fantasy land with us!! 	Bill and Jacque Blevins 
Blur prices from the following cities are per person based on double occupancy: 
Chicago 	 $ 995.00 Atlanta 	 $1,190.(X 
San Francisco or L.A. 1,2301X) Houston or Dallas 	1,160.00 
(Prices from other cities on request). 
THE TOUR PRICES INCLUDES: 
• Round trip jet air transportation to Munich 
and return (ruin various cities. 
• Meals and beverages served in-flight. 
• 'transportation by deluxe mutorcoach with 
accompanying English-speaking Escort. 
• Accommodations in Tyrolean-style hotels 
in twin-bedded rooms with private bath. 
• Continental breakfast each morning at 
Hour hotel. 
• Full-day Excursion to Linderhof Palace 
and Oberammergau. 
• I lalf-day Excursion to Innsbruck and 
Rattenberg. 
• Tyrolean Folklore Show. 
• Full-day Excursion to Salzburg. 
• Five evenings of square dancing. 
• Luggage handling and porterage charges 
at European airports and hotels. 
• Taxes for European ground services. 
Reservation Application 
I PLEASE SEND ADD'L INFORMATION 
I1We will depart from (please check): 
I I San Francisco 	f I Chicago 	I 1 Los Angeles 
I Atlanta 	 I I Houston I I Dallas 
Detach and return to: 
Mr. Bill Blevins 
	 OR I  
1257 Franklin Lane 
Buffalo Grove, Illinois 60089 
Telephone: (312) 834-0790 
Please reserve 	places for me/us on the Royal Bavarian Holiday Tour Enclosed is my/our check in the 
amount of  	. ($100.00 deposit per person). Make checks payable to: INTERTRAV CORPORATION. 
Note: There is a U.S. Departure Tax. Security Charge, and Customs Fee totaling $13.00 per person. This 
amount will be added to your final Invoice. 
I I Mr. f 1 Mrs. I I Miss 	  
(Please use full namels — identical to Passport's) 
i l mt. I I Mrs. I I Miss 	  
Address 	  
City 	  Slate 	Zip Code 	  
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ASSOC. OF CALLERS 
NEW: 
Wetti-Eke 
• water and dirt repellent 
• petticoats will not lose their shape 
• use for traveling and storage 
• carry up to 6 petticoats in one bag 
• secure'compact'sturdy'lightweight nylon 
SALES BENEFIT LEGACY 
Send $27.50 (Postage included in U.S.) 
To: Bob & Dottie Elgin, Box 398 Dept. E 
Harrison City PA 15636 
Make checks payable to LEGACY 	Allow 4.6 weeks  
BOARD ELECTION RESULTS 
The Callerlab 1987 balloting for the 
Board of Governors has resulted in the 
election of the following: Jack Berg, Daryl 
Clendenin, Bill Davis, Herb Egender, 
Larry Letson, Melton Luttrell, Jim Mayo, 
Bob Osgood and Mike Seastrom. Jack 
Berg will complete the remainder of the 
term left vacant by Gene Trimmer's un-
timely death. 
Continuing members of the board are 
Red Bates, Don Beck, Norm Cross, Bet-
sy Gotta, Don Hanhurst, Jim Hayes, Er-
nie Kinney, Martin Mallard, John Marshall, 
Darryl McMillan, Jack Murtha, Stew 
Shacklette, Elmer Sheffield, Gary Shoe-
make, Mike Trombly, Ralph Trout and 
Francis Zeller. 
John Kaltenthaler serves as executive 
secretary and Herb Egender serves as 
assistant executive secretary. Herb has 
resigned from this position as of the Reno 
Convention in spring of 1988, when he will 
assume his board position. 
Bob Osgood serves as chairman of the 
board of governors, with Darryl McMillan 
as vice chairman. Executive committee 
members are Daryl Clendenin, Herb 
Egender, Darryl McMillan, Bob Osgood, 
Mike Seastrom. Elmer Sheffield and John 
Kaltenthaler. 
ADVANCED PROGRAMS 
John Marshall, chairman of the Ad-
vanced Dancing Committee, announced 
that his committee has revised the current 
A-1 and A-2 programs and voted to make 
the following changes. 
A-1 Calls Dropped 	A-2 Calls Dropped 









Beau/belle naming cony.  
Calls Added to the Advanced Programs 
Diamond chain thru 
Grand quarter thru 
Grand three-quarter thru 
Transfer and (anything) 
The added calls will be temporarily 
assigned to the A-2 program. Review and 
discussion by the Advanced Committee 
will take place at the Callerlab Conven-
tion in Reno, Nevada, in March 1988. 
The above changes are effective im-
mediately. Bulk distribution of the revised 
Advanced lists are available through the 
Callerlab office, Box 679, Pocono Pines 
PA 18350. Cost is $4.50 per 100 (including 
postage). 
ADVANCED QUARTERLY SELECTION 
Mike Jacobs, chairman of the Advanc-
ed QS Committee, announced that no 
new movement received the most votes 
on the recent ballot for the period begin-
ning December 1, 1987. The current Ad-
vanced Quarterly Selections are: mini-
busy, open up the column, checkover, and 
cover up. Mike stated that his committee 
feels there is currently no available call 
worthy of being placed on this list. He also 
is pleased with the 71% voting response 
of his committee. 
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Northern California, around Siskiyou 
County, is a wonderful place to be in the 
summer! The scenery is beautiful, with all 
the greenery and the majestic Mt. Shasta 
ever present in the background. 
Your trip to this part of the country might 
be a little extra special if you manage to 
take a small wrong turn (hee heel) and 
end up about nine miles east of 1-5 on 
Highway 86. If you don't blink, you'll see 
the little town of McCloud. 
You will also find a super dance going 
on at McCloud Dance Country. We were 
there this past summer. The square dan-
cing was really special, with calling being 
provided by Tony Oxendine, Bronc Wise, 
Johnny Preston, Jerry Haag, Wade Driver, 
Jerry Story, the Chinook Boys, and more 
(including yours truly)! The round dancing 
was top flight stuff, thanks to Russ and 
Carol Mathewson, Ward and Joyce Foster, 
Charlie and Betty Procter, and many more 
talented professionals. 
We were there as two separate atten-
dance records were broken. One week, 
the record was broken for the largest 
crowd for a one-caller package; the very 
next week, for the largest package ever. 
We look forward to seeing Dave and 
Suzanne Abbott next year. They're both 
super people (and Dave's a super caller). 
Boy, have they done a lot of work at Mc-
Cloud Dance Country! Each year some-
thing has been improved. This year saw 
the opening of the new dance hall. The 
wood floor is super, and you can hear 
easily anywhere in the hall. 
The Dance Country RV Park is getting 
bigger and better each year, too. What 
began a few years ago as a bare piece 
of land has now evolved into one of the 
finest RV facilities anywhere in the coun-
try. McCloud Dance Country is a super ex-
perience. We'll be there next year. Hope 
you will be, too. Mike & Judy Sikorsky 
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pitches to the public) highlighted are 
EASY, COLORFUL ATTIRE; HEALTHFUL 
EXERCISE; SOCIABILITY; EVERY-
WHERE and SPECIAL NEEDS. For more 
information on this idea (perhaps even a 
sample), write to Cecille and Lorne Lock-
rey, Box 23, Port Elgin, Ontario, Canada 
NOH 2C0. 
PLACE MATTER OF FACT 
This magazine has featured place mats 
once or twice in the past as promotional 
tools, but we like this one especially well. 
It comes from our Canadian neighbors, 
who find it has produced good results 
when placed in restaurants regularly. 
They are also trying to get multiple-
thousands printed to distribute more wide-
ly, and want input from anyone interested 
in the project. The main categories (good 
119 Allen Street 	evekytlitng 
gcluake Twos 
Send $1.00 for Catalog 
Refunded on First Order 
Simhini 	Hampden, Mass. 01036 
P_700 Nylon Ruffles 
100 yards of soft nylon Tricot Ruffling is 
used to trim this very full three skirt nylon 
"horse hair" bouffant. This is not only a very 
durable but beautiful garment. Heavy elastic 
waistline is double stitched for comfort and 
long wear. 
Colors: 	Purple/Purple Ruffle 
Black/Black Ruffle 
White/White Ruffle 
Hot Pink/Hot Pink Ruffle 
White/Multi-colored Ruffle 
Pink, Blue 8 Yellow 
White/Multi-colored Ruffle 
Soft Pink/Soft Pink Ruffle 	$25.00 Red/Red Ruffle 








Sizes. 	Small, Medium & Large 	 Handling 
Length 19" 21" 23" 
	
$2.50 each 
Please give waist size & length desired 
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MALCO MODES, INC. 
World's Largest Maker of Ladies Square Dance Apparel 
All items are dyed to match in our 22 colors! 
• Petticoats • 
(Adjustable top) 
• Pettipants • 
(both nylon & 
poly-cotton) 
• Stretch & 
Cinch Belts • 
• Pettipak Bags • 
• Dresses • 
• Jumpers • 
• Skirts • 
• Blouses • 
• Pant-Blouses • 
• Men:s matching 
Western Shirts 
& Scarf Ties • 
Sold in all fifty states 
and 
Canada, Australia, England, West Germany, 
Japan, The Netherlands. 
For store nearest you, write or call: Malco Modes, Inc. 
1596 Howard Street 
San Francisco, CA 94103 
(415) 621-0840 
A quality manufacturer since 1949 
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TWO-TURNING-TWOS 
MOBILE 
Round dancers are especially familiar 
with the term two-turning-twos, and this 
mobile is a cute application of that idea. 
It makes a nice way to decorate for that 
special round or square event. (Maybe 
square dancers could use a 4 or 8 digit, 
and watch 'em swing in the air currents. 
At any rate, here's how to make them: 
Across the top is a solid piece of glass 
divided into four sections with wire and 
leaded all the way around the outside 
edges. The first and third wires extend 
slightly below the glass, making a small 
loop to hold the swivel. (Be sure you put 
the swivel through the loop before you 
lead it together.) The middle wire extends 
above the glass to make the loop for 
hanging. 
The two 2's have a small loop at the top 
to fasten them to the swivel. They are 
made in three pieces for ease of working. 
The bottom pieces and angles are straight 
glass; the top pieces need to be cut to 
make the curved tops. The 2's are lead-
ed on all edges after they are assembled. 
The swivels are the kind used to fasten 
hooks and weights on fishing line. 
Betty and Clancy Mueller, RID leaders 
in Indiana, had these made by one of their 
dancers to present to the 1985-87 board 
members when they were chairmen of 
Roundalab. 
While these were made from stained 
glass, other mobiles for party decorations 





NEW INTRODUCTION TO CLOGGING WITH ORVIE HAUN 
Especially made for those who enjoy easy dancing 
and want to learn how to clog. 
Senior citizens in Florida are crazy about this tape! 
Instructions are easy and straightforward and people 
just can't resist the urge to tap along with the music. 
Ask for teaching tape #621 VHS or BETA TAPES 
Visa/MC accepted 	 $39.95 
Call Toll Free 1-800-722-8040 
Stevens Stompers, PO Box 60, Moorestown, NJ 08057 







Millville, N.J. 08332 
609-327-2697 




R & L RECORDS 
Bldg. 33 - Millville Airport, Millville, NJ 08332 
Telephone: 609-327-2914 
50,000 Records In Stock! 
Contact us for those hard to find square and round dance 
Check Out Our New Record Service and Publication "News For Leaders" 
MDL-1 	"Auction"/"Bid" -- Patter Record 
MDL-2 -- "Rollin' Nowhere" -- John Carlton 
MDL-3 -- "Only You" -- Pete Diven 
MDL-4 -- "Ocean Of Love" -- John Kephart 
MDL-5 -- "Bundle Of Southern Sunshine" -- Ralph Trout 
CL-1 -- "Is It True" -- Wes Morris 
CL-2 -- "Love Talks" -- Henry Ferree 
CL-3 -- "Two Hearts Beat" -- Betsy Gotta 
CL-4 	"I Can Help" -- Ralph Stapenell 
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PATTERNS: from Authentic, F. Burrus, 
C & C, Kwik-Sew, Kentucky Ruffles, and 
our own interchangeable pieces. 
APPAREL: Skirts, blouses, shirts, ties, 
petticoats, pettipants, small pocketbooks, 
Butterfly and Stretch belts and more. 
SPECIALS: Jewelry specials, shirt and 
skirt specials, and Beginner Dancer 
Specials. To Order Cat. 0, send $1.00 
refunded on 1st $10.00 order. 
SHIRLEY'S SID SHOPPE 
Route 9-D Box 423 Dept. #B 
Hughsonville, NY 12537 
914-297-8504 00  
A TIP-TOP TAPE 
Once in a while an item comes across 
our desks that screams to be seen, and 
when seen, rightly boasts and boosts 
some fine, quality products. That's how it 
was with the new Swing Thru video tape 
we watched recently, full of colorful 
fashions and fun. Produced at Buckhorn 
Inn in the Poconos by Ginni Green, it 
gives details of each pretty outfit and ac-
cessories as the models walk by in the 
sunlight, and it even contains three little 
skits by a guy named Jay. That's an unex-
pected light touch. The whole idea of see- 
ing what you might like to buy in full mo-
tion and color is a welcome innovation, 
and even the laughs provided by Jay are 
worth your investment. The VCR tape ren-
tal is only $10, and you can get $5 credit 
upon return. Write to Ginny at Swing Thru, 
RD 1 Box 428, Cresco PA 18326. 
ST SQUARE DANCE MAIL ORDER CATALOG '0' 
NEWS 	 FEATURING PATTERNS, APPAREL 
6/tom qtwiPelf ..c,' 	 AND SPECIALS! 
,E To introduce our catalog to your beginner class members, we will 
Rc 	send as many FREE copies as your club requests if you include 
F 	10(r per copy to help defray postage costs. 
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LOUISIANA FAIS DO-DO 
AROUND THE WORLD WITH BILL BAILEY 
YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE ALONE 
ROCK AND ROLL LULLABYE 
BEST SELLERS 
SOMEBODY LIKE ME 
BLAME IT ON MEXICO 
YOU'RE STILL THE ONE 
THE PRIDE IS BACK 
EVERYBODY LOVES A LOVER 
TWO OUT OF THREE AIN'T BAD 































ROYAL RECORDS INC. 
Rt.1 Box 33, Fairfield IA 52556 	515-472-3795 
Ifd Ord VI VII VII 1dd W Vd Vd VII W 1111 Ird V* VA VII Ird W IIAI 	 VII WA 
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HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY 
Long ago we pledged our troth 
In a ceremony fine, 
Our first introduction 
To the saint called Valentine. 
Laughter, tears and joys we've shared 
In so many yesterdays 
Here in our square dance world 
Where we've weathered every phase. 
Worries fade while dancing 
Like petals in the streams, 
And people smile and laugh a lot 
Fulfilling all their dreams. 
Fields are green in our world 
And skies are always blue, 
We all dance side by side 
Old timers with the new. 
And so this February 
There's one things left to say, 
"To everyone in squares or rounds, 
Have a Happy Valentine's Day!" 
RHYME 
TIME 
GREAT BUYS AFFORDABLE 
lace trimmed PETTICOATS 
is offering THE SENSATIONAL PETTICOAT at an unbelievable low price 
ORDER NOW—Money Back Guaranteed 
THE SENSATIONAL PETTICOAT 
• 80 yard 
• Double nylon Crisp 
• Lace edged 
• 11/2 - elastic adjustab 
waist 
• Adjustable length 
(snip top) 
Adjustable length fits 21". 22". 23" 
Order the snortie for IV. Pr. 20' lengths 
Choose from 17 colon white black. red. navy brown 
wine purple royal kelly natural. yellow peach pink 
med pink. light blue. and aqua. 
The Sensational Petticoat—Reg $3600 $29.95 
ORDER NOW 	W1771 THIS COUPON 	ORDER NOW 
— 	- - 
SHIPPING AND INSURANCE SCHILDtRit 
DATE OF ORDER 	  
0 Shipping (See Schedule) 
El Overseas add proper amt. EITX 
Items Tots! 
Shipping 



























PLEASE SEND TO: 	Name 	 
Address  
City, Stale. Zip 	 
The Catchall 	1813 Ninth Street Wichita Falls, TX 76301 Phone 817/788-1812 
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TIME TO GET MINI-LEGACIES ROLLING 
i
t is well known that every undertak-
ing must have a continuing supply of 
good leaders. Square dancing is no 
exception. So, if we recognize the 
universal importance of good leadership, 
why is it that so many square dance pro-
grams suffer for lack of it? Classes bring 
in a stream of energetic people who 
demonstrate that they can quickly learn. 
And, at least in the early stages, they want 
to be part of the team. Yet we do not seem 
to move effectively towards recognizing, 
attracting, encouraging, developing and 
using the resource talents that are so 
readily available to us. 
Let's set the record straight! Leaders 
are made, not born. And Mini-Legacies 
are designed to help make good leaders 
for square dancing. Plenty of friendly folks 
out there on the floor are willing to be 
used in responsible positions. And square 
dancing needs them. These persons 
must be found, motivated and molded. 
Our activity needs an on-going and con-
tinuing supply of good, willing, know-
ledgeable leaders. They are there, but  
they need encouragement, training, help 
and direction. 
Leadership training programs, some-
times called Mini-Legacies, are where all 
this begins to happen. Local organiza-
tions must develop their own supply of 
trained leaders, and well-planned and ex-
ecuted leader training exercises offer 
valuable opportunities to do just that. 
Leader development seminars draw peo-
ple together in pursuit of desired common 
goals. They enlighten, develop and 
strengthen personal feelings of "Can Do" 
and "Willing to try." Believe it or not, they 
don't hurt a bit! Fact is, these experiences 
can be great fun, with good fellowship to 
boot. We say—try one! 
For more information about Mini-
Legacy Leadership Development pro-
grams, contact Al and Vera Schreiner, 
LEGACY Executive Secretaries, 1100 
Revere Dr., Oconomowoc WI 53066, or 
Dan and Mary Martin, 422 Kemp Drive, 
Augusta GA 30909. 
Dan & Mary Martin 




The AMERICAN SQUARE DANCE SOCIETY 
The CONTRA MANUAL and the 
History of Square Dancing Hand-
book may be ordered from: The 
Lloyd Shaw Foundation, 5506 
Coal Ave. S.E., Albuquerque NM 
87108 (Phone 505-255-2661). 
The CREATIVE HANDIWORK Handbook (knit-
ting and crochet instructions for capes, stoles, etc.) 
—$3.95 + .50 S&H; other Handbooks, posters, post-
cards, and the Fundamental Teaching Records may be 
ordered from: Bob Ruff/Wagon Wheel Records, 
8459 Edmaru Ave., Whittier CA 90606 (Phone 
213-693-5976). 
Plan ahead for Winter '89 Asilomar Weekend and Week-long Square Dance 
Vacation Institutes (February). Staff: Marshall Flippo, Frank Lane, Daryl 
Clendenin, Charlie & Bettye Procter and the Osgoods. Write Bob and Becky 
Osgood (address below) for a brochure available in June, 1988. 
2780 Hutton Drive • Beverly Hills CA 90210-1216 
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Dancing Tips 
by Harold & Lill Bausch 
Permit me to reminisce a bit, and per-
haps in the process I might point out a few 
things you didn't know, or forgot about. 
The first club I called for on a regular 
basis taught me one lesson I shall never 
forget. The club had been in existence 
quite some time. The first time I called for 
them, I was shocked that they couldn't get 
through many of the calls. I couldn't figure 
out what was happening until the first tip 
was over and I noticed that during the rest 
period every group was sitting around 
tables with bottles of beer. I realized that 
no one had told this group about alcoholic 
beverages and square dancing. 
You must remember this was in the ear-
ly 1950's and we didn't have the help of 
national square dance magazines to 
publicize the good and bad habits... [Ed. 
Note: ASD was founded in 1945, and SIO 
in 19481 
The next tip I worked them hard and 
kept them on the floor until I figured I had 
worked the beer out of them. I then ex-
plained to them as diplomatically as I 
could that alcohol and square dancing 
didn't mix. Much to my relief, the habit 
was broken very quickly. 
After the first lessons I ever taught were 
completed, a man walked up to me and 
said, "Harold, this is great, my wife and 
I are enjoying evenings together. We used 
to go separate ways." That class started 
the first club I ever had with dancers I had 
taught, and they taught me what a 
valuable social event square dancing real-
ly is—an event where all are equal and 
all participate on an even level. 
One club I called for regularly danced 
in a small hall and, as time went on, the 
crowds grew larger and the hall smaller. 
At times, we even had a square in the kit-
chen. This club went out and rented a 
Amencan Squaredance. February 7988 
large ballroom. Things started to change. 
Many guests from neighboring towns 
stayed away. I ran across one of these 
guests and asked why we didn't see them 
anymore. He said, "Harold, the atmos-
phere has changed; they are not as 
friendly any more." 
I knew the people had not changed, 
and I finally figured out the trouble—the 
hall was too big. Dancers weren't dancing 
shoulder to shoulder anymore. When a tip 
ended, everyone sat down and they were 
clear across this large hall from one 
another. If they were to talk to one another, 
they had to walk across the hall. Before 
they were so close they bumped into one 
another and so naturally talked. From this, 
I decided it is better to have a crowded 
hall than a large one you can't pack. I try 
to keep our clubs in halls that are just a 
little crowded. 
Our first set of classes were taught 
without the help of "angels." It wasn't a 
matter of choice; we had no experienced 
dancers to help. Since that time I have 
been asked many times if I prefer to teach 
classes with or without angels. My prefer-
ence is to have them. I explain to the new 
dancers that the helpers will not explain 
the calls I am teaching while they are in 
the squares. This is for both the begin-
ners, so they won't ask, and for the club 
dancers, to remind them not to talk when 
I am trying to teach. I encourage the ex-
perienced dancers to help during rest 
periods if the new dancers ask them to. 
Many times I see a square off to the 
sides walking through a call, and I am 
sure it does help. 
I do not limit the number of angels. My 
people are considerate and do not try to 
teach while I am doing so, and when they 
exchange partners with the new dancers 
and dance the calls correctly, they are 
teaching the new dancers to do so also. 
One of the biggest advantages is that our 
new dancers quickly become part of the 
club and do not feel like strangers when 
they graduate. 
We must remember, this is a recreation, 
not an exercise in perfection. If we all had 












21 G' DAYS 
.Jluif it 
World Expo 88 
NEW ON CHINOOK LABEL: 
	 RECORDS 
CK-090 IT'S A SIN TO TELL A LIE by Bob 
CK-089 NAUGHTY NINETIES by the Chinook Boys 
CK-088 I DON'T WANT TO SET THE WORLD ON FIRE 
by Daryl 
CK-087 AIN'T YOUR LOSER LOOKING GOOD by Bill 
CK-086 I HOPE YOU'RE NEVER HAPPY by Daryl 
CK-085 SO LONG DEARIE by Dan 
CK-084 WHEN I'M TOO OLD TO DIE YOUNG by Daryl 
RECENT RELEASES 
CK-083 I JUST CALLED TO SAY I LOVE YOU by Dan 
CK-082 PLAY ME SOME RAG by The Chinook Boys 
CK-081 IS IT TRUE WHAT THEY SAY ABOUT DIXIE by Joe 
CK-080 DADDY'S HANDS by Bill H. 
CK-079 WALK THE WAY THE WIND BLOWS by Daryl 
HOEDOWNS: 
CK-511 CHUGGIN/DIDDLEY BOB 
CK-510 THINGAMAJIG/THUMBS UP 
C-509 TAG ALONG by Jim 
-̀20ED0*/ 
44.0. 	1.24  
4---; 
;-)^ 
For Catalog, or to Order Direct, Write: 
CLENDENIN ENTERPRISES 
7915 N. Clarendon, Portland OR 97203 
HOEDOWNER RECORDS: 
HD-116 HOW COULD YOU BELIEVE ME by John 
HD-115 ROCKIN' IN THE SMOKIES by Jerry 
HD-114 THE BLUEBIRD by Jerry 
 
Jona 	John Kramer 
SQUARE DANCING DOWN UNDER 
June 1-21, 1988 
	FREE BROCHURE 	  
NITA PAGE, Director 
Continental Squares 
3938 Washington Blvd. 
Fremont CA 94538 (AUS/NZ) 
NAME 
ADDRESS 
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[ Calling Tips 
CALLING TO THE MENTALLY HANDICAPPED 
by "Railroad Bill" Barr 
Calling square dances for the mental-
ly handicapped can be a frightening pro-
spect if one is unfamiliar with working with 
these groups, but it need not be. Don't say 
no to any group that you can accomodate 
on your schedule, for the rewards, both 
to you and to the dancers, will be tremen-
dousJ. Your best bet would be to contact 
a local "halfway house" to see if the 
residents would like an evening of square 
dancing as a recreational outlet a bit dif-
ferent from the usual. Such groups may 
have small funds to pay for such 
amenities, so don't be afraid to ask for a 
few dollars to offset your expenses, but 
don't be discouraged if you end up doing 
a "freebie." The rewards of calling to 
these people are not monetary in nature, 
believe me, but are measured in terms of 
personal satisfaction. 
The following program has worked, 
does work, and will work for you. provid-
ed there are sufficient staff members pre-
sent and you are patient. Start with a sim-
ple mixer or a play party game, such as 
this: From facing lines (boys on one side, 
girls on the other), top couple (nearest 
caller) takes hands across in butterfly 
position (or just level with the waist if this 
is a problem) and sashays down to the 
foot of the line and back. Now everybody 
does a regular right shoulder do-sa-do 
followed by an irregular left shoulder do-
sa-do. Try to stress the fact that they do 
not turn around, for this could mean dis-
orientation. Try saying, "You always face 
the same wall (during a do-sa-do)." 
Another trick is to identify left and right 
by saying that most people wear their 
wristwatches on the left arm. The next call 
is a left arm turn and back to place, then 
a right arm turn, and then just the top cou-
ple sashay down and stay there (at the foot  
of the line). Then New top couple will 
sashay down and back. 
Use a rhythmic, simple melody like Al-
pine Hoedown (TNT 184) and adjust your 
speed down into the high 30's to start. Try 
to call on the phrase, just as you would 
any contra or quadrille. 
You have taught them the basic do-sa-
do and arm turns, which you can then put 
into practice in squares. Keep it simple 
and explain that head couples are facing 
the caller directly or can't see the caller 
at all, while side couples are looking at 
you sideways. Avoid numbering the 
couples entirely, just use heads and sides, 
and make your instructions clear and 
brief, but firm. Tell the staff to avoid long 
explanations and just ease anyone hav-
ing difficulty into the approximately cor-
rect position. Be sure to explain how the 
regular do-sa-do always involves right 
shoulders, never left, and that the one 
they learned was only for that particular 
"reel-type" dance. 
Any adjustments that are required in 
the program should be made quickly and 
without emphasis. Are some tired? Let 
them sit while others take their places. 
You should probably avoid singing calls 
but a change-partners mixer might work 
from a big circle if it is simple: boys take 
three steps in, turn around, walk out to the 
corner, swing, put her on the outside, pro-
menade, all back out, join hands, circle 
right, and repeat. 
Above all, be enthusiastic and have a 
good time yourself. Your attitude will be 
infectious. You may find many who have 
been to camps where square dancing has 
been taught and they will be your best 
students in most cases. 
A final word of caution—don't overdo 
it. Take frequent and longer breaks than 
you would with other dancers; some have 
physical as well as mental disabilities. Be 
sure to mix in dances which don't require 
a partner—Hokey Pokey, The Birdie, Alley 
Cat, The Bunny Hop. The key to success-
ful calling to any group is summed up in 
one word—patience. Be patient, plan your 
dances, and just be yourself. You will win 
everlasting loyalty and devotion. 
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Hulon Shows and Dorothy Balling of Dayton, Ohio, have been teaching seniors at Lohrey Recreation Center 
They have produced a little instruction booklet entitled American Folk Dancing. In it, they have included a dance 
I don't believe I have shared in this column before. It's an old-timer but still a goodie. The name fits one of 
my teenage sweethearts. 
JESSIE POLKA 
MUSIC: Jessie Polka Square, Blue Star 2341 
FOOTWORK, Same for man and woman. 
STARTING POSITION: Couples facing LOD either with hands crossed in front or around waist. Can be done solo also. 
INTRODUCTION: Wait 4 measures or 8 beats. 
MEASURES: 
1-4 HEEL, CLOSE, BACK POINT, TOUCH; FORWARD HEEL, CLOSE, HEEL, BRUSH; 
Touch L heel diagonally L (ct 1), close L to R lot 2). touch R toe to rear (ct 3), touch R toe to L foot (ct 4); 
Touch R heel forward (c1 5), close R to L (ct 6), touch L heel diagonally L (ct 7), brush L toe across R (ct 8); 
5-8 Forward 4 two-steps 
The Quarterly Selection to the Traditional Dance Committee of Callerlab has selected the following for the first 
quarter of 1988, 
TRIPLE ALLEMANDE 
Allemande left and the ladies star, gents walk around but not too far 
Allemande left and the gentlemen star, ladies walk around but not too far 
Allemande with the old left hand, right to your partner 
Right and left grand... 
Dancers do an allemande left and immediately the ladies form a right-hand star in the center of the set and 
turn the star forward (CW), while the gents promenade single file (CCW) around the outside of the set. Turn 
the same corner halfway by the left and the gents step to the center to form a right-hand star and turn the 
star forward (CW) as the ladies promenade single file (CCW) around the outside of the set. With the same 
original corner, allemande left, and right and left grand. 
NOTE: The fun in dancing the Triple Allemande is to get all of the dancers dancing at the same pace so that 
the figure flows smoothly. Caution the dancers that with the star in motion and dancers moving on the outside 
in the opposite direction, the corner comes around very quickly and that they must be alert. 
Paul Moore of Columbus, Ohio, has recorded a very basic routine which would fit any one-night-stand program. 
SHERBROOKE 
MUSIC: Grenn 12204 
FIGURE: 
16 All walk left (CW) single file full around—home 2 Men step out at home and stand facing center 
2 Turn back (right face) of set while ladies keep going 
16 All walk right (CCW) single file full around 8 Ladies star right full around to home 
2 Ladies step out at home and stand facing 6 Turn partner left 3/4 to face corner 
center of set while gents keep going 4 Turn corner right 1/2 around to face partner 
8 Men step in to center of set to make left-hand 
star & turn it fwd CCW full around to home 
12 Turn partner left 1'/2 around to end with all 
facing center of square at home 
12 Men pick up partners with an arm around and 8 Four men star right full around to home 
star promenade CCW full around to home 6 Turn partner left 3/4 around to face corner 
12 Each couple pivot 11/2 around at home to put 4 Turn corner right 1/2 to face partner 
ladies in the center for a right-hand star 2 Go back home and stand beside partner 
12 Star promenade CW full around to face center of set. 
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Jim & Dottie McCord 
Mobile. AL 
The Contra Committee of Callerlab has selected one of Tony Parkes' fine dances for the first quarter of this year. 
INFLATION REEL 
FORMATION: Improper Duple 1,3,5, etc. active and crossed over. 




17-24 — — Wheel turn 
25-32 — — Bend the line 
33-40 — — — — 
41-48 — — — — 
49-56 — — — — 
57-64 — — Pass thru 
With the one below (corner), do-sa-do 	8 counts 
With the same lady swing 	 8 counts 
Put her on your right, go down in fours 	8 counts 
— — Come back to place 	 8 counts 
— — Right and left thru 8 counts 
— — Two ladies chain 	 8 counts 
— — Circle four 	 8 counts 
— — Once and a quarter more' 	8 counts 
New corner do-sa-do 	 8 counts 




* NEW * 
ESP 150 SETTING THE WOODS ON FIRE by Darryl McMillan 
(Guest Recording Artist) 
ESP 149 AM I BLUE by Elmer 
ESP 148 I'LL BE THE ONE by Elmer w/Red Boot Boys 
ESP 706 CALENDAR GIRL by Craig 
ESP 515 CRAWDAD SONG by Bob 
ESP 516 ALL MY X'S LIVE IN TEXAS by Bob 
* NEW HOEDOWN * 
ESP 405 SHAKIN', Plus calls by Craig 
* ROUND * 
ESP 009 LUCILLE by Jim 
ESP 147 NOW OR NEVER by Elmer 
ESP 146 MISTY by Elmer 
ESP 145 FOREVER AND EVER AMEN by Elmer 
ESP 514 OUT OF THE BLUES by Bob 
ESP 513 BANJO PICKERS BALL by Bob 
ESP 614 TIME OFF FOR BAD BEHAVIOR by Larry 
ESP 613 ALABAMA JUBILEE by Larry 
ESP 705 WE ALWAYS AGREE ON LOVE by Craig 
HOEDOWNS 
ESP 402 BONES 
ESP 403 HO-DOWN 
ESP 404 PATTER I 
COMING SOON: 
KEEP YOUR HANDS TO YOURSELF 
TOUCH THE MORNING 
TILL THE END OF THE WORLD 
For Complete Listing and Catalog, Contact ELMER SHEFFIELD 
2203 S. Adams St., Tallahassee FL 32301 	Phone: 904-681-3634 
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* HOT NEW RAWHIDE RELEASES!! 
RWH-143 DONEGAL by Lee 
RWH-142 GONNA TEAR DOWN THE WALLS by Dick 
RWH-141 MY HEART WON'T WANDER VERY FAR by Stan 
RWH-140 I'LL ALWAYS BE BY YOUR SIDE by Stan 
RWH-139 KISS OF FIRE by Larry 
* SIZZLIN' SELLERS!! 
RWH-138 JUST INSIDE YOUR ARMS by Stan 
RWH-137 FOREVER AND EVER AMEN by Stan 
RWH-136 YOU CAN FIND LOVIN' by Jerry 
RWH-135 DON'T FENCE ME IN by Dick 
RWH-134 TWO OLD CATS by Dick & Stan 
RWH-133 ALL MY ROADS LEAD BACK TO YOU by Stan 
RWH-132 "1982" by Stan 
* PEPPY NEW HOEDOWN!! 
RWH-513 SIX-PENNY HOEDOWN by Larry 
* EXCITING NEW ROUND DANCES!! 
RWH-718 BABY'S GONE TWO-STEPPIN' by the Rows 
RWH-717 LOVIN' TWO STEP by the Hamiltons 
fp BUCKSKIN 
RECORDS 
* HOT NEW BUCKSKIN RELEASES!! 
BUC-1223 OCEAN FRONT PROPERTY by Steve 
BUC-1222 BABY'S GOT A HOLD ON ME by Steve 
BUC-1221 MILLION DOLLAR BABY by Al 
BUC-1220 AS TIME GOES BY by Ray 
* SIZZLIN' SELLERS!! 
BUC-1219 IT SOUNDS LIKE LOVE by Steve 
BUC-1218 I'LL HOLD YOU IN MY ARMS by Ray 
BUC-1217 LUCKY OLD SUN by Larry 
* WRITE FOR YOUR FREE COPY OF OUR BRAND NEW 1988 CATALOG •  
AL SAUNDERS 











* DICK WAIBEL ENTERPRISES * Rdgecrest. CA 
* 675 E. ALLUVIAL, FRESNO CA 93710 * 209-439-3478 * 
* * * ** * * *** ** ** * * * * * ** * * * * * * ** * ** * ******* * 
NEW DANCERS BILL OF RIGHTS 
A new square dancer has the right: 
1. To a class experience that is both educationally and socially enjoyable. 
2. To patient and dignified treatment by the class instructors and sponsors. 
3. To gain experience dancing to 'other callers and, if possible, with dancers from 
other classes prior to graduation. 
4. To receive advice and assistance in acquiring appropriate clothing for square 
dancing. 
5. To instruction and practice with the approved definitions, timing and styling for each 
listed call. 
6. To information about the history and heritage of our present square dance program. 
Adopted by General Membership of Callerlab, March 1987 (One year trial basis) 
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—With a Great Record 
"BOURBON STREET" 
Featuring the "Top Cat" himself 
Bob Augustin 
DISTRIBUTED BY: 
MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE 
P.O. BOX 7309 
HOUSTON, TEXAS 77248-7309 
Advanced dancing continues to expand 
and grow in popularity. Ten years ago no 
one would have imagined such strides 
would occur. But with growth has come 
a watering down of the product. Many 
callers are calling quasi-Advanced, which 
is a term that has come to mean one Ad-
vanced call from one memorized position 
followed by 10-15 Mainstream and Plus 
calls from standard positions, then one 
more Advanced call. This is not Ad-
vanced; it is nothing more than Plus with 
a few additional calls. 
The big weakness which is seen 
among countless Advanced dancers to-
day is a failure to understand Mainstream 
and Plus calls. Callers are not working 
Mainstream and Plus calls DBD (Dance 
By Definition) or APD (All Position Dan-
cing) nearly enough with Advanced 
dancers. 
We know that DBD is not a requirement 
for the Mainstream and Plus plateaus; it 
is an option and many, if not most, MS 
and Plus clubs do not use much DBD. 
Fine. But MS and Plus DBD is a require-
ment for Advanced, and the only way 
dancers are going to learn it is for the 
callers to teach and call it. 
Why is MS and Plus DBD a require-
ment for Advanced? Because these pla-
teaus constitute the very foundation of 
square dancing. If we are going to build 
on top of this foundation with an additional 
plateau, the underlying foundation must 
be strong. If a building does not have a 
strong foundation, it will crumble when a 
superstructure is added. The same idea 
applies to dancers attempting to add Ad-
vanced to a foundation of MS and Plus. 
Unfortunately, many callers become so 
enthralled with the Advanced calls that 
they forget about the MS and Plus calls. 
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They forget to teach and call these calls 
DBD. The result is a weak foundation for 
dancers, which means that the only way 
that dancers can survive is if the caller 
calls quasi-Advanced. So the situation 
feeds upon itself. 
As a dancer it is important for you to be 
aware of how vital it is for you to have this 
MS and Plus DBD background. A-1 is the 
program where callers should teach and 
constantly use MS and Plus DBD; some-
what less can be used at A-2, but it can-
not be eliminated or the dancers will lose 
their strong foundation. 
BASIC RULES OF THUMB 
1. In an A-1 class, for every Advanced 
call taught, an MS or Plus call should 
be reviewed DBD. Since DBD is only ap-
propriate for about 40 of the MS and Plus 
calls, this means that by the time dancers 
have completed learning A-1, they will 
also have completed absorbing a solid 
foundation of the MS and Plus calls. 




MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE 
BLUE STAR RELEASES: 
2353 CLOSE TO MY HEART, Caller Johnnie Wykoff* 
	
Square Dance 
2352 GIVE MY REGARDS TO BROADWAY, Caller: Johnnie Wykoff' 
	
Square Dance 
2351 IN OLD MISSOURI, Cuer: Nancy Carver' 
	
Round Dance 
2350 FLY YELLOW BIRD, Cuer: Nancy Carver' Round Dance 
2349 PIGTAILS AND RIBBONS, Caller: Johnnie Wykott' 
	
Square Dance 
2348 KITTEN KAPERS, Cuer: Ted Floden 
	
Round Dance 
2347 DREAMERS WALTZ, Cuer: Frank Cutter' 
	
Round Dance 
2346 LOOKING GOOD, Cuer: Ethel Bieda' 
	
Round Dance 
2345 NO MORE DREAMING, Cuer: Ethel Bieda' 
	
Round Dance 
2344 RAINY DAY PEOPLE, Caller Johnny Wykoff' Square Dance 
2343 LIZA LITTLE (Key: C/F)/ANNIE RAGTIME (Key G) 	 2 Hoedowns 
2342 I'VE GOT YOUR NUMBER, Cuer: Bill Brown' 
	
Round Dance 
2341 JESSIE POLKA SQUARE, Caller: Johnnie Wykoff' 
	
Square Dance 
2340 EVERYTHING OLD IS NEW AGAIN, Cuer: Nancy Carver' 
	
Round Dance 
2339 EVERYBODY LOVES SOMEBODY SOMETIME, Cuer: Nancy Carver' Round Dance 
2338 LINGER AWHILE, Cuer: Bill Brown' 
	
Round Dance 
2337 PASS ME BY, Caller: Lem Smith' Square Dance 
2336 JUST PRETEND, Caller: Lem Smith' 
	
Square Dance 
DANCE RANCH RELEASES 
694 SWEET MISERY, Caller: Frank Lane' 	 Square Dance 
693 WHITE CHRISTMAS, Caller: Frank Lane' 	 Square Dance 
BOGAN RELEASES: 
1370 RED ROSES FOR A BLUE LADY, Caller John Aden' 	 Square Dance 
1369 WAY DOWN TEXAS WAY, Caller: John Aden' 	 Square Dance 
1368 JOY IN MY HEART, Caller: John Aden' 	 Square Dance 
1367 DON'T BUILD NO FENCES, Caller: John Aden' 	 Square Dance 
1366 DEEP WATER, Callers: Tommy White & David Davis' 	 Square Dance 
LORE RELEASES 
1237 BY THE SEA, Caller: Johnny Creel' 	 Square Dance 
1236 I BELIEVE IN MUSIC, Caller: Dick DeMeritt' 	 Square Dance 
1235 YOU CAN'T BUY YOUR WAY OUT OF THE BLUES, Bobby Graham' Square Dance 
1234 HAVE A LITTLE FAITH, Caller: Johnnie Creel' 	 Square Dance 
1233 RHYTHM OF THE ROAD, Caller: Murray Beasley' 	 Square Dance 
PETTICOAT PATTER RELEASES: 
129 YELLOW BIRD, Caller: Dorothy Juntti' 	 Square Dance 
128 COWBOY'S SWEETHEART, Caller Dorothy Juntti' 	 Square Dance 
127 HANGIN' UP MY TRAVELIN' SHOES, Caller: Toots Richardson' 	Square Dance 




PO Box 7309 
Houston, Texas 77248-7309 








WE HAVE MOST SOUARE AND 
RANCH HOUSE, RHYTHM, 
THUNDERBIRD, and many 
SCHOOL AND PRE-SCHOOL: 
OTHERS: Language, Aerobic, 
THE VERY POPULAR: "SING 
r 
	
LL OR WRITE: 	 .... I=im. 	lit IL kilt 	r  
i 
1 	 . 
it  
NADINE MERRBACH 	CAROL WARD 	JOHNNIE WYKOFF 
ROUND DANCE LABELS: CHAPARRAL, ESP RED BOUT, WINDSOR, WAGON WHEEL, 
LOU MAC, HI-HAT, GRENN, CHINOOK, FOUR BAR B, JOPAT, KALOX, SCOPE, TNT, 
others... 
KIMBO, MELODY HOUSE, EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES and BOWMAR. 
Ballet, and some Folk and Country Dance Records 
-A-LONG" ALBUMS, Some on cassette/with words. 
A GOOD LINE OF MICROPHONES IN STOCK: Electro-Voice, AKG, Shure, Audio-Technica 
& Astatic, "TOA" Wireless Microphones, PA Amps & Speakers. 
WE HAVE GOOD USED: 
AMPS: (Newcomb Amps) (Califone Amps) with Vari-Speed Turntables 
SPEAKERS: 12-inch Open Backs and Columns/Some New @ Discount 
ASK US ABOUT 
A TAPE RECORDER 
BLANK CASSETTES: 
5-Minute, 15-Minute, 30-Minute, 
60-Minute, and 90-Minute 
With/Without Boxes 
THE MACHINE (by Califone) 
A dual cassette deck, tape speed control +1— 10%, play one cassette/ 
add 	voice 	and 	record 	on the 	other 	cassette: 	5-program 	auto 
music/select: electronic BBD echo control/voice only: UL approved: 
C adapter/wall plug/or battery (100 cells) Battenes not included. Comes 
with: Dynamic Microphone and Instructions. $359.95 plus shipping 
and insurance. 
FOR YOUR PROFESSIONAL OR HOME TAPING NEEDS: AMPEX 456 Reel to Reel Tape 
2-inch, 	1 inch, 1/2-inch, and 1/4 -inch on reels, 1/4 inch in bulk also. Leader tape in the same sizes. 
Splicing tape in: 1/4-inch, 1/2-inch, and 	1 inch only. We have reels. 
IF YOU WANT TO MAKE A SQUARE DANCE RECORD: Talk to Norman Merrbach 
WE HAVE THE NEW WILLIAMS SOUND 8-CHANNEL WIRELESS MICROPHONE. 
All high band. Transmitter and receiver programmable. 
WE SERVICE AND REPAIR: Newcomb, Califone, Ashton, and others. 
Needles for all the above, and others. 
SOUND CONSULTANTS: Bids and estimates for S/D halls and churches. 
If you're in Houston, come see us: 
Monday thru Friday 	 8.30 AM to 5:00 PM CST 
Saturday 	 9•00 AM to 1:00 PM CST 
Closed Sundays and Holidays 
If placing an order after hours, by phone, recorder will answer (4th ring): 
Phone: 713-862-7077 
MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE 
PO Box 7309, Houston TX 77248-7309 	323 West 14th St., Houston TX 77008 
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GATEWAY S / D ENTERPRISES 
Bob & Carolyn White 740 Heman Avenue 
314-727-9108 	St Louis MO 63130-3217 
RANGER PANTS—$29.95 Each 
100% poly 






Blue Ginger Burgundy 
Bone White Kelly awe 
Yellow Tan 	Forest Gleam 
Red Black Turquoise 
Royal Camel Grey 
Brown Navy 
65% poly/35% cotton—SUBS Ea. 
Available in While. Blue, Grey 
Black, Navy. Wheat, Brown 
MAKE IT A SUIT—ADD A JACKET 








Colors Tan. Blue, Grey 
Brown, Navy l  
NIESQU1TE: 
by Myer 
MESQUITE SHIRTS—$26.50 Each 
Sizes 14171/2 , 85% poly/35% Cotton 
















80% poly/20% cotton 
WH/White—S28.50 Each 
SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER 
Include $2.00 Ship/Hand for One Item 
Add $1.00 for each Additional Item 
MO residents add 5.72.5% Sales Tax 
ROUND DANCE — George and Judy McFarlane. Cue, 
6. WALTZ BASICS R/0 349,95  
7. TWO-STEP BASICS R/0 No. $49.95  
B. TWO-STEP BASICS RID No. 2 $49.95 
9. FAST LEVEL ROUND 16 Waltz. 12 Two Step Routines) $49.95 
The Round Dance training tape demonstrates figures and 
movements used in easy level round dance rounlines. 
These tapes are ideal for home and group learning where 
no instructor is available and where extra help mac 
be desired. 
ROUNDS CUED WITH HARMONY • Virginia Callaghan. Luc, 
10. CUEING WITH HARMONY ti I itasieri a war nourarsi 149.94 
Cures. improve your cueing with harmony as demonstrated 
on this tape. 
A fun tape cued with harmony for da 	 who have 
completed the basic round dance classes. 
WRITE OR CALL rat INFORMATION: 
SPECIFY GOLD STAR VIDEO PRODUCTIONS 
VHS P.O. Box 96 
BETA Roseville CA. 95661 
(916) 782.1879, 331-2495 or 331.2550 MEMBER 
DISCOVER A rrEw WAY TO  
LEARN TO SQUARE OR ROUND DANCE 
BY VIDEO TAPE 
SQUAW DANE I — for Rule. Caller 
I. BASIC I TRAINING TAPE .11 231 349.9, 
2. BASIC 2 TRAINING TAPE 	124 491 549.99 
5, MAINSTREAM TRAINING TAPE $49.95 
4. Ems TRAINING TAFT 349.93 
S. SINGING CALL TAPE 	Front Basic to Plus 349.94 
ADVANCED SQUARE DANCE TAPt S Randy Dibble. Caller 
11. AI PART 4 	 $49.95 
12. A 1 PART B $49.95 
A complete course of leachingtapes. Excellent for class or 
caller tr•ining, group practice and those who need to 
brush up on their dancing. The Singing Call Tape is ideal 
for a party. 
110% TO ORDER. Send a r heti, or money order (no cash pleasel 
payabale to GO1 0 STAR tIOtO FROM CTIONS1$49.95 • $3.90 
for +hipping handling, and insurance low each lapel. Add 6% 
sales lay if you live in California. 
Overseas order. will take up to six 	by Parcel Pea. 
3 in ea h Tape °aside (SA. 
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AIN'T SHE SWEET 
CUE 
CALLERLAB ROUND OF THE QUARTER 
JANUARY TO MARCH, 1988 
CHOREOGRAPHERS: Richard and JoAnne Lawson 
RECORD: McGregor 034 (New Release) 
LEVEL: Phase II (Easy Level) 
FOOTWORK: Opposite, directions for M except as noted 




WAIT; WAIT; ROCK FWD,—, REC,—; ROCK BACK,—, REC,—; 




FWD TWO-STEP; WALK 2; FWD TWO-STEP; WALK 2; 




VINE APART 3 SWING; VINE TOG; CIRCLE,—,2,—; TOG,—,2 BUTTERFLY WALL,—; 
5-8 Release hands vine apart from partner side L, XRIB, sd L. swing R across; vine tog sd R, XLIB, 
sd R. touch L no hands joined; circle away from ptr L.—,R,--, circle tog L,—.R to bfly wall, —; 
9-12 HALF BOX FWD; ROCK FWD,—, REC,—; HALF BOX BACK; ROCK BACK,—, RECOVER,—; 
9-12 Broken box—Bfly wall sd LOD L. cl R, fwd L.—; rock fwd R,—, rec 	sd RLOD R, cl L, 
back R,—: rock back L,—. rec R. 
13-16 FWD HITCH; SCISSORS THRU TO OPEN POSITION; ROLL,—,2,—; WALK 2 BUTTERFLY WALL; 
13-16 Bfly wall fwd L, cl R, back L,—; side RLOD R. cl L, thru R to OP LOD.—: roll LOD L,—,R,—, 




ROCK SIDE,—, RECOVER,—; CROSS, SO, CROSS,—; RK SD,—, REC,—: CROSS, SD, CROSS,—; 
1-4 Bfly wall rock side L.—, rec R,—; XLIF. side R, XLIF.—; rock side RLOD R,—, rec L,—: XRIF, 
side L. XRIF,—: 
5-8 
	
BASKETBALL PIVOT BFLY WALL;; 2 SD CLOSES; SD,—, THRU TO SCP LOD,—; 
5-8 Bfly wall sd LOD L,—. rec R to LOP RLOD,—; sd RLOD L.—. rec R to bfly wall, —; sd L, cl 
R. sd L, cl 	sd L.—, thru R to SCP LOD,-; 
9-12 TRAVELING BOX;;;; 
9-12 Blending to CP wall sd LOD L, cl R, fwd L, —: blending to RSCP RLOD fwd R,—, fwd L,—; 
blending to CP wall sd RLOD R, cl L, back R,—; blending to SCP LOD fwd L,—,fwd 
13-16 HITCH 4; WALK 2; TWIRL,—,2,—; WALK 2 ESCORT LOD; 
13-16 SCP fwd L, cl R, bk L, cl R; fwd L,—, fwd R,—; fwd L,—. fwd R (W twirl RF under M's raised 
L arm R,—,L),—; fwd L,—, fwd R to escort LOD,—; 
NOTE: Second time through Part B blend SCP LOD. 
ENDING 
1-5 	HITCH 4; WALK 2; TWIRL,—,2,—; FACE,—, CLOSE, SWIVEUSWIVEL; APART, POINT,—,— ; 
1-5 SCP LOD fwd L. cl R. bk L, cl 	fwd LOD 	fwd L,—, fwd R (W twirl RF under M's 
raised L 	fwd L turning to face ptr,—, close R, swivel both knees LOD/RLOD; apart from part- 
ner L, point R, 
TIPS 
RESORT/CAMPGROUNDS 
COLORADO—BUCK MT. RANCH PRESENTS S/0 WEEKS. 1988. Com-
plete Dude Ranch vacation plus dancing w/popular callers from Cajun 
country to West. plains Your own horse for the week. Serenity, seclu-
sion, adventure on 2000 acres Limited reservations Don't miss out' 
Wore for brochure & caller schedule. BMR SID Week, P0 Bra 6117 McCoy 
CO 80463 303-653-4226 or 318-232-3831. 
FESTIVALS 
22nd NATIONAL ADVANCED & CHALLENGE SID CONVEN-
TION, Convention Center. Virginia Beach, VA. June 16-18, 
1988 Full-lime halls for A-2. C-1. C-2. C-3. Callers. Ed Foote, 
Dave Hodson. Ross Howell. Mike Jacobs. Lee Kopman. Ron 
Libby, John Marshall, Ben Rubright, Anne Uebelacker, 10 
others. Write Ed Foote, 140 McCandless PI., Wexford PA 15090. 
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REEVES RECORDS INC. 
EDDIE'S. & BOBBIE'S RECORDS 
MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED 
SQUARE, ROUND AND 	 BOOKS & MANUALS 
CLOGGING RECORDS PLASTIC 
DIPLOMAS 	 RECORD 
RECORD CASES 	 JACKETS 
TOA WIRELESS 
PHONOGRAPH NEEDLES 
MIKES & ACCESSORIES 
We also have records that are hard to find 
and have been listed as not available. 
EDDIE—BOBBIE—ROBBIE 
REEVES 
P.O. Box 17668 	 1835 So. Buckner 
DALLAS, TEXAS 75217-0668 
	
214/398.7508 
DON'T MISS THIS UNIQUE & OUTSTANDING TOUR! 
German-American Square& Round Dance 
FRIENDSHIP FESTIVAL  
September 20-29 
1988 




and by your Favorite Caller and Cuer 	0 Lufthansa 
Germany— Switzerland —Austria 
Including MUNICH's OKTOBERFEST 
This program is sanctioned by the European Association of American Square Dancing Clubs 
LIMITED REGISTRATION! Over 50 persons are signed up—the tour may soon be lull! 
CONTACT ASD TOURS OR YOUR FAVORITE CALLER/CUER FOR COLOR BROCHURE 
Bill Barr (CT) * Stan Burdick (OH) * Walt Cole (UT & AZ) * Jim Dunn (OK) 
Don Hanhurst (FL) * Bob Johnston (CA) * Dick Leger (RI) * John Lewin (NM) 
Ray Marsch (OH) * Mac McCall (VA) * Virg McCann (ND) * Clark McDowell (TX) 
Jack Murtha (CA) * Skip Smith (FL) * Bob Walker (CA) 
Francis Zeller (KS) * Glenn Zeno (ME) 
ASD TOURS, PO BOX 488, HURON OH 44839 — 419-433-2188 
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P.S.: MS/QS 
Submitted by Dick Han 
Monticello, Indiana 
SOME FUN IDEAS: 
Heads half square thru, slide thru 
Pass the ocean, scoot back, 
Eight circulate 11/2, right and left grand 
THEN TRY THIS: 
Zero box to a wave: scoot back 
Eight circulate 11/2 , right and left grand 
On the third hand, promenade... 
Heads lead right, star thru 
Pass the ocean, scoot back, split circulate 
Centers run, half tag, right and left grand... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Pass the ocean, swing thru 
Split circulate, centers run 
Half tag, right and left grand... 
Heads right and left thru, pass the ocean, 
Scoot back, right and left grand... 
SOME PLUS MATERIAL: 
Zero box, swing thru, girls circulate 
Boys trade, swing thru, spin the top 
Slide thru, roll twice, right and left grand... 
Heads square thru four, centers in 
Cast off 3/4, all eight circulate 11/2 
All eight spin the top, right and left grand... 
Heads right & left thru, heads pass the ocean 
Ladies trade, ping pong circulate 
Scoot back, centers recycle 
Right and left grand... 
Heads right & left thru, heads pass the ocean 
Ping pong circulate, dixie grand 
Left allemande... 
Heads star thru, zoom, double pass thru 
Peel off, pass thru, 3/4 tag 
Right and left grand... 
Heads half square thru, swing thru 
Boys run, tag the line right 
Ferris wheel and spread, pass thru 
Three-quarter tag, right and left grand... 
Heads half square thru, single circle to a wave 
Split circulate, boys trade (with each other) 
Centers run, 3/4 tag, right and left grand... 
Zero box to a wave: eight circulate, scoot back 
Split circulate, girls trade (with each other) 
Centers run, 3/4 tag, right and left grand... 
Four ladies chain 3/4, sides rollaway 
Heads right & left thru, heads pass the ocean 
Scoot and relocate, extend 
Right and left grand... 
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Heads pass the ocean, swing thru 
Scoot and relocate, extend, scoot back 
All eight circulate, swing thru, scoot back 
Right and left grand... 
Zero box, swing thru, boys run, girls hinge 
Diamond circulate, boys swing thru 
Girls face in, scoot and relocate, extend 
All eight circulate, single hinge 
Right and left grand... 
Zero box: right and left thru, veer left 
Ferris wheel and spread, pass thru 
Wheel and deal, girls swing thru 
Scoot and relocate, extend, single hinge 
Right and left grand... 
SINGING CALL FIGURES: 
Heads promenade 1/2 , heads pass the ocean 
Swing thru, scoot and relocate, extend 
Swing thru, turn thru, swing corner... 
Heads slide thru and pass the ocean 
Explode and single circle to a wave 
Scoot and relocate, extend 






by Ed Fraidenburg,1  
CHOREOGRAPHY 
A common arrangement with which many callers and dancers feel uncomfortable is "same 
sex couples." Unless the dancer has been exposed to a lot of choreo utilizing this set-up, he/she 
feels something isn't right, and, unless the caller has worked with this type of choreo before, 
the same uncertainty is felt. 
In my opinion, there is nothing wrong with having boys together, girls together—for short se-
quences. Here are some calls which quickly convert to a more "normal" arrangement: 
FROM 	 CALL 
Eight chain thru 	 Touch 1/4 
(Boys on inside, Star thru 
girls on outside) 	 Swing thru, centers trade, 
girls trade 
RESULT 
R-H waves (girls in center) 
Facing lines (normal) 
Facing lines (normal) 
Eight chain thru 
(boys on outside, 
girls on inside) 
Touch 1/4 
Star thru 
Swing thru, centers trade, 
boys trade 
Swing thru, centers trade, 
girls trade 
R-h waves (boys in center) 
Back to back lines 
Facing lines 
Back to back lines 
SAMPLE CHOREO: 
Heads pass thru, go round one to a line 
Pass thru, wheel & deal, centers pass thru 
Touch 1/4 , centers trade, centers run 
Wheel and deal, star thru, pass thru 
Wheel and deal, zoom and pass thru 
Left allemande... 
Sides rollaway, heads square thru four 
Split those two, go round one to a line 
Pass thru, wheel and deal, centers pass thru 
Wheel and deal, centers pass thru 
Swing thru, centers trade, girls trade 
Star thru, pass thru, trade by 
Left allemande... 
FROM 
R-H boy-boy/girl-girl waves 
CALL 
Centers trade, boys run 
Swing thru, boys trade 
Boys trade, centers trade, 
boys run 
Girls trade, centers trade, 
boys run 
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R-H girl-girl/boy-boy waves Centers trade, girls trade 
Swing thru, girls trade 
Swing thru, boys run 
Boys trade, centers trade, 
girls trade 
Girls trade, centers trade, 
girls trade 
Cast off 3/4 , centers trade, 
boys run 
Heads square thru four, sides rollaway, swing thru, boys 
All pass thru, wheel and deal, zoom, square thru 3/4 , left 
Facing lines 
Facing lines 






EXTEND THE TAG 
STARTING FORMATION: Double pass thru, 
parallel ocean waves (half tag) any tag (1/4 or 
3/4 ) formation. 
DEFINITION: All dancers release handholds 
(if necessary), step forward and form an ocean 
wave with the couple they are facing. If the ex-
tend leaves dancers facing no one, they remain 
facing out. 
From right-hand waves, dancers will extend to 
right-hand waves. 
From left-hand waves, dancers will extend to 
left-hand waves. 
From double pass thru formation, dancers will 
extend to a (right-hand) quarter tag formation. 
From quarter tag formation, dancers will extend 
to parallel waves. 
From parallel waves, dancers will extend to a 
3/4 tag formation. 
From a 3/4 tag formation, dancers will extend 
to a completed double pass thru formation. 
Heads square thru four, swing thru 
Extend the tag, swing thru, extend the tag 
Centers out, partner trade, crosstrail thru 
Left allemande... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Spin the top, extend the tag, swing thru 
Recycle, heads turn back, zoom, flutter wheel 
Square thru 3/4 , left allemande... 
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Heads 1/2 square thru, swing thru 
Extend the tag, swing thru, extend the tag 
Centers out, partner trade, left allemande... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Pass the ocean, extend the tag, all boys run 
All cast off 3/4 , pass thru, wheel and deal 
Girls turn thru, star thru, couples trade 
Couples circulate 11/2 , bend the line 
You're home... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line, pass thru 
Wheel and deal, extend the tag, swing thru 
Extend the tag, swing thru, extend the tag 
Swing thru, extend the tag, girls trade 
Swing thru, boys trade, centers trade 
Right and left grand... 
Heads pass thru go round one to a line 
Pass thru, wheel and deal, swing thru 
Extend the tag, centers trade, swing thru 
Girls trade, crosstrail thru, left allemande... 
Heads pass thru go round one to a line 
Pass thru, wheel and deal, zoom, swing thru 
Extend the tag, boys run, spin the top 
Right and left grand... 
Heads pass the ocean, extend the tag 
Recycle, veer left, ferris wheel, zoom and 
swing thru, extend the tag, girls trade 
Centers trade, all single hinge 
Right and left grand... 
Heads pass the ocean, swing thru 
Extend the tag, boys trade, centers trade 
Girls trade, left allemande... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Pass thru, wheel and deal, zoom 
Swing thru, extend the tag, swing thru 
Girls trade, slide thru, left allemande... 
Sides square thru 3/4 , heads pass the ocean 
Extend the tag, centers in, cast off 3/4 
Star thru, pass thru 
Left allemande... 
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EGG FORMATION and Related Calls: 
INSTANT EGG: From a column, half circulate 
and centers six spread. This results in the egg 
formation. 
EGG CIRCULATE: From an egg, all circulate 
(move up) into the next dancer position. 
LAY AN EGG: From a column, all circulate 11/ 2 , 
trade and spread. 
SCRAMBLE THE EGG: From an egg, the 
center six (the yolks) slide together and trade 
(squeeze), then very centers and lonesome 
ends move up (hourglass circulate) to become 
line ends as in coordinate. 
FLIP THE EGG: From an egg, lonesome ends 
and very centers egg circulate as others (out-
side yolks) flip to the nearest center. 
CUT THE EGG: From an egg, lonesome ends 
and very centers egg circulate as others slide 
together and trade (squeeze). 
SWITCH TO AN EGG: From parallel lines/ 
waves with ends in tandem, ends egg circulate, 
centers run (out). 
And to accompany your omelet: 
THE SAUSAGE (Stewart Kramer) 
No sooner was the "egg" idea hatched (??) 
it was decided that if we "squeeze" the egg 
(yolks slide together and trade) we must have 
a "sausage." 
MAKE A SAUSAGE: From a column, all cir-
culate 11/ 2 , triple trade. 
SQUEEZE THE EGG: From an egg, center six 
(yolks) slide together and trade. 
SQUEEZE THE SAUSAGE: From a sausage, 
center six trade and spread = egg. 
SAUSAGE CIRCULATE: From a sausage, all 
circulate (move up) one position. 
INSTANT SAUSAGE: From a column, half 
circulate. 
SLIDE THE SAUSAGE: From a sausage, #1 
and #3 yolk dancers squeeze (trade and slide 
apart) as the outer four sausage circulate. 
PEEL THE SAUSAGE: From a sausage: #1 and 
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#3 yolk dancers flip out (like a peel off) as the 
other four sausage circulate. 
CATCH THE WAVE 
BY Phil Kozlowski 
DEFINITION: From trade by or double pass 
thru formations, centers pass the ocean, out-
sides partner hinge, all (in their own wave) fan 
the top. Ends in parallel waves. 
A "catchy" zero: 
Zero lines: slide thru, pass thru, catch the wave 
Walk and dodge, partner trade... 
SAMPLE CHOREO by Phil: 
Heads star thru, catch the wave, scoot back 
Recycle, pass to the center, pass thru 
Left allemande... 
Heads square thru four, pass thru 
Catch the wave, scoot back, boys run 
Pass thru, wheel and deal, zoom and 
Pass thru, left allemande... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line, slide thru 
Pass thru, catch the wave, walk and dodge 
Partner trade, touch 1/4 , circulate, boys run 
Left allemande... 
SAMPLE CHOREO by Ed: 
Heads lead right and circle to a line, pass thru 
Wheel and deal, catch the wave, square thru 
But on the third hand, right and left grand... 
Heads flutter wheel, star thru 
Catch the wave, right and left grand... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line, pass thru 
Wheel and deal, square thru 3/4, pass thru 
Catch the wave, swing thru, centers trade 
Boys run, left allemande... 
Heads pass thru, go round one to a line 
Star thru, catch the wave, boys run 
Wheel and deal, left allemande... 
Heads pass thru go round one to a line 
Pass thru, wheel and deal, catch the wave 
Swing thru, girls trade, square thru four 
Trade by, left allemande... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
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ATTENTION CALLERS! 
PROTECT YOUR INVESTMENT 
with CARROLL CUSTOM COVERS. 
Dress UP your equipment 
and keep it safe from moisture. 
SNUG—FITTING VINYL COVER 
ENCASES CARRYING BOX 
Available for Hilton: 






WRITE OR CALL 
W.D. CARROLL 
160 Ramona Ave. 
So. S.F. CA 94080 
(4151 589-2491 'a- 
Rollaway, pass thru, wheel and deal 
Catch the wave, recycle, veer left 
Partner trade, half circulate, bend the line 
You're home... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Square thru four, catch the wave, girls trade 
Pass thru, wheel and deal, catch the wave 
Girls circulate, boys run, girls trade 
Ferris wheel, dixie grand, left allemande... 
Sides rollaway, heads lead right and circle four 
Men break to lines, pass thru, wheel & deal 
Catch the wave. boys run, crosstrail thru 
Left allemande... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Spin the top, swing thru, recycle 
Pass thru, catch the wave, scoot back 
Boys run, left allemande... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Pass thru, wheel and deal, pass thru 
All pass thru, catch the wave, split circulate 
Boys run, reverse flutter wheel 
Left allemande„, 
Heads square thru four, pass to the center 
Centers right and left thru, all rollaway 
Catch the wave, recycle, left allemande... 
THE BILL PETERS 
CALLERS GUIDEBOOK SERIES 
SPECIAL OFFER... 
The Bill Peters Callers Guidebook Series consists of the eight individual volumes 
listed below: 
Book IA 	Presentation Techniques ($8.95) 
Book 1B The Mighty Module ($7.95) 
Supplement 	Modules Galore ($6.95) 
Book IC Sight Calling Made Easy ($8.95) 
Supplement 	Formation Management/Extemporaneous 
Calling ($8.95) 
Book 2 	Singing Call Tenchiques ($7.95) 
Book 3 The Business Side of Calling ($9.95) 
Book 4 	The Art of Programming ($7.95) 
Purchased separately, the entire set would cost over $67.00. 
Now you may buy the entire set—all 8 books— for the special low price of $49.95. 
Order postpaid by sending check or money order to: 
BILL PETERS, P.O. Box 10692, Zephyr Cove NV 89448 
Canadian or overseas orders. U.S. Fund, please. Add 53.50 for Air Mail. 
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4 - ealles's Recau17". 
e ade 
Steal a Zatie Peek 
BILL FOX 
Knoxville, Tennessee 
Bill Fox took square dance lessons from 
Allen Tipton in 1965. In 1968, Allen gave 
him a record on the condition that he 
would learn to call it. His calling grew as 
Allen gave him more records. Bill began 
doing guest appearances in 1970. He ac-
cepted his first club, The Yellow Rockers 
in Coalfield, in 1974. 
By 1975, he had three clubs and three 
classes. An advanced workshop and club 
were added in 1978. For nine years he 
called for Hidden Valley Squares in Mc-
Caysville, Georgia, a 270-mile round trip. 
In 1986, he resigned from that club due 
to his schedule. He resigned from the ad-
vanced club in 1982 when Janice and he 
were married, in order to have more time 
at home. The Foxes have four children 
and five grandchildren. 
Bill started the first successful singles 
club in the Knoxville area, the Volunteer 
Travelers, in 1975. It remains a very active 
club, and very important to area singles. 
His Grand Squares Club has 200 paid 
members and meets weekly. Bill says that 
this success is due to keeping the dan-
cers' happiness as the #1 priority and to 
having dedicated and caring officers. 
Bill has called in most states within a 
200 miles radius, at state and national 
conventions, and numerous festivals. 
Bill Fox works with handicapped child-
ren on a part-time basis and Janice works 










Can't Help Falling In Love—Rhythm 
Elvis Medley—Rhythm 
Bop—ESP 
Looking For A Feeling—D&R 
Rocking Robin—LouMac 
Square Dancers: say it with candy! 
B 
Basic Kit • $8.00 + $1.75 postage and handling 
Extra Squeeze Bottle $1.25 each 
Extra Candy Mold 53.25 each 
Ohio residents add 5'6% sales tax. 
Now you can mold milk chocolate in the 
shape of Square Dancers! 
Kit includes: 
2 plastic candy molds, one of each style. 
2 plastic squeeze bottles for ease in transferring 
melted chocolate into mold. 
easy-to-follow directions for molding chocolate 
either on stove top or by microwave. 
You supply the melting chocolate! 
Available while supply lasts.  
Bonnie's Custom Boutique 
P.O. Box 24025 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45224 
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Mail to: AUTHENTIC PATTERNS, INC. 
P.O. Box 170119 
Arlington, Texas 76003 
Pattern z 280 	@ $4.50 ea. SIze(s)... 
TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED S _-
Name_ 
Address 
City 	State 	Zip 
Add to 	1 Pattern —$1.25 
postage 8 handling: 2 Patterns —$2 00 
3 Patterns —$2.55 
4 Patterns —$2.90 
IVEN & BARB SAXTON 
The Saxtons, who live in Washington 
Court House, Ohio, started square dan-
cing in 1976 and took round dance les-
sons in 1977. In 1982, they started work-
ing with a few friends who wanted to 
brush up on some dances, and taught 
their first basics class that fall. Just for 
round dancing, Iven and Barb built a 
24'x32' garage on their house lot, where 
they have been running at least three 
workshops a week for the past four years. 
The Saxtons cue full-time for three 
square dance clubs and are co-leaders 
with Bud and Jan Cohan for the Fun-
tastics in Columbus, Ohio. Funtastics is 
a round dance club recenty formed to pro-
mote round dancing at easy-to-easy-
intermediate level. The Saxtons work 
several weekends a year and enjoy travel-
ing and meeting new friends. They have 
cued/taught at Ohio State Conventions. 
Iven is a supervisor for Kenworth Truck 
Co. in Chillicothe and Barb works as a 
secretary/insurance agent. They have two 
daughters and one granddaughter. 
The Saxtons are members of Roun-
dalab, Miami Valley Callers Assn. and 
Buckeye R/D Council, where they serve 
as secretaries. They have attended lea-
ders' schools taught by the Muellers and 




SQUARE DANCE DRESS PATTERNS 
Create an original square dance dress for yourself or your club at a 
fraction of the ready-to-wear prices. This dress features a full circular 
skirt with ruffle sweeping up the side. The pattern has three necklines 
and layered sleeves. Patterns in multi-sizes (5-7.9, 6-8-10, 12-14-16, 
18-20-40). Ask for this pattern at your favorite pattern store or order 
direct Complete line of western style patterns for all the family 
featuring shirts, pants, and suits for men and women, children's wear, 
square dance dresses and English riding clothes. 
Dealer inquiries welcome. 
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JP224 MUDDY WATER 
JP223 SAY GOODBYE 
JP222 GIVE IT YOUR BEST 
JP221 JUST IN CASE 
JP508 DO GOOD/BETTER 
'Hoedown) 
JOE PORRITT 
1616 Gardiner Lane 
Suite 202 
Louisville KY 40205 
(502)459-2455 
ROUNDUP IN ARIZONA 
Sierra Vista, Arizona, was a "swinging" 
place during the Southeastern Ariz. 
S&R/D Association's third annual Round-
up last October. 130 people danced to the 
calling of Michael Kellogg and the cueing 
of Stan and Judy Crawford. The Roundup 
is scheduled to be a yearly event held on 
the fourth weekend in October. 
Carrol and Sherman Pauley 
Sierra Vista, Arizona 
SQUARE DANCING AROUND THE WORLD 
The 1988 edition of the National Square 
Dance Directory contains a new section 
with articles on S/D activity outside the 
U.S. The articles, about New Zealand and 
Great Britain, were prepared by dance 
leaders in those countries. Plans are to 
expand this section in upcoming editions. 
The over-10,000 club listings include 
type of club, program of dancing, when 
and where dances are scheduled, and a 
contact name, address and phone num-
ber. There is a "New Dancer" section with 
information on S/D history, etiquette, ap-
parel and other items. A S/D sewing and 
crafts section will appeal to those who like 
to create their own apparel and ac-
cessories. Directories of festivals, conven-
tions, publications, organizations, callers 
and leaders are among the features. 
Details on over 1000 products and ser-
vices add to the usefulness of this publi-
cation. For costs, see ad on page 105. 
SUPER A/C WEEKEND 
The Motivators hosted a very suc-
cessful Advanced and Challenge Week- 
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24K Gold-Plated Enameled 
SQUARE DANCE 
JEWELRY 
P Earrings or Pendant 5395 
Beth for only $6.95 
plus S1.D0 ship. & handling 
(Calif res add 6% sales tax) 
Earring also available 
with cups 
When ordering specify dress 
color. red, blue or black 
Send check or money order to 
Charmz-Reaction 
P.O. Boo 6529 
Woodland His CA 91365 
THE CHOREO CONNECTION 
Monthly Note Service 
ED FRAIDENBURG 
1916 Poseyville Rd. 
Midland, Mich. 48640 
$20.00 Annually 
Write for Sample Copy 
Special Bonus: A one-year subscription to American 
Squaredance with each full year subscription to 
Choreo Connection. Valid for new subscribers to 
Choreo Connection only. Ask for details. 
CHOREOGRAPHY VIDEO 
SIGHT CALLING VIDEO 
By ED FOOTE 
Well-Known Caller Instructor 
Each Color Video about 90 Minutes Long. 
Presentations are Organized & Complete. 
$49.95 - 1 Tape 
$79.95 - Both Tapes 
Order From: Dale Garlock 
2107 Shunk Ave. 
Alliance, Ohio 44601 





Where music is the reason we dance 
CALLER TRAINING TAPES 
Timing/Music-5 Tapes with critiques 
Full Course-20 Tapes with critiques 
The Most Complete Course Available 
"The Basis of Calling is Timing" 
"The Basis of Timing is Music" 
944 Chatelaln Rd., Ogden UT 84403 
801-392-9078 
The Best In 
`1-1f.. 	
Square & Round Dance Music 
All Rounds Cued 
TNT256 TENDER HEARTED, Round, Dave Ferrante 
TNT257 	SOMETHING BLUE, Round, Viginia Coiling 
TNT258 TEQUILA SHEILA, Mike lavarone 
THT259 	RICH MAN ROUND (Rd). Phil Guenthner 
TNT260 TALKING LIPS (Flip). Dan Faria 
TNT261 	MADRID RD/MIXER, George Karbmacher 
MODERN STYLE CONTRA PARTY 
LP1001 -Dick Leger S5 • 75 psi 
Plastic Record Sleeves Available 
Quantity Discounts tor 25. 50 100 .5 1000 
RFD 2 Rt. 7, St. Albans VT 05478, 802-524-9424 
SQUARE DANCE LEADERS 
CALLERS, CUERS, CONTRA  
Send for Free Copy 
CALLERS NOTE SERVICE 	 .. ci ":1  
CALLERS LIABILITY INSURANCE 	I 	.ft 
1 
MEMBERSHIP AVAILABLE 
' 	-,4:,' "Oldest & Best" 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA I I  CALLERS ASSOC.. INC. 
1629 Beverly Blvd., Los Angeles CA 90026 
INDIVIDUAL TAPE EVALUATION 
by 
) 
ACCREDITED CALLER COACH 
Get personal coaching based on a full dance. 
This is the step beyond Callers' School 
for working callers. 
Send for information: 79 Wash Pond Road 
Hampstead NH 03841 	(603) 329-5492 
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end last September with Ron Libby call-
ing at Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan. Over 50 
couples attended, with participants from 
as far away as Missouri and Washington 
State. Ron workshopped right/left post, 
tone down and swing the gamut, as well 
as all QS for Mainstream through A-2. The 
format was two Advanced tips, followed 
by a C-1 tip. C-2 star tips were called 
following all sessions. 
The club hopes to schedule another ex-
travaganza next season. 
R.N. Remillard 
Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan 
DOUBLEHEADER A SELL-OUT 
Over 500 happy feet enjoyed the call-
ing of Tony Oxendine and Larry Letson at 
the Dayton S/D Club's Sixth Annual Sun-
day Doubleheader recently. George and 
Mady D'Aloiso cued the round dancing. 
This dance has been a sell-out almost 
since its inception six years ago. The 1988 
dance was sold out before the end of the 
'87 dance. A committee of only two 
couples, Glenn and Davida Dutiel and 
George and Linda Knapp, have been co-
chairmen of this dance every year. 
George and Linda Knapp 
Middletown, Ohio 
IN MEMORIAM 
Harold Dee Cox of 
Cortez, Colorado, died 
in November in New 
Mexico. He had called 
for the Circle Eight club 
since 1952. As well as 
a caller, he was an ar-
tist, inventor and musician. Sympathy is 
extended to his wife, Eulene, their 
two daughters, and five grandchildren. 
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WE DESIGN CLUB BADGES 
1 line "Slim Jim- 	 81.25 
Name only, Regular Size 	 51.25 
Name and Town OR Design 51.50 
Name and Town and Design 	 81.75 
Name, Town, Design, Club Name 	 52.00 
State Shape 	 $2.50 & Up 
$5. Minimum Order 
Badge Colors: Black, white, blue, green, brown, red, 
yellow and walnut 
Please send check with or
. 
 
der  Include 15c per badge 
for postage & handling. 
Thank you 
MICRO PLASTICS 
PO Box 847 
Rifle CO 81650 
Tel: 303-625-1718 
SIGHT CALLING VIDEO 
90-Minute Color Video 
for Home Study at its Best. 
Study with JACK LASRY, 
A RECOGNIZED LEADER. 
$54.00 with Guide Book. 
Jack Lasry's Caller Supply 




UPTOWN, U.S .A.  
CALLING ALL CALLERS 
INTRODUCING THE ALL NEW 
EQUIPMENT BOX COVERS 
Designed exclusively for the Square Dance Caller 
Our covers offer protection with a professional look .  
s 	Ar•••... 
• ; I 
,E1•12x8 
• Machine Stitched 
• 32 oz. Ouilted Black Vinyl 
• Velcro Closing 
• Handle Opening for Easy Carrying 
• Column Speaker Cover (size 18x32x8) 
• Model 75A Amplifier Cover 
• AC300 Amplifier Cover (size 17x19x6) 
• Covers made to fit around your box 




Caller 	J & J Upholstery 
Gift Idea Golden Strip Shopping Center Mauldin, South Carolina 29662 
Phone (803) 288-4000 
UNDER LONDON BRIDGE 
About 700 dancers squared up under 
the London Bridge last October for the 
Blue Waters Swingers 17th annual S&R/D 
Festival at Lake Havasu City, Arizona. 
Dancers came from all over the world, 
with a group of 47 from England who 
came to dance under "their" bridge. Dale 
Casseday was the caller and Jack and 
Dorothy Wright were cuers. The Swingers 
will hold their 18th Annual Festival on Oc-
tober 7-8, 1988, with Mike Sikorsky Call-
ing and Joe and Sandy Parker cueing. 
Susie Scott 
NEW OFFICERS FOR SO. CAL. CALLERS 
Recently inducted as 1988 officers of 
the Southern California Callers Associa-
tion, Inc. were Larry LeDuc, president; 
Paul Redd, vice president; Jim Fisher, 
secretary; Bob Nelson, treasurer. Jack 
Drake continues on as executive secre-
tary. The association's big event for 1988 
will be their anniversary dance in 
September. Program for the first meeting 
of the year will feature the topic, "Train- 
ing Angels." 
	
	 Jack Drake 
Huntington Park, California 
GREMLINS, AGAIN! 
Norma Deibert wrote to say that the 
phone number in their classified listing in 
December was incorrect. Anyone in-
terested in the shop for sale should call 
307-742-4577. 
In the ad advertising the square dance 
hall of Jim and Donna West for sale, the 
square footage of dance floor should read 
3000 (not 300). Our apologies! 
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TODAY'S FASTEST GROWING CALLER AID 
Your invitation to Join Our 
Many Happy Subscribers 
Via This Special 
Introductory Offer. 
NOTES 	S22.00 
(Foreign Postage Extra) 
For Sample or To Subscribe, Write: 






Nita Page & Continental Squares 
Present 
THE BEST OF SCANDINAVIA 
With a Taste of 
LONDON-AMSTERDAM-HAMBURG 
May 30-June 18 — 20 Days — $2499.00 
seti mi.16161611N 
'Escorted 
JACK & CAROLYN LASISr  
Complete Brochure. Write Us. 




Over 1,200 Hard-to-Find 
Quilting • Sewing • Craft 
Notions, Books & Videos 
Always A 20% Discount! 
WHOLESALE INQUIRIES INVITED 
Send $1 S/H To: 
Clotilde 
P.O. Box 22312 ASQ 
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33335 
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COMING EVENTS FOR SINGLE DANCERS 
February 28, Single Twirlers Anniversary 
Dance, Balboa Park Club Bldg., Balboa 
Park, San Diego CA. Caller: Steve Moore. 
For info: Ken at 619-277-8652. 
March 11-13, Texas Association of SSD 
14th Annual Round-up, Hyatt Regency, 
Fort Worth, Texas. Callers and cuers: 
Kevin Bacon, Bob "Fatback" Green, 
Craig Rowe, Taco Zuniga, Ray and Lillie 
Doyal, and Bob and Jeannette Graham. 
For info: Russell Rice, 509 Branch Circle 
EL., Fort Worth TX 76108, 817-246-0716. 
March 19-26, Single Square Dancers USA 
1st Annual S/D Cruise. Caller; Vern 
Weese. For info: Yellowrock Tours, 239 
West Olive Ave., Burbank CA 91502. 
213-663-4618. 
March 25-27, Lehigh Valley Chapter 
Bachelors 'n Bachelorettes International, 
Brandywine Hotel and Resort, Down-
ingtown PA. Callers: Dalt Young, Ted 
Knauss. Cuers: Mary and Pete McGee. 
Write Pauline Kline, 14 Underwood Rd, 
Wyncote PA 19095. 215-884-8456. 
April 15-16. Heart of American Singles S/D 
Assn., Convention Center, Des Moines, 
IA. Callers: John Carlton, Jim Logan, 
Tom Manning and other area callers and 
cuers. Info: Karl Anderson, 431 SW State, 
Ankeny IA 50021. 515-964-7210. 
April 29-May 1, 8th annual New Mexico 
Singles S/D Fiesta, Albuquerque S/D 
Club, Albuquerque, NM. Callers/cuers: 
Ronnie Woods, Paul Infanti, Louie Mar-
tinez, Wayne & Rita Galdony. Info: Min 
McKenna, 913 Indiana SE, Albuquerque 
NM 87188. 505-266-3650. 
People 
IN THE NEWS 
in 1917, and will have 
married 50 years in two , r  F LU R IDA 
on April 10, 1988. 	SITE OF THE 
S quare dancing campers Vernon and Joyce Gros-
venor of Dixon, Nebraska, re-
port they recently danced on a 
float on a Dakota Days Parade 
in Vermillion, South Dakota 	 f 
C aller Tom Dash (our Oct-ober Jack-o-fensman) of 
Fairview, Pennsylvania, has 
another first to his credit. In 
December. he and his suer/ 
wife Mary Kay sold out a 
Generic Squares live band 
dance in Erie with Joan and 
the Hoedown Band, combin-
ing both modern MS and tradi-
tional calls, cues and melodies. 
It was a four-hour night to 
remember. 
James B. Cantrell at the age of 86 is still going 
strong, and is scheduled to 
teach square dancing in three 
county-city schools around 
Manchester, Tennessee He 
and his late wife Margaret were 
inducted into the Tennessee 
Hall of Fame in 1986. 
S hown above are five of the callers from Japan who 
called with Hawaii's Buddy 
Weaver in Hiroshima (story last 
month. p 70). They are (I. to r.) 
Moto Yoshimura, Kozi Harai, 
Tac Osaki, Davy Nakamori 
and Mitchell Osawa. 
rom the biggest morning F 
paper in New Zealand, 
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comes a photo story of 
traveling caller Jerry 
Gilbreath and his wife 
Mary Beth of Waxa-
hachie, Texas, who 
called, on an ex-
change basis, with 
caller Raymond Ma-
son at his Waimarie 
S/D Club in Onehun-
ga, Auckland. The 
Gilbreaths danced 
and called on an 11- day South 
Pacific tour. 
n Chateauguay, Quebec, the 
Kountry Kousins Club hosted 
52 sets at their 10th anniver-
sary dance in October. Callers 
were Red Bates of Massachu-
setts and Kevin Van Vliet of 
Quebec. Area R/D cuers were 
Ben and Kathy Ward. Special 
guests were founders Sheila 
and Grant Van Vleit, Karen 
Van Vleit and Trevor Tripp. 
The latter couple flew across 
Canada from Vancouver just 
for the event. Charter mem-
bers/organizers were Jim and 
Joanna Booth, Bill and Joyce 
Downey, Bob and Dorothy 
King, Doris and Cal McCart-
ney, Gerry and Eleanor Mer-
cier, Shirley and Allen Roth-
well, Anita and Ed 
Plover and Bob and 
Vi Whittall. 
A ctive square dancers Ver-
non and Grace Kay 
of Okabena, Min-




Congratulations to the couple 
n November retired dancer 
I Fenton Sellers attended the 
Silver Anniversary (25th) of the 
mid-South S&R/D Festival in 
Memphis, Tennessee, and 
visited many old friends in the 
Nostalgia Room (for special 
guests and with special seats 
for lhose who had attended 25 
years ago). She attended the 
first such event and a number 
after that. 
Bob Fisk and Harry Lackey 
called the first festival 25 years 
ago and called this one also. 
Dick Hawley of TV5 emceed 
the fashion show, as he had 25 
years ago Allen and Doe 
Roberts were in the show, and 
Doe wore the dress she wore 
at the first festival. Allen was 
a caller in the area for several 
years. 
M emphis caller Eddie Ramsey with his Preci-
sionaires will perform at the 
38th National Convention in 
Oklahoma City. 
S omeone pointed out, after seeing the article on the 
world's largest pizza last month 
(p. 100), that we didn't actual-
ly show the Florida-made piz-
za. Here's a Bunyan-ish bite of 





PLUMB LINE 4  STRAIGHT 	 OF FAMOUS 
STORIES S/0 HALLS 
A REAL SHOWPLACE IN AUSTRALIA 
The Sunshine Coast Square Dance 
Centre, located in a top tourist area of surf, 
sand and beaches near Brisbane, is a 
dream come true. Caller Nev McLachlan 
(now resident manager and director with 
Bev, his wife) first suggested the idea in 
1979. A real estate and industrial devel-
oper, Clive (and Ada) Latcham, now chair-
man, entered the scene and plans started 
to move forward. 
A lucky break came when a federal 
grant of $300,000 was awarded the com-
mittee, based on employment of the 
area's unemployed), with the stipulation 
that a five-figure sum had to be raised 
locally. With dancers' help, this was ac-
complished, and the Centre was official-
ly opened in August, 1985, with over 400 
dancers present. 
It's a showpiece: seven acres of land, 
landscaped gardens, 65'x85' dance floor, 
stage, kitchen, showers, toilets. pic- 
nic/camping area, and an adjoining na-
tional park where deer and kangaroos 
roam. There's also a separate manager's 
residence. 
Now square and round dance clubs 
hold classes, club and festival events 
there most every night of the week. Im-
provements are still underway, and ongo-
ing projects include the sale of souvenir 
spoons and glasses, ball point pens, cloth 
badges, T-shirts, cookbooks and buy-a-
brick. Nev and Bev are at PO. Box 248, 
Bederim, Old. 4556, Australia. The phone 




A beautiful singing voice 
and fresh. entertaining 
choreography' that keeps 
you dancing (Through A-2) 
Val 
ACCNIO.,  ID 
"FULL TIME" 
TRAVELING CALLER 
EXPERIENCED & KNOWLEDGEABLE 
1225 E. Sycamore Ave., El Segundo CA 90245 * (213)640-3755 
Now Booking thru 1991 * Free demo tape available 
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Tenn. 37920 
$14.50 
Plus 52 Shipping 








Dress Pattern 576 
12 Additional Dresses 
4 Skirt Patterns 
Blouse from Bodice 
Booklet—Fitting A Pattern 
Q 
ROUND DANCING FOR FUN 
by Albert J. Riendeau 
"The Round Dancers Bible"... 
should be included in every Round and Square Dancer's Library for ready reference. 
Over 200 pages of pertinent background, illustrated R/D positions, 
how to's for class and club organization. 
Contains numerous suggestions for parties, mixers, stunts, skits and games. 
WHEN DANCING IS FUN, LIFE CAN BE HILARIOUS! 
***** 
To order, send check or money order to: BETTIENAL PUBLISHERS 
3212 Gleneagles Drive, Silver Spring MD 20906 
Please send 	 copy(s) @ $8.95 plus $1.05 mailing/handling to: 
NAME 	  ADDRESS 	  
CITY 	  STATE 	  ZIP 	  




by Frank & Phyl Lehnert 
DEVIL WOMAN—Columbia 13-33070 
Choreography by Ed & Carolyn Raybuck 
Good Marty Robins vocal and a good, easy-level two-
step with a rumba flavor. 
COCKTAILS FOR TWO—Windsor 4-521 
Choreography by Corky & Paulette Pell 
Good catchy music with a catchy intermediate. four-
part, cha cha routine. Phase III. 
OLD MAN CHA CHA— Windsor 4520 
Choreography by Corky & Paulette Pell 
Good music with a three-part intermediate-plus cha 
cha routine. Phase IV 
SUNNY CHA CHA-- Grenn 17106 
Choreography by Iry & Betty Easterday 
Good music and an interesting challenging cha cha 
cued by Irv. Phase V 
CHRISTMAS POLKA—Smash 888-1967 
Choreography by Dan & Doris Sobala 
Good Frankie Yankovic music and a peppy easy polka. 
Phase II. 
TEDDY BEAR—Epic 34-07367 
Choreography by George & Johnnie Eddins 
Good groovy music and an interestingly different, easy-
intermediate two step. Phase II + 2. 
SPANISH HARLEM—Spec. Pressing CDC11003 
Choreography by Ralph & Joan Collipi 
Good music with a nice high-intermediate rumba with 
some different combinations. Phase V. 
I'M IN LOVE—Special Pressing CDC11003 
Choreography by Ralph & Joan Collipi 
Good music and a good smooth intermediate 
foxtrot/two-step. 
TWINKLE TWINKLE LUCKY STAR—Epic 34-07631 
Choreography by Steve & Jackie Wilhoit 
Good Merl Haggard vocal and a nice, easy-going, easy-
intermediate two-step. Phase III + 1. 
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SIDE BY SIDE—Scope 27 
Choreography by Bill & Nona Uzut 
Good peppy music and a good easy two-step, three 
times through. Cued by Bill. 
DARLIN' MIXER—BS 2355 
Choreography by Nancy & Wimpy Carver 
Great peppy music with an interesting easy mixer, cued 
by Nancy. 
SWEETHEART TREE WALTZ—Roper 141 
Choreography by Hap & A.J. Wolcott 
Pretty music and an interestingly different intermediate 
waltz. 
CUANDO CALIENTA EL SOL—Roper 280 
Choreography by Hap & A.J. Wolcott 
Good music and a nice intermediate foxtrot/two-step. 
NEW BOOK FOR CALLERS 
We can say that our Caller Clinic book 
is essentially a new one, since it is now 
completely revised and updated. The 
price remains the same, $6 plus postage. 
Lots of good tips for callers. Check the 
book list, this issue, page 110. 
ANNOUNCING 
THE 24th ALOHA STATE 
SQUARE DANCE CONVENTION 
in HAWAII for 1989 
will revert back to 
JANUARY 
(not May. as in 1988) 
••• 
* Convention Dates: Jan. 26-28, 1989 
* 18 callers/cuers will be featured. 
* Convention "Package" also includes 
3-Island Tour & Extras 
••• 
Watch this space next month for details, 
or phone, toll-free. 
1-800-323-2222 
California 1-800-521-2346 




by Dick Bayer 
WALLPAPER ROSES—Big Mac 086B 
Caller: John Eubanks 
Many of the records we received this month have very 
good instrumentals and this one is no exception. The 
music is well done and the dance moves right along. 
FIGURE: Heads promenade 1/2. pass the ocean, ex-
tend the tag, swing thru, men run, bend the line, right 
and left thru, pass the ocean, recycle, swing corner, 
promenade. 	 * * * 
JUST A-WAITIN' FOR A TRAIN—Blue Star 2356 
Caller: Pat Barbour 
Excellent instrumental with a good melody and Pat does 
a nice job on the flip side. You should give this one 
a listen. FIGURE: Heads square thru, do-sa-do, swing 
thru, boys run, ferns wheel, pass thru, star thru, square 
thru 3/4 , swing, promenade. 	 ***1/2 
HERE RATTLER—Bogan 1372 
Caller: John Aden 
Another recut from Bogan. John put old "rattler" right 
on the flip side. FIGURE: Heads square thru, do-sa-
do, swing thru, boys run, bend the line, right and left 
thru, dixie style to ocean wave, slip the clutch, left 
allemande, promenade. 	 * *1/2 
AM I BLUE—Bogan 1373 
Callers: Tommy White 8 David Davis 
Tommy and David team up to bring you a nice melody 
on Bogan. FIGURE: Heads promenade 1/2 , touch 1/4 , 
boys run, swing thru, boys run, tag the line right. wheel 
and deal, box the gnat, square thru 1/4 , trade by, swing 
corner, promenade. 	 * *1/2 
TIME—Chaparral 707 
Caller: Marshall Flippo 
Chaparral has another good one here. Nice fill-in words.  
Flip does his usual good lob. FIGURE: Heads right and 
left thru. pass thru, partner trade, reverse the flutter, 
sweep 1/4 , pass thru, slide thru, right and left thru, 
ladies lead dixie style, boys cross fold, swing, pro- 
menade. 	 * * *1/2 
Keep 'em Squared up with Hi-Hal & Blue Ribbon Square Dance Records!!!! 
Brand New on Hi-Hat & Blue Ribbon: 
HH5101—ONE WOMAN MAN by Ernie Kinney 
HH5001—SEND MY BODY HOME by Bobby Lepard 
BR245—THE HAND THAT ROCKS THE CRADLE by Burlin Davis 
ELK  Recordings Now Available 
SING ALONGS: 
ELK 001 — TUMBLING TUMBLEWEED 
ELK 002 — COOL WATER 
ELK 003 — AMARILLO BY MORNING 
ELK 004 — SHENANDOAH 
ELK 005 — THE EVERLASTING HILLS OF OKLAHOMA 
ELK 006 — SAN ANTONIO ROSE 
HI-HAT PIONEER TAPES & ERNIE KINNEY TAPES:  
ELK 2001 — SINGING ABOUT COWBOYS 
ELK 2002 — MOVIN' WEST 
ELK 2003 — WHERE THE BUFFALO ROAM 
ELK 007 — HAPPY COWBOY 
ELK 008 — HELP ME MAKE IT THROUGH THE NIGHT 
ELK 009 — FOUR WALLS 
ELK 010 — IF YOU WOULD ONLY BE MINE 
ELK 011 — LOOKIN' FOR LOVE 
ELK 012 — CALL THE WIND MARIA 
ELK 2004 — AUTUMN ON THE TRAIL 
ELK 2005 — BORN TO BE WITH YOU 
Producer: ERNIE KINNEY ENTERPRISES 
3925 N. Tollhouse, Fresno CA 93726 Phone 209-227-2764 
HI-,HAT DANCE RECORDS 
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I DON'T WANT TO SET THE WORLD ON FIRE—
Chinook 088; Caller: Daryl Clendenin 
An old favorite melody you can really enjoy. Good in-
strumental well done by Daryl. FIGURE: Heads square 
thru, do-sa-do, touch 1/4 , split circulate, boys run, right 
and left thru, flutter wheel, slide thru, swing corner, 
promenade. 	 ***1/2 
WALK RIGHT BACK— Dance Ranch 695 
Caller: Frank Lane 
A rerun of an oldie that was quite popular a few years 
ago. Dance Ranch has revived it with a slightly dif-
ferent figure. FIGURE: Heads square thru, right and 
left thru, do-sa-do to ocean wave, ladies trade, girls 
run, tag the line right, wheel and deal, circle four 1/2, 
swing corner, promenade. 	 * *1/2 
WHERE I'VE BEEN—Golden Throat 0001 
Caller: Lonnie Sesher 
The musicians seem very professional; however, they 
have a tendency to individualize their instruments. We 
don't feel the harmony of a band. FIGURE: Heads 
square thru, right hand star with sides, heads star left 
in the middle, go right and left thru same two, swing 
thru, boys run, half tag, scoot back, swing, promenade. 
**1/2  
SMOKEY MOUNTAIN AIR—Golden Throat 0002 
Caller: Lonnie Sesher 
A tribute to the Smokies and Fontana Dam. FIGURE: 
Heads square thru, do-sa-do, swing thru, boys run, 
couples circulate, wheel and deal, veer left, veer right, 
trade by, swing corner, promenade. 	* *1/2 
MARY ANN—Golden Throat 0003 
Caller: Lonnie Sesher 
This one is a recut of an oldie and the dancers liked 
this one. FIGURE: Heads square thru, do-sa-do, swing 
thru, girls fold, peel the top, right and lett thru, square 
thru, corner swing, promenade. 	* ** 
GOOD WOMAN'S LOVE—Golden Throat 3001 
Caller: Mike Holt 
This is a nice number and the melody is pleasing to 
the ear. FIGURE: Heads square thru, do-sa-do, swing 
thru, boys run, ferris wheel, right and left thru, square 
thru 3/4, swing corner, promenade. 	* ** 
SHERBROOKE—Grenn 12204 
Caller: Paul Moore 
If you would like a few pointers on how to handle one-
nighters, listed to Paul. He really does a nice job on 





We would like to establish 
dealerships for our quality pro-
ducts in countries outside al 
the USA, i.e. Australia. New 
Zealand. Canada. etc. II inter-
ested, please contact Joseph 
Kush. 
BELT BUCKLES scoate 
Dancers 
Colors: 
Navy, Ivory, Ebony, 
Pink, Sapphire Blue, 
Carnelian (Tan), Sar-
donyx (Dark Brown), 
Lavender, Garnet, 
Hunter Green. 
AN ORIGINAL DESIGN 
HANDCRAFTED IN INCOLAY STONE 
Only $25.00 
(Calif. residents add 6% tax) 
J.R. Kush & Co. 
7623 Hesperia St. 
Reseda, California 91335 
Makes an 
ideal gift! 
Exclusive Worldwide Distributor 
Dealer Inquiries Invited 
Phone; 818-344-9671 or 345-7820 











to home, turn back, walk single file full around, ladies 
step out at home, men keep going, men left-hand star, 
pick up partner, star promenade, ladies in for a right-
hand star, star promenade, men step out, ladies keep 
going once around to home, turn partner 3/4, turn cor-
ner 1/2, turn partner 1'/2, men star right, partner left 
3/4 , corner right 1/2 , go home. 	 N/A 
HOW COULD YOU BELIEVE ME—Hoedowner 116 
Caller: John Kwaiser 
Here's a recut of an oldie that I think you will enjoy. 
Once again, it is a nice instrumental with a good 
melody. FIGURE: Heads square thru, right-hand star, 
heads star left, right and left thru, rollaway, touch 1/4 , 
scoot back, corner swing, promenade. 	* * * 
MUDDY WATER— JoPat 224 
Caller: Joe Porrit 
Good lively number well done by JoPat. Give a listen. 
FIGURE: Heads promenade V2, lead right, veer left, 
ferric wheel, centers pass thru, swing thru, boys run, 
bend the line, up and back, touch 1/4 , all eight circulate, 
boys run, swing, promenade. 	 * ** 
BURY ME BENEATH THE WILLOW—Sundown Ranch 
111; Caller: Louie Sequin 
Lots of strings with a bluegrass sound. FIGURE: Heads  
square thru, do-sa-do, swing thru, spin the top, right 
and left thru. square thru 34, swing, promenade **V2 
PATTER RECORDS 
MAJOR BREAKDOWN—Chaparral 113 Vocal/133 In-
strumental. Caller: Marshall Flippo 
POSSUM GRAVY/LAVERNE—Golden Throat 126 
DO GOOD/BETTER—JoPat 508 
CLOGGING PRACTICE 
BEGINNERS/TUPELO STOMP—Golden Throat 132 
INTERMEDIATE/BOOTHILL STOMP—Golden Throat 
132 
Both records are instrumentals at various speeds for 
clogging instructors. Side one has slow and medium 
and side two, 132 beats. 
LOU MAC & MAR-LET 
NEW ROUNDS: LM302 CAJUN DANCING 
LM301 COUNTRY LOVE 
LM164 GUITARS AND CADILLACS—B.P. Merritt 
LM163 ROAD—Randy Dougherty (Flip Hoedown) 
LM162 TEXAS—Mac Letson 
LM161 ROCKIN' ROBIN—Bob Green 
LM160 SUSIE'S BEAUTY SHOP—Mac Letson 
LM159 CIRCLE—Randy Dougherty (Flip Hoedown) 
LM158 ROCKING THE BOAT—John Swindle 
LM157 DO YOU RIGHT—Mac Letson 
LM156 THE WANDERER—Bob Green 
LM155 BRASS BUCKLE—John Swindle 
LM154 GIVE ME ONE MORE CHANCE—Bob Green 
LM153 WASTED THE REST—Mac Letson 
MAR-LET RECORDS. 
MAR516 DAYDREAMING—Walt Courtney 
MAR515 I GET THE BLUES—Robert Townsend 
MAR514 ONLY DADDY—Harold Rowden 
MAR513 I CAN'T STOP NOW— George Shell 
MAR512 I THINK I'M IN LOVE—Robert Townsend 
MAR511 SING SING SING—Kevin Cozad 
MAR510 OLD MAN RIVER—Jack Murray 
MAR509 LEONA—David Burns 
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gebititah 	Jacks. 
94eaAts and Mows. 
(Moines 
and Subschiptions to AT. 
Send yours along today... 
0 1 year $10. 	El 2 years $18. 
Can. & Foreign add $3 per year pstg. US funds.  
NAME 	  
ADDRESS 	  
CITY 	 	 STATE & ZIP 
Get acquainted with 
eladgetAlltinit 
With a Badge-a-Minit it only takes a "minit" to make big, colorful pin- 
back buttons. Use them as name and club 	or visitor I.D:s. You 
can even make a button using your favorite motto. slogan or photo 
Buttons are fast and easy to make...and inexpensive, too! Buttons make 
excellent fund-raising tools often selling for as much as $150 each 
Only $26.95 gets you started with a hand held press. assembly rings. and 
enough metal parts and designs to make 10 buttons. Information for ordering 
additional button parts is found in the catalog included with every order. 
Order today or send for a FREE catalog and idea book. 
Badge-A-Minit, Dept. ASD-188, 348 North 30th Rd., Box 800, La Salle IL 61301 Phone (815) 224-2090. 
Li Please send me a Starter Kit. I am enclosing $26.95 plus $1.75 shipping (IL res. include $1.68 tax) 
❑ VISA EMASTERCARD 
Card No. 	  EXP. DATE 	 
CI Please send me a FREE catalog and idea book. 
Name_ 
Address 	  
City 	 
State     Zip 	 
FULLY GUARANTEED 
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Track two 
Trade the wave 
Triple scoot 
Triple trade 










Compress to a column 
Scoot and relocate 





Open up the column 
MAINSTREAM LIST 
Order Inform X-4 from 
ASD, 35i one copy 
PLUS PROGRAM 
All eight spin the top 
Anything and roll 








b. and anything 
Extend the tag 
Flip the diamond 
Follow your neighbor 
Grand swing thru 
Linear cycle 
Load the boat 
Peel the top 
Ping pong circulate 
Relay the deucey 
Remake the thar 
Single circle to a wave 
Spin chain and exchange 
the gears 
Spin chain the gears 
Teacup chain 
3/4 tag the line 
ASD PULSE POLL 	ASD 
EXPERIMENTALS Not a Callerlab program 
Caution: Not recommend-
ed for dancers prior to 
Plus program activity. 
.::::;:.:•7e,•••• • 	 • • ••••:!•:;:0:.. 
EXPERIMENTALS 
1. Cross the ocean 
2. Retain your lane 







Send 51.00 for catalogue 
Refunded on fIrst order.  
Handling $2.50 ea.  
NEW 	 NEW 
Luxurious nylon organdy is used for this full, but light-weight, petticoat. All bot-
toms are hemmed for comfort and long wear. Replaceable elastic at waistline. 
Extremely full #6000—Sixty yards-3 layers-20 yds. each $33.00 
Extremely full #5000—Fifty yards-2 layers-25 yds. each $31.00 
Extremely full #4000—Forty yards-2 layers-20 yds. each $28.00 
LENGTHS: 19,20,.21,22 and 23 inches. 
COLORS: Red, Black, White, Light Blue, Royal Blue, Beige, Peach, Burgundy, Pink, 
Yellow, Purple, Lavender, Mint, Kelly Green, Navy. 
SIZES: Small, Medium and Large 
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MOST POPULAR DANCES voted and en 
joyed by 216 National Carousel Clubs 
(Adv. and High-Int. Levels) 
1 The Rainbow Connection (Anderson) 
2 Sunflower (Tonks) 
3. Orient Express Foxtrot (Moore) 
4. Muchacha (Shibata 
5 Cha Cha Torero (Moore) 
6. Rainbow Connections (Childers) 
7 And I Love You So (Childers) 
8, Just Called (Barton) 
9. Kiss In the Dark (Goss) 
10. Embassy Waltz (Palmquist) 
11. Rub It In (Macuci) 
12. Shadow Waltz (Palmquist) 
13. Touch Of Your Lips Rumba 
(Palmquist) 
14. How Did He look (Goss) 
15. Return My Love (Bother) 
16. Isle of Capri (Rother) 
PHASE I & II 
1. Sam's Song 
2. Snap Your Fingers II 
3. Sunday Afternoon/ 
Whoop De Do Polka 
PHASE III 
1. Die Lorelei 
2. A Beautiful Time 
3 Fireman Two-Step 
PHASE IV 
1. White Sport Coat 
Rainbow Connection IV 
2. Ain't Misbehavin' 
3. Woodchoppers Ball 
PHASE V & VI 
1. Tampa Jive 
2. Gazpacho Cha 
3. Rainbow Connection 
Callerlab 1100. AIN'T SHE SWEET 
1987.88 ROUNDALAB 
CLASSIC LIST 
PHASES I & II 
A Taste of the Wind 
Could I Have This Dance 







Piano Roll Waltz 




Little White Moon 
PHASE III 




I Want A Quickstep 
Maria Rumba 
Butterfly 




Third Man Theme 
Three A.M 
Sheik of Araby 
That Happy Feeling 
PHASE IV 
Adios 








Pagan Love Song 
PHASES V & VI 
Maria Elena 
Autumn Leaves 
Riviere de Lune 
Waltz Tramonte 
The Singing Piano Waltz 
Wyoming Lullaby 
Lovely Lady 






Yes, we're probably NUMBER ONE 
anywhere 
for fast service on your order of records! 
• SQUARE 	 • ROUND 
• CLOGGING 
• FOLK 	 • SOLO DANCE 
Don't be last with the latest! 
Get 'em while they're holt Call us today! 
CHECK THESE FEATURES: 
[ 	20,000 INVENTORY 
—for the latest and the "hard to get" choices! 
El FULL-TIME EVERY DAY SHIPPING 
— minimum of waiting, we ship daily! 
LI NEW, FREE WATS LINE 
—for orders, dial 1-800-328-3800! 
PALOMINO SQUARE DANCE SERVICE 
4440 Highway 63 S. 
Rochester MN 55904 
oo00000000000mm000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 
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RECORD DEALERS 
MAIL ORDER—MASTER RECORD SERVICE 
PO Box 37676 
Phoenix AZ 85069 (602-997-5355) 
Square, round, ballroom, pop labels 
Specializing in mail 8 phone orders 
SPECIALTY RECORDS & SUPPLIES 
PO Box 335 
Largo FL 34649 
(813)535-3043 
All Labels, amplifiers, needles. etc. 
D & L RECORDS 
6199 43rd S. No. 
Oakdale MN 55109 
612-777.1280 
PALOMINO S/D SERVICE 
Fair 'N Square Records Division 
4440 Hwy 63 S. 
Rochester MN 55902 (1-800-328-3800) 
SUPREME AUDIO/HANHURST'S TAPE SERVICE 
PO Box 687, Ridgewood NJ 07451-0687 
Toll Free: 1-800-445.7398, In N.J.: (201)445-7398 
THE Professional Source for Square and Round 
Dance Records 8 Equipment—FREE CATALOG 
PROMENADE SHOP 
11909 N.E. Halsey 
Portland OR 97220 
New Record Release Tape Service for 
)ust $21 Yr & you keep the tapes, 
ALLEMANDE SHOP 
PO Box 8246, Chattanooga TN 37411 
Call Toll Free 1-800-346-4867 
Tape Service available only $24 per year, 
YOU keep the tape 
EDDIE'S & BOBBIE'S RECORDS 
Box 17668 — 1835 S. Buckner 
Dallas TX 75217.0668 (214-398-7508) 
CANADA 
THOMASSON S/D SPECIALTIES 
121 Barrington Ave. 
Winnipeg, Manitoba R2M 2A8 
OVERSEAS 
HOWARD MARKS, 1 Ivy Road 
London E17, England (Ph.01-539-7967) 
Serving the movement since 1954 
Mail Order A Specialty Member NASRDS 
SONG AND DANCE STORE 
The Market Hall. Alexandra Rd. 
Clevedon, Avon, England Tel (0272)852577 
Suppliers of Records. Tapes 
Caller Equipment a Dancewear 
BADGES 
H & R BADGE & STAMP CO (614-471-3735) 
Engraved Badges & Rubber Stamps 
From our Design or Yours 
Harold & Roberta Mercer 
2585 Mock Rd., Columbus OH 43219 
KA-MO ENGRAVERS 
PO Box 3447 
Albuquerque NM 87110 
3D Club & Fun Badges 
Free Catalogue 
LINCOLN SIGN AND PLAQUE CO. 
10 Woodlawn Dr. 
No. Warren PA 16365 
Send 220 Stamp for Catalog 
D & H ENGRAVING 
413 Mertens Ave 
Racine WI 53405 
Club, Fun & Mini Badges 
Send for Free Listing 
Computerized Engraving by LOWELL'S PLACE 
107 SE 3rd St. 
Moore. OK 73160-5207 (405.799-5602) 
Just outside S. OKC 
Free set-up on Club Badges 
NOTES FOR CALLERS 
NEWS 'N NOTES 
Ed Foote 
2107 Shunk Ave 
Alliance OH 44601 
SCVSD CALLERS NOTES 
Bill Davis 
1359 Belleville 
Sunnyvale CA 94087 
LEAD RIGHT CALLERS NOTES 
Don Malcom—Wall Cole—Stan Burdick 
Maverick Enterprises, RR 2 Box 20 
Sheldon Mo 64784, 322 00 Yearly 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA CALLERS ASSN. INC. 
Callers Notes Service 
do Jack Drake 
117 Belmont Ave. 
Los Angeles CA 90026 
CHOREO BREAKDOWN 
Don Beck 
176 West Acton Rd. 
Stow MA 01775 
Send for FREE sample. 
MINNESOTA CALLERS NOTES 
Warren Berquam 
3775 County Road 92 No. 
Maple Plain MN 55359 
Mainstream through A-2 
ACE ENGRAVING 
PO. Box 8001 
Cedar Rapids IA 52408 
Send sell-addressed stamp envelope for catalog. 
CENTURY CLUB 
Merit Badge of Distinction Join today. 
PO Box 57 
Westfield MA 01086 
Cost: $2.00 plus 500 postage & handling. 
PAULY'S (715-845-3979) 
PO Box 72 
Wausau WI 54402 
Engraved and Jeweled Badges 
SQUARE DANCE BALLS 
In the St. Petersburg area.  
OXBOW HALL, INC. 
8451 49th St. No. 
Pinellas Park, Florida 33565 
Earl Steele, Owner, 813-821-3809 
Beautiful, air-conditioned, tile-floored square dance hail 
available each Wednesday and each Thursday the year round:  
United Automobile Association, Inc 
UAA Building, 1244 High, Lincoln, Nebraska 68502 
Al Paul, Owner, 402-423-3924 or 402-782-3575 
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TAPES 
AUDIO TEACH & DANCE TAPES BY ED FOOTE. MS & Plus 
taught all-position to dancers who already know the calls from 
standard position. A-1 and A-2 taught with walkthru & prac-
tice of all calls. Teach tapes emphasize understanding of calls. 
are widely acclaimed as best on the market. Drill tapes. dance 
tapes & two-couple tape also available. Write for literature to 
Ed Foote, 140 McCandless Pl., Wexford PA 15090. 
BOOKS 
SQUARE DANCERS ENCYCLOPEDIA: $900: All movements.  
MINI-BOOK, Basics-C3. $500 DIAGRAMMED GUIDE-
Basics & Plus, $500 ADVANCED DIAGRAMS: Plus-C2. $750.  
Order from Jean Burleson, 2565 Fox Ave., Minerva OH 
44657. 
STEP-CLOSE-STEP ROUND DANCE BASICS. 1986 Edition. 
Round Dance Basics Book, $600 ppd. Now includes 10-week 
dancer-proven course, dance positions, complete approved ter-
minology. mixers, teaching hints, plus introduction into foxtrot, 
tango, cha cha and ballroom. Coordinate with the Grenn record 
teaching series. Order book and/Or records from Frank Lehnert, 
2844. S 109th St Toledo OH 43611. 
THE TWO POCKET DICTIONARIES OF SQUARE DANCE 
CALLS- Book 1, Mainstream: Book 2, Plus program and Al 
& A2. To order: Send $300 to Pocket Dictionary, PO Box 2223 
Vernon CT 06068. Specify which book you are ordering. 
SIGHT CALLING SIMPLIFIED- An easy and simple system 
for new sight callers. Based on the premise that anyone can 
sight call. Price $8.50. Order from Whitey Aamot, 916 3rd Ave. 
SE, Waseca MN 56093. 
COLD FEET Now To Get Them Dancing by Kaye Anderson. 
150-page Round Dance reference book for the Beginning 
Dancer. Step-by-step directions for man and woman. 140 
diagrams; 430-item Index. $11.50 ppd. DANCE ACTION, PO 
Box 127, Jackson MO 63755. 
COUNTRY WESTERN DANCING. Book I Line dances, 
Round & couple dances. Book II, Continues on! Book III, 
Photographed Turns! Book IV, Teacher's Manual. Order by 
number $18 includes pstg. & handling. Kelly Gellette, PC/Box 
43425, Las Vegas NV 89116. 
OUT OF SIGHT. A Text on Mental Image Choreography for 
Square Dance Callers. Learn what makes choreography 
"tick" with this step by step approach to mental image and 
sight calling Send $20. plus postage ($1D0 or overseas $6.00) 
to Don Beck, 176 W Acton Rd., Stow MA 01775. 
THE CALL'S THE THING-A new booklet that just might be 
the "survival kit" for square dance clubs experiencing finan-
cial or other difficulties that threaten to force them out of ex-
istence. It features a CALL CARD designed for beginners as 
well as veteran dancers to properly describe the execution of 
calls as well as a CALL CARD RACK for flexibly displaying 
the cards for reference at classes or dances. Many other 
features include: TEACHING TAPES THE SQUARE DANCE 
POSITION GAME'COMPUTER" SLIPS FOR FORMING 
SOUARES BY NUMBERS-DIAGRAMMING DECALS-LINE 
DANCE INSTRUCTIONAL TAPES-AND MORE. 94.00 plus 
$1.00 poste. hand. Satisfaction guaranteed. Russell L. 
Hoekatra, 67 Forest Glen, Rm 321, Longmeadow IAA 01106 
ABC'S OF ROUND DANCING: 215-page comprehensive ref. 
manual for teachers and beginners/experienced dancers. Over 
2200 round dance/ballroom articles. descriptions, definitions. 
$1650 ppd Fred Haury 8810 Lagrima de Oro Rd NE. Albu-
querque NM 87111. 
DISTRIBUTORS 
ASTEC RECORD DIST., PO Box 687 
Ridgewood NJ 07451-0687, Toll free 1-800-237-2442  
GATEWAY S&FUD ENTERPRISES, 740 Haman Ave. 
St. Louis MO 63130, 314-727-9108 
MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE, PO Box 7309 
HOUSTON TX 77248-7309, 713-862-7077 
SUNDANCE RECORD DIST., 4616 Pepper Mill 
Moorpark CA 93021, Ph. 805-529-4647 
TWELGRENN ENTERPRISES, PO Box 216 
Bath OH 44210, Member NASRDS 
S/D PRODUCTS 
SQUARE DANCE SEALS (Since 1965). Five color, eye-
catching Seals on your correspondence are an "invitation to 
square dancing!' Order from Bill Crawford, Box 18442, Mem-
phis TN 38181-0442. Samples on Request 1 sheet (50 seals), 
50t + 256 pstg. 8 hndlg.; 3 sheets, $1. +256 p&h; 10 
sheets, 63. +504 p&h; 20 sheets, $5. + 506 p&h. 
YAK STACK-Sound Columns for Callen 
Write P.O. Box 2223, Vernon CT 06066 
Phone 203-649-5144 
YAKETS (Plastic Record Covers) 
Per 103 Includes shipping, $750 
STRETCH BELTS- Wholesale, $24.00 a dozen assorted. 
Retailers only, write for info: Billy-Bob's Square Dance Shop, 
1751 W. Copans Rd., Pompano Beach FL 33064. 
SQUARE DANCE ROUND DANCE THEME COUNTED 
CROSS-STITCH PATTERNS. 3 square books, 1 round book, 
5 patterns each. $5.00 ea. +$1.50 pstg. per order. State pat-
terns available upon request at $150 ea. +504 pstg. per order. 
Dealers welcome. Ralph & Mary Ann Kornegay, 138 Mohican 
Trail, Wilmington NC 28403 
NASHVILLE SOUND PLUS YOU CASSETTES. Back-up 
music to the greatest country hits. YOU are the solo artist. 
Great for after-parties, between tips, etc. Complete list free 
upon request. Yellow Rock Shoppe, 1604 S. Buckner Blvd., 
Dallas TX 75217. Tel: 214-391-7040. 
FREE! 72-Page Catalog 
SUPREME AUDIO 
The PROFESSIONAL SOURCE for Calling & Cueing Equipment 
Largest Selection of Nashville Sound Plus You Lp's & Cassettes 
LARGEST SELECTION OF EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE ANYWHERE 
Call TOLL FREE 1-800-445-7398 
Bill 8 Peggy Heyman, PO Box 687 
Ridgewood NJ 07451-0687 (In NJ, 201-445-7398) 
LIGHTWEIGHT AWMINUM SPEAKER STANDS. Only 9 lbs., 
fold to 32", extend to 86". Best Built, Best Price $75.00 plus 
shipping. Halpo Industries, 775 Youn-kin, Columbus OH 43207 
(614-491-8151). 
ASSOCIATIONS 
NATIONAL S/D CAMPERS ASSOCIATION 
Dept. B, PO Box 224, Little Chute WI 54140 
SQUARE DANCERS OF AMERICAN MENSA, LTD. 
Bruce W. Franz, 460 Lamplighter Place 
Xenia OH 45385 (513)372-0448 
RESORTS/CAMPGROUNDS 
NOBODY TREATS DANCERS BETTER THAN COPECREST 
Vacation in the mountains with a week of dancing at Copecrest.  
We offer superb food, modern air-conditioned rooms. swim-
ming pool and a staff that pampers you,  Write Copecrest S/D 
Resort, PO Box 129 Dillard GA 30537, or call 404-746-234 
MORE LISTINGS 
ARE ON PAGE 59 
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FASHIONS 
Mail Orders Available 
from these Shops 
CALIFORNIA 
DORIS'S Crystal Magic Petticoats 
437 San Mateo Av. San Bruno CA 
94066; Toll free 800-468-6423 
or 415.588-4126 in Cal.  
Free Swatches, flyers 
ROMIE'S S/D 8 WESTERN WEAR 
3827 El Caton Blvd.  
San Diego CA 92105 
(619) 280-2150 
LOUISIANA 
JANET'S S/D SHOPPE 
3411 Ryan St. (318)477-3622 
Lake Charles LA 70605 
Just South of 1-210 Exit 
Member NASRDS: VISA & MC 
CAROLS COUNTRY CORNER 5/0 
21932 Schoenborn St.  
Canoga Park CA 91304 
818-347-1207 
Duality at Discount Prices 
BOOT HILL S/D APPAREL 
Discount Prices 
7610 Balboa BI.  
Van Nuys CA 91406 
818-901-9544 
FLORIDA 
OXBOW S/D SHOP 
9150 "D" 49th St. N 
Pinellas Park FL 34666 
813-541-5700 
Everything the dancer needs 
GEORGIA 
CAM WESTERN WEAR 
3820 Stewart Road 
Doraville, GA 30340 
Simon's Plaza 
Columbus GA 31904 
HAWAII 
FUN FASHIONS FROM FLORENCE 
RR1 Box 125, Pahoa HI 96778 
24 hr. Phone-808-966-7076 
Everything for S/R Dncrs on Big 1st 
Hawaiian-Made Items, Mail Order 
Sery 
ILLINOIS 
SQUARE DANCE ATTIRE 
7215 W Irving Park Road 
Chicago IL 60634 
312-589-9220 
INDIANA 
BEV'S SQUARE DANCE 8 WEST 
112 Depot St.  
Auburn IN 46706 
219.925-3818 or 925-6039 
24-hour Phone Service 
MAINE 
WHEEL AND DEAL SHOP INC 
Rt. 115 Yarmouth Rd. 
Gray ME 04039 




Detroit MI 48209 
Prettier, perkier petticoats & 
pantalettes 
MINNESOTA 
PALOMINO SID SERVICE 
4440 Hwy. 63 S. 
Rochester MN 55901 (800-328-3800) 
Member of NASRDS 
We welcome Mail Orders! 
SKYLINE S/D SHOP 
9 Skyline Dr 507-345.1900 
Mankato MN 56001 
Member of NASRDS 
We welcome mail orders! 
NEBRASKA 
SQUARE COUNTRY WESTERN 
UAA Bldg 13th 8 High St.  
Lincoln NE 68502 (402)-4233932 
Largest Selection S/D Apparel in 
the Midwest, with the Best Prices 
NEW MEXICO 
JEANETTE'S ORIGINALS 
4017 Central Ave NE 
Albuquerque NM 87108 
505.255-8961 
Catalog $1 50. Foreign $2.50 
NEW YORK 
ROCHESTER SHOE STORE 
8186 Pembroke Dr. 
Manlius, NY 13104 
Discount Prices 
Send for free catalog 
SKY RANCH WEST. 8 S/D STORE 
109-111 S Main St. (315-668-2644) 
Central Square NY 13036 
Complete Western & S/D Store 
Send for Free Catalog 
NORTH CAROLINA 
CIRCLE W S/D FASHIONS 
Don 8 Jackie Wilkins 
Rt. 1 Box 313 (Phone 919-327-3337) 
Sneads Ferry NC 28460 
Mail Services-MasterCard-VISA 
OHIO 
M 8 H WESTERN FASHIONS 
13002 Lorain Ave (216-671-5165) 
Cleveland OH 44111 
Dancer's Shopping Delight 
TRIANGLE WESTERN 
Columbus OH 43207 (614-491-8151) 
Complete shop on wheels 
SQUARE TOGS 
11757 US 42 
Sharonville OH 45241 
(513) 769-4863 
Records Available Too! 
OKLAHOMA 
LOWELL'S PLACE—SD/West. Wear 
2 blocks E of 135, Exit 4th St 
107 SE 3 (So. Edge of Okla. City) 
Moore OK 73160 (405-799-5602) 
Discount Prices 
CIRCLES 8 SQUARES. INC 
4526 NW 50th 
Oklahoma City OK 73112 
405.495-7459 
PENNSYLVANIA 
TINGUE'S SQUARE WEAR 
1987 YALE AVE 717-323.2543 
Williamsport PA 17701 
Only complete supplier in Central PA .  
Mail orders prepaid E of Miss. River 
SZOCI00000000000020 
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Answers on Page 105 
TRIPLE R WESTERN WEAR 
KMB ENTERPRISES. INC 
250 W Broad SI.  
Falls Church VA 22046 
CANADA 
LOU-ANN S/D ACCESSORIES 
12348 Fort Rd (Sands Hotel Crno. 
Edmonton, Alta T5B 4H5 
Ph (403) 471-2524 
Mail Orders Welcome 
American Squaredance, February 1988 
by Erma Reynolds 
Longmeadow, Massachusetts 
Solve the definitions first. The blanks at their right tell 
you the number of letters in each word. Transfer the let-
ters, matching the numbers under each to the numbers 
in the Solution Section. Work back and forth from the 
words to the solution. The solution will reveal a quote 
from a square dance call. 
DEFINITIONS 
1. 	Dracula's title 
WORDS 
23 35 29 7 31 
2. 	A suitor bends this joint 
5 	9 12 33 
3. Actor's signal 
1 	36 6 
4. Round of applause 
11 	16 20 34 
5 	Door condition 
2 	8 26 37 15 17 
6. Give one's support 
to a project 13 19 4 24 
7. Dinner hour for some 
22 3 27 32 10 
8. Airplane flight 
38 28 18 
9. Stumble over an obstacle 
30 14 25 21 
SOLUTION: 
1 	2 3 	4 5 	6 7 	8 	9 10 11 	12 
13 14 15 16 17 	18 19 20 	21 22 23 24 25 26 27 
28 29 30 	31 32 33 	34 35 36 37 38 
THE CORRAL 
PO Box 303 
Swiftwater PA 18370 
S/D Patterns, Apparel, Accessories 
Member NASRDS, Visa & MC 
SOUTH CAROLINA 
MARTY'S SID FASHIONS 
404 Cherokee Dr 803-268-0240 
Greenville SC 29615 
S/D Clothing for Men & Women 
TEXAS 
FAWCETT'S S/D SHOP 
412 W Sam Houston 
Pharr TX 78577 1512-787-1116) 
Everything for the Square Dancer 
Engraved & Hot Stamped Badges 
THE CATCHALL 
1813 Ninth 
Wichita Falls TX 76301 
Square & Round Dance Regalia 
Immediate Mail Order Service 
N BAR J (MARJAC) 
2406 S Hampton Rd.  
Dallas TX 75224 
214-339-2251 
CALICO SQUARE 
3501 S First St. 
Abilene TX 79605 
915-672-6966 
S/D 8 Casual Apparel 
YELLOW ROCK SHOP 
1604 S Buckner Blvd.  
Dallas TX 75217 
Free Catalog 
VIRGINIA 
LIW WESTERN APPAREL 
Rt. 4 Box 19 
Elkton VA 22827 
Phone 703-298-8676 
PETTICOAT CORNER 
SA) Fashion Coordinates 
Parham Plz Mall. 1540 Parham Rd 





216 Williams St.  
Huron OH 44839 
The Meandering Man 
Walt Cole (801-392-9078) 
944 Chatelain Rd.  
Ogden UT 84403 
The basis of calling Is timing 
The basis of timing is music 
 
 
Don Coy (502-491-8878) 
118 Bonnie Ln.  
Louisville KY 40218 
Calling Wknds & Festivals 
You Ring, I Sing! 
CALLER LINE-UP 
These Callers Are Available To Call For Clubs and Festivals Call Them.  
Perry Bergh 
518 Skyline Dr. 
Watertown SD 57201 
605-886-2311 
Any Time, Anywhere! 
Bill Barr (203-934-2653) 
421 Campbell Ave. Box 352 
West Haven CT 06516 
Have a Train Nile 
With "Railroad Bill" 
Traveling Weekends 
David Mee 
1046 Park Way 
Lake Elsinore CA 92330 
(714) 674-4116 
Traveling Weekends 
Don Taylor (219-925-6039) 
Promenade Hall (925-3818) 
201 McIntyre Dr. 
Auburn IN 46706 
"Anytime" 
Ralph Kornegay 
138 Mohican Tr (919-392-1789) 
Wilmington NC 28403 
The "Dr. of Squares" 
Weekends & Holidays 
Nick Hartley (317-636-5536) 
1925 N. Winfield (317-925-5851) 
Indianapolis IN 46222 
Full-time Caller 
Charlie Wheatley 
6402 Beulah Church Rd.  
Louisville KY 40228 
(502)239-1956 
Calling Full-time 




All ASD features are copyrighted. 




Feel tree to phone us al ASD head. 
Quarters 	for 	ad 	inlo, 	subscription 
dance details. etc. (during 	business 
hours. 	please): 	419.433.2188 	or 
433-5043. 
I 
HAWAII with Jim & Gerrie Purcell HAWAII 
February 4-18, 1989, Flights from all key cities 
For brochure & full information 
Jim & Gerrie Purcell, 340 Highland Ave., Randolph MA 02368 
(617) 963-0713 
Fly to Honolulu, then cruise the islands aboard the SS Constitution. 
Visit Kauai, Hawaii and Maui. All meals and entertainment aboard ship are included. 
7 days and nights of luxury aboard the ship and 3 days on Oahu. 
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DATE-LINE 
P Petite 	 90 115 It's 
M Medium 	 115 135 lbs 
T 	Tall 5'5'-51' 	snorr 0., 135 170 On 
0 = Queen 	5.7"•5'11" 160.200 ills 
DO YOUR LEGS & FEET 
GET TIRED DANCING? 
DANCING LEGS panty hose are made 
especially for you, The Head Lady! 
It's been proven by our satisfied 
customers that the springy lycra support 
these DANCING LEGS panty hose give 
you, does relieve that leg fatigue that ac-
tive square dancers know so well. 
These panty hose are made with a 
cool cotton ventilated sole and cotton 
crotch —a medium support to 
strengthen your legs— sheer to the hip, 
for that glamourous look. Plus a much 
needed reinforced toe! 
These features will give you an unex-
pected pleasure you haven't experi-
enced before in a panty hose. No other 
panty hose offers these four combined 
features. They are the ultimate in com-
fort and wearability. And you'll find the 
cool cotton ventilated sole will give you 
a cushioning effect that's delightful. 
All these features put together just for 
you, The Head Lady. Isn't it time you 




AT YOUR FAVORITE SQUARE DANCE STORE 
Or Mail in Your Order 
Choose DANCING LEGS panty hose in 
three beautiful shades of SUNTAN, BEIGE 
or our "new shade," TAUPE. 
SIZE CHART  
Send 54.50 for each pair (no shipping chg,) 
PLUS your SIZE and COLOR choice to: 
R & J SPECIALTIES, Dept. A, 1215 Ruberta 
Ave., Glendale CA 91201 (818-244-6373) 
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 
OR YOUR MONEY BACK! 
New Zealand— Hanmer Hoolie Wknd, Community CU.; Feb. 
19-20. Contact Blanche Shepherd, 49b Searells Rd., Elmwood 
Christchurch New Zealand. 
Alabama— 28th Annual Dixie Jamboree, Montgomery Civic 
Ctr; Feb. 19-20; Red Boot Boys. R/J Lawson. Contact Betty 
Cline. PO Box 11506, Montgomery AL 36111. 
Texas— Ice Breaker R/D Festival, Harvest Club. Beaumont; 
Feb. 19-21, Jim/Dottie McCord. Contact Bob/Barbara Herbst, 
PO Box 8476 LRS, Beaumont TX 77711. 
Ohio— Sweetheart Special, Jackson Middle School, Massillon; 
Feb. 21; D.McMillan, K.Rippeto, UL Lucius Contact Clyde/Pat 
Wiley, 442 Colonial. Canal Fulton OH 44614. 
Hawaii—Cruise By land; Feb. 24-March 9. Contact Bob/Nan-
cy Ellis. 4564 Yautzy Rd.. Stanley NY 14561. 
Hawaii— 1st Annual Spring Fling S&R/D Festival, YWCA, Hilo: 
March 4-6: P Farmer, J. Roberts. TCarnpbell. B Weaver, A/K Mit-
suda, D Farmer. Write Spring Fling. PO Box 4844, Hilo HI 
96720. 
Virginia— 15th Annual Spnng Fling SID Festival, Norfolk Ci-
ty Arena; March 4-5; D.McMillan, C/B Dunlap, S/K Pollack, 
B.Terrell. Contact Bob/Doris Bietz, 5612 Plowshare Brief, Va. 
Beach VA 23455. 
Alabama— 35th Annual Azalea Trail S&R/D Festival, Mobile 
Municipal Auditorium; March 4-5; TDeGeorge, M.Flippo, 
D. Dougherty, W/B Blackford, J/D McCord. Write Mobile S/D 
Assoc.. PO Box 91593, Mobile AL 36691. 
Tennessee— Spring Fling. Grand Hotel & Convention Ctr,  
Pigeon Forge; March 4-5. Write Lynne Goode, 8317 Ball Camp 
Pike. Knoxville TN 37931. 
California— Central CA Wing Ding; March 4-6; B/MA Rother, 
M.Clausing, B.Davis, J. Henderson. Contact Robert/Linda 
Meadows, 1003 Souza Blvd., Manteca CA 95336. 
Pennsylvania— 26th Annual S&R/0 Carnival, Harborcreek 
H.S.: March 5; J/B Tart S. Sharrer, J. Wheeler. Contact Ber-
nie/Carol Clawson, 1945 Fairmont Pkwy, Erie PA 16510. 
Ohio— Annual Nile Owl Special. Red Lantern Barn, Brewster. 
March 5; D.Simon 
Ohio— 14th Annual Winter Whirl, KSU, Kent; March 6; 
C.Stinchcomb, G.Brown. G.Eberhart, L/L Lucius. Contact 
Richard Hopp, 2701 Maitland Ave., Cuyahoga Falls OH 44223. 
Kentucky— Spring Promenade, Covington; March 11-12: 
C. Myers. BVolner, F/P Lehnert. Call Paul/Carol Allen 
(606)331-4441. 
Louisiana— 19th Annual Convention, Cajundome, Lafayette. 
March 12; D.McMillan, G/L Vancourtlandt. Contact R/B Byrd, 
209 Sunny Lane, Lafayette LA 70506. 
Virginia— Dance, Christ Lutheran Church, Roanoke; March 
12: M.Hoose. J.Viskup. Contact Edith Hayes, 3618 SW Brandy-
wine, Roanoke VA 24018 
11 11 4104 	 411 11 1* 
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LET'S GET BACK TO BASICS 
We had a wonderful time last night. It 
was a Mainstream "special" at our home 
club. Why does this seem strange? We 
are A-2 dancers and have been in the 
square dance movement for eight years, 
progressing up the ladder of levels. For 
the last few months we have only been 
dancing once a week at an A-2 club and 
once a month at our home club's A-1 
dances. Why was last night different? 
It was a Saturday night dance (a rarity 
in our club) and we had a super guest 
caller who makes all enjoy themselves 
and brings a special feeling to the dance. 
And we saw people we haven't seen for 
quite some time. It was an atmosphere of 
fun and friendship. 
Fun and friendship—don't those words 
sound familiar? They are part of the 
graduation ceremony for our club's class 
each year. Our teacher, Allan Marjerison, 
talks about the cornerstones of square 
dancing and says that these are two of the 
basics upon which to build. He should 
know. He's been calling for over 30 years 
and has taught over 25 classes of new 
dancers. 
It's easy to forget when you get 
wrapped up in the "rat race" to progress 
on to higher levels of dancing. No sooner 
are you out of class than you feel pressure 
to go on to Plus. This soon becomes "bor- 
ing" and you go to A-1, and then of 
course, A-2. Some dancers make the tran-
sition from class to A-2 in three years. 
They leave behind them a great many of 
their fellow classmates, friends they have 
made in the happy year of class, and they 
leave the club itself to go to one which of- 
fers a higher level of dancing. Then they 
get "burned out" and leave the activity 
altogether. From what I understand, the 
average lifespan of a square dancer is five 
years. What a waste! 
CHOICES A-PLENTY FOR CALLERS 
New callers need help getting started. 
Experienced callers need new ideas, new 
techniques, renewal. Now is the time for 
callers and would-be callers to think about 
signing up for spring, summer and fall 
schools for '88 before they fill up. Most 
have limited enrollment. 
Check the wide variety shown on pages 
36 and 37. If your dates are flexible, first 
pick the area and staff you like. If the dates 
you can attend are limited, that's your 
primary guide. If you can't travel far to at-
tend, see what's close to you. We'd be 
especially pleased at ASD if you'd choose 
one of the five schools in which we're 
involved— Colorado starts May 22, In-
diana on June 12, Northern New York on 
July 20, New Mexico on September 4, and 
Tennessee starts October 30. 
WE'RE READY TO RETIRE! 
• p. 
WILL SELL 
COZY HOME, ACREAGE & 
Fully Equipped and Operating 
SQUARE DANCE HALL 
for continued use as a 
Square and Round Dance Facility 
-41 1.1 
LOCATED JUST NORTH 
OF SPOKANE, WASHINGTON 
ON U.S. HIGHWAY 395 
3000 Square Foot Maple Floor Upstairs 
Daylite Basement Contains Full Kitchen, 
Dining Area Seats 120, Restrooms, 
Rec Room with Fire Place, Guest Room, 
Storage, Etc. 
JIM AND DONNA WEST 
Rt. 1 Box 288 
Colbert WA 99005 
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Bob & Mary Ann Bother 
On Rounds 
Roger & Linda Meadows, Chairmen 
1003 Souza Boulevard 
Manteca CA 95336 
(209) 823-9408 
,3 qe  v.e. 06\\s 
.,043 \e 
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NO SINGLES CLUB 
IN YOUR AREA? 
Let us help you start a local 
Chapter of Bachelors 'N' 
Bachelorettes International. 
Become affiliated with the largest SINGLES' 
Square Dance Club in the world! Over 50 
Chapters currently and continuing to grow! 
WRITE NOW FOR INFORMATION! 
Bachelors 'N' Bachelorettes International Inc. 
cto Bob Wildman, International President 
3338 Perlita, Los Angeles CA 90039 
Phone 213-663-4618 
PROMENADERS 
Clog & SID Shoes 	• 
RN & Wht 	130.95 ...-, 	.. . ••• Colors --' ---1/4,-,  
Gold & Sit. 	$32.95 
P8 H add $2.25 	''.1...— 
SOPHIA T's 
Square Dance & Western Wear Fashions, Inc. 
Eastern N C 's Largest Square Dance Shop 
Route 9, Box 273A • Hwy. 70 East 
Goldsboro, North Carolina 27530 
CLOGGER for men (black & while) 
= 
CLOGGER tar women (white only) 
$30.50 
.1... 1Ve Ship Anywhere in the World 
Brochure available—$2.00 (refunded on first order) 
Checks, MasterCard, Visa, American Express 
Te1.919-778-0476 
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We were lucky. We were asked to serve 
on the club's executive committee at the 
end of our first year of dancing. Lucky? 
Well, we certainly worked very hard for 
four years but we also got much more 
from the activity. We made it a point to get 
to know all our club's members (and dur-
ing our presidential year, this was no 
mean feat, there being over 125 couples). 
We also made lasting friendships with the 
people with whom we served on the ex-
ecutive committee. We met dancers from 
other clubs at area meetings. The core of 
our executive committee still dances 
together. We have all progressed to the 
A-2 level but we all support our home 
club. 
By serving on the executive committee 
we slowed down our progress through the 
levels of dancing and, I think, became bet-
ter dancers for it. Two years of Plus dan-
cing before moving on to A-1. Then a full 
year of A-1 (resisting the strong pressure 
of our then caller) before going on to A-2. 
We have since repeated the A-1 and A-2 
moves from the beginning supporting new 
classes of advanced dancers our home 
club was bringing along. And, in the pro-
cess, we have made even more new 
friends. 
This circle of club acquaintances and 
friendships makes being a square dancer 
for us a special kind of feeling. Corny—
You bet it's corny. But it's also what life 
is all about. Don't be in such a rush to pro-
gress that you leave behind what brought 
you into the activity in the first place. Let's 
get back to basics! 
Oh, I almost forgot. That super caller 
who made it so much fun last night? None 
other than Stan Burdick. Thanks, Stan. 
Jennifer Norman 
Pointe Claire, Quebec 
Co-Ed Note: Stan said the last paragraph 
should be deleted. It's such a great com-
pliment that Co-ed decided to print the let-
ter just as Jennifer Norman wrote it. In-
cidentally, the 1987 dance was the 16th 
annual dance that Stan has called for the 
Circles and Squares in Pointe Claire. 
89 
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TFIE CALLER NOTE SERVICES 
L eating through the Toronto and Dis-trict Notes, we found an item we had 
written in Ohio about "Positive Problem 
Solving:. which we "borrowed" from a 
California TV evangelist and put into Don 
Malcom's Lead Right Notes in Missouri, 
and now it has surfaced in Canada. In-
teresting how good thoughts travel. Other 
good stuff this month: ROM—Carolina In 
the Morning (Croft and deZordo); "How 
Does the Phase System Work?," open up 
the column; clean sweep 1/4, 1/2 , 3/4 ; sterling 
chain thru; spin chain and exchange to a 
diamond; switch the wave, switch to a dia-
mond; and mini-busy 
F rom the Santa Clara Valley Notes by Bill Davis, we can again take a long 
look at featured figures such as outchain 
2,3, and then take a cursory look at pos-
sibly transient ones such as: circle on, 
common point diamond circulate, com-
mon point diamond, counter bend, cross 
cut the diamond, everybody move, in/out-
chain, 2,3, pass and hinge, relay with a 
star, rip the wave, roll the diamond, set the 
net, settle back, simmer down, te-ce-o, 3 
by 1 bend, tee off, track and locate your 
neighbor, turn into/out to a diamond/line. 
A couple of items of interest come from the Southern California Notes 
(editor Jack Drake). There's a contra (Turn 
Thru Contra) on the back page, a round 
dance (Crissie by Taylor) up front, and one 
of several goodies in the middle is a page 
on Triangle Squares. 
W e like Warren Berquam's 16 pages of Minnesota Callers Notes par-
ticularly this month, when he has a real 
smorgasbord of variety material. He starts 
off with news items of national S/D hap-
penings, then gives us a commentary on 
relative merits of the proposed 25-week 
program of Callerlab, and then there's 
plenty of choreo under these headings: 
box the gnat, get-outs, get-ins, hinge a 
quarter, explode and anything, cross fire, 
rock the boat, swap around, checkover, 
mini-busy, split counter rotate. 
A good potpourri is found in The Cho-
reo Connection by Ed Fraidenburg, 
such as "Platter Pix," best sellers from 
Hanhurst's Tape Service: Saints, Cross 
Country; English Mountain Special/Diggin' 
Up Bones, Red Boot; Alabama Jubilee, 
ESP; White Christmas, Dance Ranch; It 
!!RECORDS!! 	 !!WORLDWIDE!! 
ATTENTION: Callers! Teachers! Cuers! Dancers! 
Need the name of a record supplier near you? 
Interested in becoming a record supplier for your area? 
WRITE TV: 
TWELGRENN ENTERPRISES, INC. 
P.O. Box 216, Bath, OH 44210 
SERVING NORTH AMERICA AND OVERSEAS SINCE 1954 
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WAGON WHEEL EASY SINGING 
45 rpm fliip/inst. 
911 Gentle On My Mind 
	
Basics 1-8 
912 Bad Bad Leroy Borwn Basics 1-8 
913 Engine 9 
	
Basics 1-14 
914 Hey Lei Lee, Lei Lee 
	
Basics 1-8 
CALLS AND CONTRAS Basics 1-25 
Calling by Bob Ruff 
918 Glendale Train 
	
Basics 1-19 
919 Big Sombrero Contra 
	
Basics 1-19 
921 Shindig In the Barn Basics 1-22 
922 King of the Road 
	
Basics 1-9 
WAGON WHEEL RECORDS 
8459 Edmaru Ave., Whittier CA 90605 (213-693-5976) 
915 If They Could See Me Now Basics 1-17 	923 Mississippi 
	
Basics 1-25 
916 Long Lonesome Highway 	Basics 1-22 924 Houston Basics 1-17 
917 Robinson Crusoe 	Basics 1-16 	929 Shortnin' Contra 
	
Basics 1-19 
SPECIAL FREE OFFER: With your purchase of any of the above, we will include an equal number 
of records with Mainstream basics— FREE. Call or write for a free catalog. 
Doesn't Matter Anymore, Sting. Diamond 
crossfire is especially featured. Other new 
experimentals listed are: circulate to a for-
mation, clean sweep 1/4 ,1/ 2 , cross track 
two, dixie roll, fan the connection, linear 
connection, culminate, dixie connection, 
outpost, and saddle up. 
Just a sample of the good stuff to be found in Lead Right, offered by 
Malcom, Burdick and others, is listed 
here: "The Caller Speaks—Fish or Cut 
Bait," "Calling Technique—Module Cal-
ling—Multiple Zero Sequences," "Timing 
the Module—Sing Along," "Workshop 
Fun—roll the diamond," "Theme Idea—
Mulligan Stew (MS)," "Formation Aware-
ness," "Exploring Plus," and others. 
on Beck has some neat get-outs in D Choreo Breakdown, for situations 
when all promenade with partner but are 
out of sequence. Here are some: 
Heads wheel around, star thru 
Eight chain five, left allemande... 
Heads wheel around, pass the ocean  
Scoot back, grand right and left... 
Heads wheel around, ladies chain 
Spin the top, grand right and left... 
Heads zoom, promenade home... 
Heads U-turn back, touch 1/4 . single file 
Circulate, men run, square thru 3/4 
Left allemande... 
Don also features a new experimental, 
saddle up. 
n addition to much good choreo and 
I comments, Jack Lasry has both a com-
plaint and an appeal in his Notes for 
Callers: "The Plus OS selection for Nov.-
Jan. (rock the boat] was announced by 
Callerlab the last week of October. In case 
you are wondering why we are waiting un-
til the Dec. issue to cover the selection, 
Callerlab will no longer release the infor-
mation to the note services until it is too 
late in the month to get into the release 
month's issue. I take issue with this prac-
tice but to no avail." 
teve Turner's Callerlink reports that 
S West Australia has adapted the 25- 
CO 1U. L.1L. 	t r-ro 
Let DELL put our over 25 years of experience to work for uou! 
The Best in Badges 6 Buttons... 	 1987 Square Dance Commemorative 
• CLUB and FUN BADGES Pewter Buckles — Past Years Available 
• Guest Visitation Badges 
• Free Samples - Send Sketch for Estimate 
• All orders pre-paid - Add $1.00 postage 
(619)469-2109 S15.95 without color 519.95 with color 
P.O. Box 364 * 7949 Broadway, Lemon Grove, CA 92045 
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DISC-COUNT 
Recently Released Records 
Now Available 
Information supplied by Hanhurst's Record Service 
PO Box 687, Ridgewood NJ 07451-0687 1.800-455-7398 
Count on Me, Bill Anderson 
	
Red Boot Star 1305 
Candy Man, Herb Edwards Eagle 2201 
Blowing In the Wind, Joe Goins 
	
Eagle 2013 
Ticket To Ride, Wade Driver Rhythm 203 
I Don't Want to Set the World 
on Fire, Daryl Clendenin 
	
Chinook 088 
Deep River Woman, Jack O'Leary Red Boot Star 1306 
Can't Stop My Heart. Danny Weeks Ranch House 1101 
My Heart Won't Wander, Stan Cole 
	
Rawhide 141 
Gonna Tear Down the Walls. Dick Waibel Rawhide 142 
Am I Blue. Tommy White 8 David Davis 	Bogan 1373 
Hot Hot Hot. Phil Kozlowski 	English Mt. 100 
Bundle of Southern Sunshine. Ralph Trout M/D Line 5 
Major Breakdown (Patter-Plus), M. Flippo Chaparral 113 
Time, M. Flippo 	 Chaparral 707 
Just Waitin For A Train, Pat Barbour 	Blue Star 2356 
Big Mamu, Jay Krebs 	 Moutain 61 
California Blues. Monty Hackler 	Big Mac 085 
Mary Ann, Lonnie Sesher 	Golden Throat 0003 
week program minus the Plus calls as the 
level to be called and danced at all major 
functions for 1988. Reasons for this deci-
sion: 1. An opportunity of involving newer 
dances at large functions. 2. Eliminates 
a split level dance (Basic vs. MS). 3. For 
MS dance, the 25-week list provides satis-
faction for the more experienced dancer. 
4. To avoid MS dancers sitting out on Ba-
sic Round-ups (Grand Marches). 
d Foote's News 'n Notes is filled with E 
tips and topics that can enhance a 
caller's ability and repertoire. One little 
gem this time is his emphasis on using 
left spin the top. Here are some figures: 
Zero lines: right and left thru, dixie style to 
Ocean wave, left spin the top, all step ahead 
U-turn back (zero lines), left allemande... 
Heads lead right, left swing thru, 
Left spin the top, boys run left, bend the line 
Swing thru, boys run, promenade home... 
Zero box, left swing thru, left spin the top 
Step ahead. partner trade, star thru, 
Pass to the center, square thru 3/4 
Left allemande.. 




4616 Pepper Mill 
Moorpark, CA. 93021 
(805) 529-4647 
   
    
    
' Over 100 labels in stock No order too small 
Same day service 	Worldwide distribution 
Fast and friendly Low prices 
' Wholesale prices available to dealers 




"Records in Print" 
a catalog listing all the records in print 
for over 150 labels is available from us. 
If you would like to 
become a dealer, we'll 
help you get started 
Exclusive Agent For RHYTHM RECORDS ! 
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RH221 	WE SURE ARE IN LOVE by Darryl 
Bill 	Terrell 
. 7 RH309 SUPER LOVE by Bill RH705 	GLAD RAGS by Keith RH802 HEADIN' WEST by Art 
RH904 	COWBOY MAN by Mark 
RH1002 MAKIN' WHOOPIE by Elmer Sheffield 
Guest Recording Artist 
- ( 1/1111.. 	4 
4‘ al 
Art Tangen 	 Danny Weeks 
NEW RELEASE 
RH1101 	CAN'T STOP MY HEART by Danny 
P.O. Box 880 




Mark Turner 	 Keith Rippeto 
FASHIONS BY HETI—I'VE 
POLYESTER COTTON TRIMMED IN WHITE LACE 	 BLOUSE B-1 
COLORS. RED, WHITE, BLACK, BRIGHT PINK AVAILABLE IN SIZES: ; 1 \ LIGHT BLUE, ROYAL 	
—. 
P-S-M-L-XL 
Skirt $39.95 	......„.1i,  . 	), 	Matches Blouse B-1 	$18.95 
	




-C. . 	•ir -•-• 
'" 7, 	, 	— I 	II\ 
I 	 028 Lace trimmed split cap 
2" WIDE ELASTIC WIAST IN BACK WITH TIE 	 . sleeve, draw neckline and wide 
2" WIDE FIRM WAISTBAND IN FRONT vertical lace front with darted 
ONLY SKIRT AVAILABLE TWO LENGTHS 	 waist. 
PETITE SMALL 	MED. 	LARGE WHITE ONLY 	Sizes: 
SIZE 	6 	8-10 12-14 16-18 	 6-8-10-12-14-16-18-20 
WAIST 22-25 25-28 	28-31 	31-34 0128 Blouse 	$22.95 
SHORT 	19 	20 21 22 	 NEW 1988 CATALOG — — Send $1.00 
LONG 21 22 	23 	24 REFUNDED WITH FIRST ORDER 
%• v
_ 
Western Squares, 9nte. ..,. .e 
6820 Gravo's 	 (314)353-7230 .....:«tfr 	St. Louis, Missouri 63116 
QUANTITY NAME OF ITEM WIDTH COLOR SIZE PRICE EACH TOTAL 
NAME 	 ITEMS TOTAL 
ADDRESS SHIPPING 3 OD 
CITY 	 STATE 	 ZIP_ 	MO Res. 6a/o tax 
CHECK VISA MC -   EXP. ORDER TOTAL 
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WHY DANCE, Continued 
stray to other clubs or drop out entirely. 
That brings us to another considera-
tion—the financial. If a class is too small, 
the club may not be able to afford to have 
the caller call at the level he should be 
calling. At the same time, if there is suffi-
cient cash in treasury or some of the 
members will back the project, then the 
club ought to bite the bullet and build for 
a strong future by instructing the caller to 
call at the required dance level and not 
lower the level of his calls. 
Another problem arises when a caller 
is paid on the number of dancers. Under 
such an incentive plan the caller has a 
vested interest in retaining the maximum 
number of dancers and would tend to 
lower the level of his calling to meet the 
weak or unqualified dancers. 
It isn't easy for a caller or club officers 
to tell a couple they need to go back to 
a lower level. It takes guts. Often club of-
ficers fail to live up to this responsibility 
and place the burden on the caller. An  
answer might be to form a three person 
Quality Committee, whose duty would be 
to screen dancers and to diplomatically 
tell unqualified dancers that they need 
more instruction before attending that 
level and will be welcomed back when 
they have more experience. 
Another problem can occur when a 
club commences an advanced class such 
as position dancing or A-1, and then com-
mits two sins: the first is to open up the 
class continuously to newcomers, which 
forces the starting dancers to go back 
through the same material; and the se-
cond is to permit unqualified dancers to 
enter the class. What will happen is that 
the class will end up a remedial dance 
class, which might not be all bad if the 
club's level of dancing needs improve-
ment. The bait can be learning something 
new and yet the majority of the instruc-
tion time can be spent improving the 
dance level of club members. The pro-
blem is the possible loss of trust between 
club officers and members. 
A Complete it. 
Full-Color Brochure 
of Pre-Cut 
Square Dance Apparel 
■ Exclusive designs 
■ A valuable cost savings 
■ Complete & time-saving sewing 
instructions 
Included in each 
sewing package: 
■ I'm-cut dress 	DEALER 
• Trims 	 INQUIRIES 
• Zipper WELCOME 
Send for your 
, 	zraz. I 31 3 ['cyan,   Colorado Springs, CO 80904 ( 303) 6 32-o101 
Free Color Brochure 
Division of 
Kate schorer 
94 Amerce', Squarraterea February VS" 
liz* Royal Holiday 
SQUARE & ROUND DANCE WEEKENDS 
yeigi,emsat 	
RESOF1T 
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—LIMITED TO 40 SQUARES— RATE SCHEDULE FOR 1988 
I Flesvd on doubly (Krupencyl 
Weekend Package includes Price Per Couple Weekend 'July 1.3 	'Oct 21-23 
• lodging-2 nights 2 to a room $238 $255 $245 
• S dance sessions which incl 4 to a room $208 $225 $215 
2 workshops on Saturday I bd bllevel (21 $258 $275 $265 
. 4 meals—brkfst. lunch and dinner on Sat 2 hd bdevel (41 $238 $255 $245 
brklst on Sun Single (1) $180 $195 $185 
• Continuous breaks (coffee & cokes) It...lux...Nuns Irate as above) err mailable on an individual moues. 
• Saturday night special treat 
	
Danee package awailthly fOr July 1.'1 end Oct 21.23 at S4tt/person IS dance 
• All taxes and gratuities 
	 sysstons hi Sat night dinnyri 
ADVANCE REGISTRATION ONLY 
Deposit—$50 per couple 
	
(A $5 00 charge on refunds— no charge on transfers) 
Please make check payable and send to 
ROYAL HOLIDAY — 1257 Franklin Lane — Buffalo Grove. IL 60089 
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The Western Square Dancers, a group 
of 22 from Montana, Minnesota and Ca-
nada, with their caller Steve Gillis of Bill-
ings, enjoyed a S/D and sightseeing tour 
to Norway, Sweden, Denmark and West 
Germany last summer. It was arranged by 
Nordick American Travel. Tour members 
included: Gil and Alta Swainson, Alvin 
and Amelia Sveinson, Rod and Dolores 
Baldry, Don and Alice Kitt, Russ and Luci 
Farmer, Max and Eileen Lanzendorf, Dan 
and Betty Rude, Sid and Sis Gooley, 
George and Arlene Levy, Archie and 
Margaret Groat, Wilber and Emma Moats, 
and Clara Christianson. 
Steinsgardskroken Spel and Danslag 
hosted the group in Norway, where they 
stayed in members's homes for six days. 
The travelers enjoyed a paddle wheel 
yacht ride, toured Oslo— the Sonje Heine 
Museum, the city hall, Homenkolen Park 
where the 1972 Olympics were held, and 
Vigeland Park with the "cycle of life" 
stone statues. They visited Hadeland Cry-
stal Glassverks and the Sawmill Forestry 
96 
Museum, and were hosted at many get 
togethers and parties. They danced at a 
retirement home in Eidsvold, where they 
were told, "You are the best ambassadors 
that your country could send." 
The dancers toured Sweden, Denmark 
and West Germany for two weeks, return-
ing to Tonsberg, Norway, to be in a parade 
sponsored by Oseberg 001-Tonsberg 
Sons of Norway Lodge (pictured above). 
In Stockholm the visitors danced with 
the Tyreso Square Dancers, with three 
callers. One caller was Bjorn Jerneborg 
who records for Sting and is advertised 
in ASD. The accent of the call was soon 
understood and a grand evening was 
enjoyed! 
At Siljan, Sweden, they danced with the 
Mora Folk Dancers to a violin and accor-
dian. At Koln, West Germany, they attend-
ed a festival of seven clubs, sponsored by 
the Colonia Swingers, They danced 14 
times, with much friendship extended to 
them everywhere they went. 
Luci Farmer 













Plus all our own Local Callers B Cuers 
The 28th Annual 
Derby City Festival '88 
. . . Will be great 
Advance Registration 
	
51 1 per person 
After April 10th 
	
514 per person 
Friday Only 
	
56 per person 
Saturday Only 
	
59 per person 
Saturday and Sunday 
	
11 per person 
Sunday Only 
	
S6 per person 
presented by 
Kentuckiana Square Dance Association, Inc. 
April 22, 23, & 24, 1988—Friday, Saturday, Sunday 
Kentucky Fair & Exposition Center, Louisville, Kentucky 
	 Re91.415r.s.ao.t.- 
ALL EVENTS Friday, Saturday & Sunday 
General Chairpersons: Bill & Doris Rose 
631 Kewanna Dr., Jeffersonville, IN 47130 812-282-4849 
Advance 	 Make check Payable to 
Registration Form 	
DERBY CITY FESTIVAL and mail to, 






Si 	Gloria Marlow 
Fee Refundable 6612 Farmington Ln. 
thru April 10th 	 Crestwood, KY 4001 4 
(Less 52 00 Fee) (502) 241-9583 
• • • • • • • 	• • • 	 • • • • • • O.  • 
"The Best Little Square 	 • 
Dance Store Around" • 
• 
STYLE S-1118 	 • 
Dancin' Doll is back for Spring in new Spring 
Gingham! Sensational Side Treatment with 
contrast lined cascade ruffles frame tiers of 	0 
scallop eyelet. Flattering square neckline, '4 • 
length sleeve with contrast sleeve ruffle lining. 	• 
Self-tie belt. 65/35 poly/cotton. Washable. 
SIZES: 4 through 20. COLORS: Yellow 	• 
gingham with yellow contrast, Pink gingham • 
with pink, Powder Blue gingham with blue, 	• 
Ayr 	
Red gingham with red and Navy gingham with • 
a 





• •  .1: 
• 
• 
Please allow 3.4 weeks for delivery 	• 





250 West Broad Street (Route 7) Falls Church, VA 22046 • 
(703) 534-7273 
• • • •
•
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• Send with order: 
Style, Color, Size and Price. Your Name.  
Address, City, State and Zip For Charge 
Card Number and Expiration Date. 
Add 53.50 for postage & handling. $4.50 





















• • • • • • 
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• Eliminates sound problems 
in bad halls. 
• The choice of professional 
cuers & callers. 
• More sound per pound!! 
Price into: 
YAK STACK 
P.O. Box 2223 
Vernon CT 06066 
203 649-5144 
the YAK STACK Sound Column 
Imitated but Never Duplicated! 
SWEDEN'S FIRST LABEL 
SIR 101 HIGHWAY COWBOY by STEFAN SIDHOLM 	 SIR 401 KENTUCKY TURKEY BUZZARD by ROBERT BJORK 
SIR-102 I'VE GOT A MESSAGE TO YOU by STEFAN SIDHOLM 	SIR 401 MEET ME IN STOCKHOLM by ROBERT BIORK 
SIR•201 HEAVENLY SUNSHINE by INGVAR PETTERSSON 	 SIR-401 MOODY BLUE by ROBERT BJORK 
SIR.201 DENISE DENISE by INGVAR PETTERSSON 
SIR 101 BIG MAMOU by BJORN IERNEBORG 
SIR 101 TAKE A CHANCE by IE RAY STORY L TONY OXENDINE 
SIII•101 IRVING THE HOBO by AL STEVENS 
SIR•104 HALE A BOY AND HALF A MAN by TOMAS HEDBERG 
DISTRIBUTED BY ASTEC. MERRBACH. R a L RECORDS. SUNDANCE AND TWEL GRENN 
STING PRODUCTIONS H8 VAPNAREVAGEN 2. 191 71 SOLENTUNA. SWEDEN J . 46) 8 754 24 44 
C oonng Rote 
SIR JOS WHEN YOU WALK IN THE ROOM by PAUL 
BRISTOW. ENGLAND 
SIR 104 ERAULEIN by AL STEVENS 
FEEDBACK, Continued 
Plenty of egos, for sure, but no jealousy 
here! 	 Bob Green 
Selma, Alabama 
On inviting cruise passengers to dance 
with tour groups: I can see some valid 
reasons for the group not to invite other 
dancers. If no such reason existed, it 
would seem to me to be the best of op-
portunities for sharing...It seems petty to 
me to deny someone else simply because 
you have paid more money than they 
have...There may even be a benefit...You 
might become acquainted with some peo-
ple that you will be glad to have had the 
opportunity to meet. 	Lindell Webb 
St. Louis, Missouri 
On courtesy: Firstly, I believe "ladies and 
gentlemen" is the correct address when 
giving commands to dancers... Second-
ly, I believe that the thing called "yellow 
rock" is the AIDS of our activity and 
should be stamped out. It is part and 
parcel of rough dancing...I believe we 
have a clean, healthy, happy family activi-
ty that has no need for terms like "old 
girls, fat ladies, skinny ladies..." When 
leaders can all again agree that the fun 
of the activity is in dancing smoothly and 
getting through the dance without break-
down, pushing or shoving, maybe, just 
maybe, we can use such terms as "La-
dies and Gentlemen" because that's what 
we'll be acting like. 	Art Shepherd 
Christchurch, New Zealand 
Our Callerlab QS committee is to be 
complimented on giving dancers some-
thing else to remember. Why scoot back 
V/2?...I think Callerlab would be doing 
square dancers and square dancing a 
great favor if it considered gender in the 
use of more moves. It has been deter-
mined that moves with a courtesy turn be 
called in "normal" boy-girl positions... 
Why not include do paso, pass the ocean, 
and particularly, recycle? 	I think 
Callerlab should address the growing use 
AK Y •
A 
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[The Cruise Travel Organization Devoted Exclusively To Dancers & Their Friends. \ 
CALLERS & CUERS: 
Call Us To Arrange 
Your Carefree Dance Cruise 
Houston 
(713) 771.1371 
A DIVISION OF CRUISE PLANNERS INTERNATIONAL 
OR Sail With 




8323 SOUTHWEST FREEWAY. SUITE 800 • HOUSTON, TEXAS 77079 
of clutch, yellow rock, stage coach... Let's 
squeeze out Yellow Rock roughness 
forever! Let Callerlab be a leader in teach-
ing good manners, along with good call- 
ing and smooth dancing. 	Bill Corbett 
Lynnwood, Washington 
Recently there has been a move toward 
smooth dancing, elegance, artistic styl-
ing and polish in square dancing. We 
must remember that square dancing is a 
participant sport for fun...If everyone 
moves smoothly, gracefully in unison, with 
no noises, no laughing, no hand-smack-
ing, then we're just doing maneuvers, all 
together, set to music. Somehow this 
seems like a very apt description of col-
onial ballroom dancing or round dancing. 
Just keep square dancing fun, fun, fun for 
everyone. 	 Earle Williams 
Callerlab could eliminate Plus and add 
the movements to the MS list...lf there is 
a real need for a Plus level, make it a 
workshopping level of Basic and MS  
danced by definition. Newly-created and 
experimental figures should be added at 
Advanced or Challenge levels only. If they 
are unpopular, they can be dropped 
without affecting the majority. If they are 
popular, the QS will provide a way to work 
them into the mainstream of square dan- 
cing. 	 Charlie Wilkins 
Houston, Texas 
I would hate to see the present style of 
square dance attire go into a major 
change...these lovely dresses are the part 
of S/D that sets us apart from other ac- 
tive groups. 	 Helen Bracy 
Battle Creek, Michigan 
Swishing full skirts and a definite 
feminine look, along with casual or dressy 
western-style clothing for men, is a key 
part of the American folk dance which we 
call square dancing. We are recognized 
as square dancers...Any radical change 
in the clothing could destroy our highly 




Chuck Bryant & The Mustang Band 
New Releases 
MS 195 Because I Love You That's Why by Bill Cash 1111 1'
Produced by  
Bob Shiver 	MS 194 Greenback Dollar by Bob Shiver 	Chuck Bryant 
MS 193 Guess It Never Hurts to Hurt Sometime by Chuck Bryant 
MS 192 Rodeo Romeo by Bob Shiver 
MS 191 All I Ever Need Is You by Chuck Bryant 
Many Previous Releases Now Available 
Call or Write A&S Records, 321 Laurie Lane 	Chuck Bryant & Mustang Recording Co. 
Warner Robins, GA 31093 	 PO Box 735, San Benito, Texas 78586 
(912)922-7510 	 (512)399-8797 




* Brand new set of Beginner tapes 
* INSTRUCTIONAL TAPES on Reel or Cassette 
For Beginner, Mainstream, Plus, Advanced, C-1, C-2, C-3 and C-3A 
* Minus a couple to make up a square? 
Try our (5) Two Couple Tapes geared to Approved Callerlab level lists 
Mainstream — Advanced Level — 
C-1 Level — C-2 Level — C-3 Level 
* DANCE TAPES 
For Mainstream, Advanced (A-2), C-1, C-2, C-3, C-3A & C-4 
For Details, Write to LEE KOPMAN 
2965 Campbell Ave., Wantagb NY 11793 
Costuming is important to square danc-
ing...Without it, the square dance would 
fail to exist..Women from 6 to 90 can wear 
puff sleeves, full skirts and petticoats—
the essence of femininity. The ladies 
move more gracefully simply because 
they feel attractive. The men garbed in 
western wear present an image of mas-
culinity. This is our American heritage... 
Mary Martin 
Augusta, Georgia 
At least once a week like a princess 
I love to don ruffles and lace 
And dance with my prince for an evening 
Of fantasy, music and grace. 
For beauty is more than the rhythm, 
It's more than relief of our stresses, 
It's part of the magic of dancing—
Let's please keep the beautiful dresses. 
Ruth M. Trice 
Hobbs, New Mexico 
..The Hollywood-western-chic that per-
vades modern squares has not been  
around long enough to qualify as "tradi-
tional" on its own, and it is nothing like 
the clothing worn by the original square 
dancers...Lloyd Shaw would not support 
the modern ladies' dress. In The Long 
Shadow (Nov. 1975), his widow, Dorothy, 
in citing aspects of modern square danc-
ing that "Pappy" would disapprove of, in-
cluded, "skirts that he believed were on-
ly lovely on ballerinas. His dancers wore 
long, full skirts." 	Marvin Gardner 
San Jose, California 
Your article "Hot Potato" will not cool 
down until we get square dancing back in-
to our S/D nights and cut down on other 
activities. The people who wrote about 
this article were mostly round dancers. 
Naturally, they want things to stay as is. 
They dance all night while 90% of the 
people are standing against the wall 
waiting to square dance...People in 
charge need to learn just how many peo-
ple don't want to round dance. We want 
the time to square dance...to teach QS, 
    
   
15 GREAT WEEKS 

















     
   
THE FAMOUS AMERICAN PLAN RESORT 
411MKPTAMMP" 
UCTITITS AT THE wATER S EDGE 
     





* • SO 500 
* • SD 50) 
* • SD 502 
• SD 003 
• SD 008 
FOR CLASS USE 
EASY DANCES AND MIXERS *1 (Flip) 
CIRCLE 8 SOUARE DANCES (Calls 1-8) (Cal.KI) 
PROMENADES 8 STARS (Calls 1.8) (Called) 
MY BONNIE LIES OVER THE OCEAN (Calls *03) (Flip) 
VENUS (Calls 1.20) (Flip) 
AfillstrgsCompiment 
Tie Teaching Albums 
'Funclarnantals of 
Soma Dancing- 
a Iv ad 3 Jac.•oAnha 
• Designed for School Use 
• Teacher Starter Sets m sakt Oct 1.0*c 31,'87 
• 3 New Mini Albums ava•ane Ncw 1987 
MINI ALBUMS — 7" 331/2 Recordings 
Write for Information and Catalog 
-ACK MURTHA ENTERPRISES • P O. BOX 3055 (Zip 95992-3055) • 106 CLINTON ST • YUBA CITY, CA 95991 • 19161 673-1120 
do walk-thrus, teach Plus or Advanced 
dancing....Let there be a choice for all of 
us to dance as much as we like and pay 
the expenses for those dances we take 
part in. Don't let one dance destroy the 
other. 	 Bill Oliver 
Columbia, Tennessee 
Most round dancers do not want to 
separate from the S/D activity...Please 
come on out to Wichita, Kansas, where 
almost every dancer, square and round, 
accepts the other and encourages the 
other to get every bit of enjoyment out of 
dancing. 
	
	 Dave Stone 
Proud and Helpful S&R/Dancer 
In our area we depend on both square 
and round dancers to make a successful 
dance..The more dancers you have, the 
more money the club makes...Let's not 
confine ourselves to the support of only 
one or the other, even though you may ac-
tively participate in only one. Just look at 
all those wonderful people you might not  
meet. 	Sonny & Charlotte Ezelle 
Longview, Texas 
Nowhere have I heard anyone say, 
forget APD or DBD. So much stress on 
all position or dancing by definition has 
made our activity drill team practice rather 
than dance.. Teaching people to dance to 
music is more important than teaching 






6 Great Tours to Anaheim '88 
WRITE OR CALL FOR INFORMATION 
BLACKWOOD TRAVEL 
2217 HAMPSHIRE STREET, SUITE 101 
QUINCY IL 62301 	 PHONE: 217-222-8011 
.-FL RED BOOT BOYS 
CASSETTE TAPES—NEW FOR 1988 
LIVE AT ENGLISH MOUNTAIN (Concert) 
(Recorded Live at English Mountain) 
$10.00 each — Check or Money Order—Includes Postage 
$13.00 Canadian (Money Order —US Currency Only 
RED BOOT BOYS PRODUCTIONS, Rt. 5 Box 185, Blountville TN 37617 







Bill & Virginia 
Tracy 
ENCORE, Continued 
Plan each event carefully and well in 
advance. Be sure people leave happy. 
Publicize all activities extensively. Use 
newspapers, written invitations, radio and 
TV announcements, flyers, cards and 
posters, and verbal announcements 
whenever dancers are gathered. 
Give every member a job at least twice 
a year, oftener if possible. 
Select a guest caller, or several. 
Plan a unique grand march. 
Help guests find dancing partners. 
Don't let guests sit out—dance with 
them. 
Call the members before the dance or 
send cards. 
Plan both round and square dances. 
Have variety. Have good, well-planned 
mixers, not just common circles. Surprise 
the dancers. 
Go on a weekend camping trip, which 
includes fishing, swimming and dancing. 
Make a chartered bus trip. Members 
enjoy more sociability on the bus than in  
cars. 
Have picnics and bingo parties, 
especially in summer. 
Provide light refreshments. 
Send birthday and anniversary cards. 
Members always appreciate these. 
"It is the friendships that develop in the 
club that actually tie the club together and 
hold it together when problems develop. 
The feeling of belonging is of utmost im-
portance. The feeling of being wanted, 
and even needed, is so important that 
without this, members will drift away and 
be lost," say the Bausches. 
"Steal A Peek" features Phil Kozlowski 
who is a full-time professional caller, 
regularly calls for five clubs in Indiana, 
Ohio and Kentucky. In his record case, 
you'll find Round Up, Coastin: I'll Be Lov-
ing You Forever, and Let Your Love Flow. 
New Idea: Collapse the diamond by Lee 
Kopman, Wantagh, New York. 
K A LOX-Edca-Longhorn 
NEW ON KALOX 
K-1316 THAT'S WHERE MY WOMAN BEGINS, Flip/Inst. by Tom Miller 
RECENT RELEASES ON KALOX 
K-1314 THINK IT OVER, Flip/Inst. by Bill 114. 
RECENT RELEASES ON LONGHORN 
LH-1043 HIGHWAY TO NOWHERE by Francis Zee 
LH-1042 BETCHA MY HEART by Francis Zeller 
LH-1041 I'M ONLY IN IT FOR THE LOVE by Mike Bra 
NEW ROUNDS ON BELCO 
B364A I CAN'T GIVE YOU ANYTHING BUT LOVE 
Two-step by Richard & JoAnne Lawson 
1. Music Only; 2. Cues by Richard Lawson 
8364B OLD-FASHIONED, Two-step by Peter & Eva Blytn 
1. Music Only; 2. Cues by C.O. Guest 
ACENT RELEASES ON BELCO 
B363 DRINKING CHAMPAGNE/FUNNY LITTLE TUNE 
NEW ON CROW 
C-002 OKLAHOMA HILLS, Flip/Inst. by Bill Crow'• 
C-001 CALENDAR GIRL, Flip/Inst. by Bill Crowsc, 
2832 Live Oak Dr.. Mesquite TX 75150 1-214-270-0616 
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Don't know where to store your petticoats neatly and con-
veniently. Solve your petticoat problems with an all new 
PETTICOAT TREE 
Decorate your room and keep as many as 12 petticoats 
neat and easy to reach. This spring-tension petticoat tree 
is satin brass plated with 12 especially designed hooks to 
make it easy to remove and replace your petticoats. The 
tree fits snugly between floor and ceiling, and can be 
easily relocated It fits ceiling heights 7'10-  to 8'3-
(special heights on request). 
Hangers available a 956 ea. (Gray, Rose, White, Cream) 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL (8181 244-6373 
ORDER YOURS Mail to: R&J SPECIALTIES, Dept. A TODAY 
1215 Ruberta Ave., Glendale, CA 91201 
Only 	Petticoat Tree(s) 534.50 ea. $ 
$3450 
Hangers (Color 	) .95 ea. $ 
Plus shipping and handling 











Catalog $1.50 	Hamlin, Texas 79520 
plus 50V postage & handling 
WANTED 
Wanted for Square Dance Museum. Need 
first five years of American Squaredance 
magazines to complete set 1945-1950. 
Write Mike Woods, 3421 Herman Ave., 
San Diego CA 92104, or call 619-283-0390. 
HELP. I am an avid reader of your maga-
zine and a new round dance cuer who 
needs the help of your readers. I need 
many of the Classic R/D records that are 
no longer available. If there are any ex-
cuers, or if anyone knows of any ex-cuers, 
who would be interested in selling their 
collection of records, please let me know. 
I am interested in classics in good condi-
tion like A Taste of the Wind, Alice Blue 
Gown, Marilyn Marilyn, Piano Roll Waltz, 
but I will gladly buy a complete collection 
if many of the classics are included. My 
phone number is 516-724-1152 and my ad-
dress is 115 Southern Blvd., Hauppauge 
NY 11788. 	 Frank Valenta 
THE BIG 10 
10th BERMUDA SQUARE & ROUND DANCE CONVENTION 
at Beautiful SONESTA BEACH HOTEL 
JANUARY 10-17, 1988 	8 DAYS/7 NIGHTS 	SUNDAY TO SUNDAY 
(OR ANY PART OF WEEK) 
* FLIGHTS FROM ALL KEY CITIES—SPECIAL CONVENTION HOTEL RATES 
CALLERS 
Jim Purcell, Mass. 	Carl Hanks, Pa. 	Gary Brown, Oh. 
Clint McLean, Ct. Bob Silva, Mass. 
CUERS 
Richard & JoAnne Lawson, Al. 	 Norma Silva, Mass. 
Betty Hanks, Pa. 
* 	THREE HALLS (PLUS, A-1, A-2)—WOODEN FLOORING—AIRCONDITIONED 
FOR REGISTRATION FORMS AND FULL INFORMATION: 
BERMUDA S/D CONVENTION, PO BOX 145, AVON MA 02322 
(617)963-0713 
. 
	4. Fashions from Texas 
.,..... 
..,t....,. by Nita Smith 
2011 So. College Ave. 	WHOLESALE ACCOUNTS WELCOME 	
Write for Complete Catalogue 
Bryan, Texas 77801 
Telephone (409)822.2337 
NEW `DC-9'S ABOVE THE CLOUDS' 
DOUBLE LAYER PETTICOATS...Two layers of nylon organza 
proportioned to please the most discriminating dancer!!! 
40yd 	50yd 	60yd 	70yd 	80yd 	100yd 
$44.95 49.95 53.95 61.95 69.95 89.95 
White, Aqua, Beige, Black, Blue, Brown, Candy Pink, Cerise, Fuchsia, Ivory, Kelly, 
Lilac, Lime, Maize, Mint Green, Navy, Orange, Peach, Peacock, Pink, Lavender, 
Med. Purple, Dark Purple, Wine, Red, Royal, Yellow 
CLOUD NINE NYLON ORGANZA 
SOLID COLOR: 	40yd 	50yd 
To cover postage and 
$39.95 43.95 
handling costs, add $2.00 
60yd 	70yd 	80yd 	 per petticoat 
46.95 54.95 61.95 
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Available at most square dance shops 
or order direct: 
$7.00 (plus $2.00 postage) 
$40.00—Life Subscription 
NATIONAL SQUARE DANCE DIRECTORY 
PO Box 54055, Jackson MS 39208 
Phone: 601-825-6831 
1988 EDITION 
Lei AVAILABLE # 
The 
NATIONAL SQUARE DANCE DIRECTORY 
is published in January each year. 
• Information and contacts for over 
10,000 clubs around the world. 
Great for traveling. 
• Advertisements for over 1000 square 
dance related products & services. 
• Directories of festivals, conventions, 
callers & leaders. 
• Square dance sewing & crafts 
section. 
THIS MONTH'S PUZZLE ANSWERS: 
WORD LIST: 
count 	hand 	eight 
knee hinged hop 
cue 	back 	trip 
SOLUTION: 
"Chicken in the bread pan pecking out 
the dough." 
BEST TOUR EVER 
In all the years ASD Tours has been in 
operation, the response hasn't equalled 
this! Seventy—count 'em—seventy peo-
ple have now signed up (from the states) 
for our upcoming Germany-Swiss-Austria 
Tour and Friendship Festival for 
September 1988. There are still limited 






_to protect clothing 




At Your Square Dance Shop 
and Badge Maker 
 
DEALERS: Call or write for brochure 
 
BADGE HOLDERS, INC. 
(415) 783-8724 
24813 BROADMORE AVE. 





Curriculum, Movement Skills * 
Fun and Fellowship 
Cleveland, Ohio 	April 29-May1 
Buffalo Gap. W. Virginia June 19-24' 
Granby, Colorado 	July 4-10— 
ti Dillard, Georgia August 7-13 
Abiquiu, N. Mexico November 24-27 
 
'Discount for more than one teacher from 
the same school district 
"Discount for early registration 
For more information, write: 
Diane E. Burton, Ed D 
20 NE 47th 
Kansas City, Missouri 64116 
  
"I Ask for our Catalog P.- 
 




tz- SQUARE & ROUND DANCE 
TVRE T1-1 E FESTIVAL! sk,̀,',44A/DE N 
040A ,FETI 	 4144 
1j6ls JUNE 30 -JULY 3, 1988 
ANCHORAGE ALASKA 
Sail with Scott & Valerie Smith 
from ALASKA on July 3rd. 
7 day Cruise to VANCOUVER 
on THE M/V REGENT STAR. 
GET -9vdt With JERRY STORY, 
SCOTT SMITH and 
BOB & MARY ROTHER 
Option 1. Fly from Los Angeles, June 29th. 1988 
Attend Alaska State Square & Round 
Dance Festival - June 30th. 
Return via Cruise Ship July 3, 1988 
To Vancouver, Fly to Los Angeles. 
Option 2. Fly from Los Angeles - July 3, 1988 
Join Cruise in Anchorage, Fly to 
Los Angeles from Vancouver, July 10, 
FOR ALL RESERVATIONS, PLEASE CONTACT: 
Imperial Travel, Inc. 
3111 South Valley View - Suite 0-104 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89102 
Call 1-800-228-9791 or 702-368-2273 
Scott and Valerie Smith 
P.O. Box 7525 
Mesa, Arizona 85206 
1-602-981-1942 
FOUR SQUARES RECORD CO. 
4<)(> 
FOUR SQUARES 
Rt. 5, Box 239-H 
Chico, CA 95926 
(916) 891-5629 
FS804 I'M WALKIN' 
Singing Call by Ron Robinson 
FS805 IT'S FUN 
Round Dance by Phil Atherton 
FS-806 BUFFALO GAL 
Hoedown by Marshall Flippo 
<X> 
640 ANTELOPE RD. 
RENO NV 89506 
(702) 322-2077 
GRAND ZIP, Continued 
figures, so I challenge all square dance 
callers to please tell me where the fun in 
square dancing has gone...A square 
dance hall full of laughter and smiling 
dancers is better than watching a group 
of dancers knitting a pair of socks with 
their eyebrows. 	Maurice Hemstreet 
Sechelt, British Columbia 
You've probably received a hundred re-
sponses to the person who asked how to 
get his computer to produce interlocking 
squares, but here goes anyway. The Print-
master program will allow you to draw 
your own designs, which is how I got the 
above interlocking squares...Steve Turney 
Fayetteville, North Carolina 
Our club, Indalo Squares, is flourishing 
and we get visitors from many parts of the 
world to dance with us...never ceasing to 
amaze our club members who had never 
heard of square dancing until they came  
to live in Spain! ...Johnny did a one-night-
stand at a holiday complex, and we had 
a couple of local Spaniards dancing who 
didn't speak a word of English! We hope 
to get more interested, and when Johnny 
learns more of the language he'll be able 
to explain the moves to them. 
Johnny & Renee Hayes 
Garrucha, Almeria, Spain 
CENTRAL OHIO CALLERS ASSN. 
PRESENT 
The 23rd SNOW BALL 
Lausche Bldg, Ohio State Fairgrounds 
17th Ave. off 1-71 
Callerlab 48 Basics S/D Program 
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 7, 1988 
1-6 P.M. 
$5 per couple in advance, $6 at door 
For furthur information, 
call 614-855-7759 
WORKSHOP NOTEBOOKS 
by Bob Perkins 
ADVANCED (A-1, A-2) & Adv. Q.S.—Fourth Edition 
PLUS with MS & Plus Q.S,—Second Edition 
Unique, complete diagram books with definitions 
Notebooks are current with Callerlab 
Loose-leaf bound—can be updated 
Price $9.95 each 
California residents add 6% sales tax 
Order from: BOB PERKINS—P.O. Box 1200—Garden Grove CA 92642 
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A/C LINES, Continued 
2. At an A-1 dance, the caller should 
devote 1/3 of the dance to MS and Plus 
calls from a wide variety of positions. 
This will provide the constant repetition 
needed by the dancers. 
3. At an A-2 dance, the caller should 
devote 10% of the dance to MS and 
Plus DBD. This sprinkling in of a varie-
ty of positions for MS and Plus will ensure 
that the dancers do not lose their strong 
foundation. 
Suggestion to Dancers: If you are in an 
A-1 class and your caller is not teaching 
MS and Plus DBD, request that he do so. 
This is vital to your long-range success 
at the Advanced plateau. Likewise, if you 
are attending A-1 and A-2 dances and 
your caller is not using MS and Plus from 
a variety of positions, request that he do 
SO. 
Next month we will provide a specific 
list of MS and Plus calls which should be 
worked DBD and what positions should 
be covered for each call. 
C-1 Definitions. Callerlab has announced 
that its booklet of C-1 defintions is 
available to anyone who is interested. 
Cost is $2.00. Order from: Callerlab, Box 
679, Pocono Pines PA 18350. Advanced 
definitions are also available from 
Callerlab. Cost is $2.00. 
FRONT LINE COVERAGE 
Does the cover this month look vague-
ly familiar? No surprise to regular readers, 
who've seen it in different forms twice be-
fore. Those sculptured figures first ap-
peared in full color on our September '83 
cover, then again as scratchboard art in 
September, '86, promoting Square Dance 
Month. Now their Corsican porcelain fa-
ces return with a touch of I'amour. Small 
wonder. Their names are Val 'n Tina. Get 
it? 
B & S SQUARE DANCE SHOP 
Brad & Sherrie 	 1240 12th St. 
Ph. 812-547-5577 Tel City IN 47586 
Catalogue $1—Refunded on 1st Order 
B&S NYLON ORGANDY "CRISP" PETTICOAT 
A light-weight snag-free slip 
available in beautiful colors 
COLORS: It. pink, It. blue, It. yellow, bright green, 
orange, bright yellow, royal, navy, red, mint, lilac, 
lime, beige, black, med. purple, hot pink, brown, 
deep purple, multi (any 4 comb.) 
50 yd. Single layer, $36.95 
Special Order, No Returns: 
35 yd. single layer—S34.95 
60 yd. single layer—S39.95 
50 yd. double layer—S43.00 
60 yd. double layer—S47.00 
80 yd. double layer—S56.00 
100 yd. double layer—$64.00 
75 yd. single layer—$44.95 
Indiana Add 5% 
Sales Tax 
Ai MOM" ;Law 
B & S TWINKLE 
Luxurious sheer glitter organza. 
All bottoms are hemmed 
for comfort and long wear. Washable. 
COLORS: white, ivory, It. pink, dusty rose, 
red, It. yellow, It. blue, royal, black, apricot, 
violet, emerald, deep berry, Chinese blue, 
yellow gold, hibiscus pink. 
40 yd. double—$43.95 
50 yd. double—$46.95 
60 yd. double—$49.95 
70 yd. double—$52.95 
80 yd. double—S55.95 
90 yd. double—$58.95 
100 yd. double—$61.95 
All slips available in lengths 18" thru 23" 
No returns on specially made slips under 18" or over 23' 
All multi slips and slips over 23" are $2.00 more 
Prices subject to change without notice 
Shipping Add 82.00 ea . add 75€ for each additiona' 
C.O.D.'s 
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REUEL deTURN 
1606 Hopmeadow Street 
Simsbury. Conn. 06070 
Routes 10-202 





WE HAVE JUST WHAT YOU NEED! 
A MULTI-SIZED PATTERN 
Which will make 13 Different Outfits 
Just a few are shown... 
$14.50 





Mon. thru Sat. 
11 a.m.-5 p.m. 
Other times by 
Appointment 
OUR 28th YEAR 
SERVING THE DANCERS 
( Book 
Nook j 
by Mary Jenkins 
A-1 AND A-2 GET-OUTS/SINGING CALLS 
by M.L. Litzenberger 
This booklet has 23 pages of material 
that should be helpful to callers who call 
the A-1 and A-2 program. 
In the Introduction, Mike says; "Over 
the years I have collected a lot of material. 
Some of it by writing my own and a lot of 
it by listening to other callers, reading 
publications, notes, etc. The contents of 
this book are the results. 
"All the singing calls that have been in-
cluded begin with a static square, so I did 
not specify who is supposed to start. I 
might note here, however, that I have 
noticed some callers alternating singing 
calls for heads, sides, heads, sides. You 
should note that if you use this format, two 
of the ladies are never part of the active 
couples because of the progression. If 
you are one who likes to vary the se- 
quence, it doesn't really matter how you 
do it, as long as you use one pair of 
couples twice in succession , i.e. heads, 
heads; sides, sides; heads, sides; sides, 
heads; etc. 
"It should also be noted that as much 
as we try to standardize moves, dancers 
in some areas dance faster or slower than 
others. Timing charts or not, all dancers 
do not take the same length of time to per-
form some of the moves. Part of this, of 
course, is due to the size of the square, 
how they are taught, etc. When writing 
singing calls and putting filler in, you may 
come up with a little time left over. This 
is when you use the "time killers."" 
This book costs $10 and may be 
ordered from the author at 1030 Hwy. 190 
W, Slidell LA 70460. 
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LINE-O' -TYPE 	  
SQUARE DANCE BOOK SERVICE 
35 VARIETIES - BOOKS FOR CALLERS. CUERS. LEADERS. DANCERS & CLOGGERS 
ABC'S OF ROUND DANCING (215-p. text). 515.00 
ACCOMPLISHING BETTER CALLING 	$4.00 
ALLEMANDE LEFT (Mentally Handicapped)$5.00 
APPALACHIAN S/D for CLOGGERS 	$10.00 
CALLER CLINIC (variety subjects) $6.00 
CALLER'S GUIDEBOOK (300-page text) $14.00 
CHOREOGRAPHY GIMMICKS 	 56.00 
CLIP ART I (sketches. paste-up). 	 $3.00 
CLIP ART U (all different) 	  $4.00 
CLOGGING (basic book) $4.00 
EASY LEVEL (0/N/S material) 	 $6.00 
EASY SING-A-LONG (adaptations) $3.00 
FIRST STEPS TO CONTRA (basic) 	$3.00 
FUNNY WORLD OF S/D (cartoons) 54.00 
GOOD CLUB MANAGEMENT 	 $4.00 
GUIDEBOOK FOR SQUARE DANCERS 	$2.00 
HOEDOWN HERITAGE (history) 	 53.00  
LEADERSHIP-SHAPE (tips galore) 
	
$7.00 
MAINSTREAM S/DANCING (diagrams) 
	
$1.00 
MODERN CONTRA DANCING $3.00 
MODERN MODULE MODE (figures) 	 $3.00 
PARTY LINE (after-party ideas)  $6.00 
PLUS PROGRAM 	  $1.00 
PROGRESSIVE WORKSHOP (variety) 	 $3.00 
SET-UP AND GET-OUT (modules) 
	
$6.00 
SHOW AND SELL S/D (better promotion) 58.00 
SOLO DANCES (single, line routines) 
	
$7.00 
SOUNDING THE HALL (equipment) 	 $3.00 
S/D STYLING (smoother dancing)  $4.00 
TEACHING CLOGGING 	  $7.00 
TEACHING TOTS TO DANCE (family) 	 $3.00 
WHEELING AND DEALING (nursing homes)55.00 
WINDMILL SYSTEM (image style) 	 $5.00 
Inquire about Quantity Prices 
POSTER PAK-1, PAK-2, PAK-3 (cartoons for fun & instruction....$10.00 each 
DIPLOMAS: SQUARE, ROUND, CLOGGING 	20C each; 100-S15.00 
PROMOTIONAL FOLDERS 	100 for $10.; Quantity prices for 300 & 500 
MAGAZINE CASE (Holds one year's issues) 	 $3.00 
IN-FORMS (guides, helps; 150 subjects)  35c/1; Ask for quantity prices 
NOW! REDUCED PRICE! 
CALLER'S GUIDEBOOK-514.00 




$10 8. up $2.50 pstg 
ORDER FROM AMERICAN SQUARE DANCE MAGAZINE 




Nothing great was ever achieved without enthusiasm. 
Ralph Waldo Emerson 
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includes: 
• 30 pre-cut stamped, white blocks to be appliqued 
and embroidered—use left-over fabric from your dresses 
• 30 pre-cut solid color blocks. 
• Enough solid color fabric for final binding. 
• Patterns for applique pieces. 
• Full instructions for appliqued blocks and assembly. 
Available in queen/double size only 
Finished size approximately 80x102 






Pink 	Pastel Blue 
Rust Royal Blue 
Red 	Navy Blue 
Rose Pastel Green 
Yellow Brown 
Gold Berry 




96 Palace Drive 
Dayton, Ohio 45449 
513-859-3824 
8° 
QUILTING TEMPLATES $2.50 
Sold only with quilt kits 
plus $2.60 postage & handling 
RITA'S QUILTIQUE 
Square Dancers Exclusive!! 
SQUARE DANCERS QUILT-TOP KIT 
"%Fir' 
il=== GID DIV OF 
RUFFLES 'N DUDS 
PETTICOATS from RUTHAD, INC. 
Phone: (313)841-0586 
The Fashion in Petticoat and Panties 
for over 25 years, 
Often Copied, But Not Duplicated 
Made from the finest materials by exPerienced seamstress 
SINGLE, DOUBLE or TRIPLE LAYER PETTICOAT 
Nylon Organza • Marquisette • Nylon Sparkle 
Nylon Sheen Velvet Stripe • Nylon Gold or Silver Metallic 
NYLON ACETATE LACE— Color swatches available upon request 
Special Marquisette Petticoats-50 yds. $25.00 
PETTIPANTS: cotton—wide lace—various leg lengths 
Mail Orders Worldwide 	Wholesale Distributors Wanted 
Ruth, Inc. 
8869 Avis • Detroit, Michigan 48209 
COMPLETE SQUARE DANCE SHOP 




THE PROFESSIONAL SOURCE 
0 	THE SUPREME MINI 
0 
• Weighs Just 9 Lbs! 
• Only 11" Tall! 
The power packed little speaker with the B-I-G 
Voice. 6" x 9" speaker for full range, extreme clar-
ity, wide angle dispersion. Perfect for workshops: 
as a monitor; for travelling callers. 8 Ohms, 50 
watts peak. 
YOU'VE GOT TO HEAR IT TO BELIEVE IT! 
Only $175.00 plus $9 00 shipping 
Call For Our FREE 60 Page Catalog 
USE OUR TOLL FREE "HOTLINE 
1-800-445-7398 
IC In New Jersey Call: 201-445-7398 
PO BOX 687 
RIDGEWOOD, NEW JERSEY 07451-0687 


















































EVERYBODY NOW.' PPONIENAbE' R/GHT.' C/mON, eVERY1301)Y... s.. 
MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE 
BLUE STAR RELEASES: 
2353 CLOSE TO MY HEART, Caller Johnnie Wykoff• 	 Square Dance 
2352 GIVE MY REGARDS TO BROADWAY, Caller: Johnnie Wykoff• 	Square Dance 
2351 IN OLD MISSOURI, Cuer: Nancy Carver' 	 Round Dance 
2350 FLY YELLOW BIRD, Cuer: Nancy Carver' Round Dance 
2349 PIGTAILS AND RIBBONS, Caller: Johnnie Wykoff• 	 Square Dance 
2348 KITTEN KAPERS, Cuer: Ted Floden 	 Round Dance 
2347 DREAMERS WALTZ, Cuer: Frank Cutter• 	 Round Dance 
2346 LOOKING GOOD, Cuer: Ethel Bieda• 	 Round Dance 
2345 NO MORE DREAMING, Cuer: Ethel Bieda• 	 Round Dance 
2344 RAINY DAY PEOPLE, Caller Johnny Wykoff• Square Dance 
2343 LIZA LITTLE (Key: C/F)/ANNIE RAGTIME (Key: G) 	 2 Hoedowns 
2342 I'VE GOT YOUR NUMBER, Cuer: Bill Brown' 	 Round Dance 
2341 JESSIE POLKA SQUARE, Caller: Johnnie Wykoff' 	 Square Dance 
2340 EVERYTHING OLD IS NEW AGAIN, Cuer: Nancy Carver' 	 Round Dance 
2339 EVERYBODY LOVES SOMEBODY SOMETIME, Cuer: Nancy Carver' Round Dance 
2338 LINGER AWHILE, Cuer: Bill Brown• 	 Round Dance 
2337 PASS ME BY, Caller: Lem Smith' Square Dance 
2336 JUST PRETEND, Caller: Lem Smith' 	 Square Dance 
DANCE RANCH RELEASES 
694 SWEET MISERY, Caller: Frank Lane' 	 Square Dance 
693 WHITE CHRISTMAS, Caller: Frank Lane' 	 Square Dance 
BOGAN RELEASES: 
1370 RED ROSES FOR A BLUE LADY, Caller: John Aden' 	 Square Dance 
1369 WAY DOWN TEXAS WAY, Caller: John Aden• 	 Square Dance 
1368 JOY IN MY HEART, Caller: John Aden' 	 Square Dance 
1367 DON'T BUILD NO FENCES, Caller: John Aden' 	 Square Dance 
1366 DEEP WATER, Callers: Tommy White & David Davis• 	 Square Dance 
LORE RELEASES 
1237 BY THE SEA, Caller: Johnny Creel' 	 Square Dance 
1236 I BELIEVE IN MUSIC, Caller: Dick DeMeritt• 	 Square Dance 
1235 YOU CAN'T BUY YOUR WAY OUT OF THE BLUES, Bobby Graham' Square Dance 
1234 HAVE A LITTLE FAITH, Caller: Johnnie Creel' 	 Square Dance 
1233 RHYTHM OF THE ROAD. Caller: Murray Beasley• 	 Square Dance 
PETTICOAT PATTER RELEASES: 
129 YELLOW BIRD, Caller: Dorothy Juntti• 	 Square Dance 
128 COWBOY'S SWEETHEART, Caller Dorothy Juntti• 	 Square Dance 
127 HANGIN' UP MY TRAVELIN' SHOES, Caller: Toots Richardson' 	Square Dance 




PO Box 7309 
Houston, Texas 77248-7309 







WE HAVE MOST SQUARE 
RANCH HOUSE, RHYTHM, 
THUNDERBIRD, and many 
SCHOOL AND PRE-SCHOOL: 
OTHERS: Language, Aerobic, 
THE VERY POPULAR: "SING 
• LL OR WRITE: 
IIIII 1111 
. II 4 
S- 
NADINE MERRBACH 
AND ROUND DANCE LABELS: 
LOU MAC, HI-HAT, GRENN, 
others... 
KIMBO, MELODY HOUSE, 
Ballet, and some Folk 
-A-LONG" ALBUMS, Some 




CAROL WARD 	JOHNNIE WYKOFF 
CHAPARRAL, ESP, RED BOOT, WINDSOR, WAGON WHEEL, 
CHINOOK, FOUR BAR B, JOPAT, KALOX, SCOPE, TNT 
EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES and BOWMAR. 
and Country Dance Records 
on cassette/with words. 
A GOOD LINE OF MICROPHONES IN STOCK: Electro-Voice, AKG, Shure, Audio-Technica 
& Astatic. "TOA" Wireless Microphones, PA Amps & Speakers. 
WE HAVE GOOD USED: 
AMPS: (Newcomb Amps) (Califone Amps) with Vari-Speed Turntables 
SPEAKERS: 12-inch Open Backs and Columns/Some New a Discount 
ASK US ABOUT 
A TAPE RECORDER 
BLANK CASSETTES: 
5-Minute, 	15-Minute, 30-Minute. 
60-Minute, and 90-Minute 
With/Without Boxes 
THE MACHINE (by Califone) 
A dual cassette deck, tape speed control +/— 10%, play one cassette/ 
add 	voice 	and 	record 	on 	the 	other 	cassette; 	5-program 	auto 
music/select; electronic BBD echo control/voice only; UL approved; 
C adapter/wall plug/or battery (100 cells) Batteries not included. Comes 
with. Dynamic Microphone and Instructions 	$359.95 plus shipping 
and insurance. 
FOR YOUR PROFESSIONAL OR HOME TAPING NEEDS: AMPEX 456 Reel to Reel Tape 
2-inch, 	1 inch, 1/2 -inch, and 1/4 -inch on reels. 1/4 inch in bulk also. Leader tape in the same sizes. 
Splicing tape in: 1/4 -inch, 1/2-inch, and 1 	inch only. We have reels. 
IF YOU WANT TO MAKE A SQUARE DANCE RECORD: Talk to Norman Merrbach 
WE HAVE THE NEW WILLIAMS SOUND 8-CHANNEL WIRELESS MICROPHONE. 
All high band. Transmitter and receiver programmable. 
WE SERVICE AND REPAIR: Newcomb, Califone, Ashton, and others. 
Needles for all the above, and others. 
SOUND CONSULTANTS: Bids and estimates for S/D halls and churches. 
If you're in Houston, come see us: 
Monday thru Friday  	....8:30 AM to 5:00 PM CST 
Saturday 	 ...9:00 AM to 1:00 PM CST 
Closed Sundays and Holidays 
If placing an order after hours, by phone, recorder will answer (4th ring): 
Phone: 713-862-7077 
MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE 
PO Box 7309, Houston TX 77248-7309 	323 West 14th St., Houston TX 77008 
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